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Abstract

Successful climate change mitigation will require data-driven decision making, but the field faces a diverse set of challenges. In this dissertation, I provide three examples that illustrate how uncertainty is often not adequately characterized, how missing data can pose a barrier to climate-relevant policy making, and how big data and machine learning could be used to obtain important information. I conclude with a survey and a discussion of how artificial intelligence can be applied to climate change mitigation.

In the first chapter, I show how to construct an empirical estimate of the uncertainty of long-term energy forecasts based on past forecast errors, using projections made by the U.S. Energy Information Agency (EIA). This method gives analysts and decision-makers a means to estimate the uncertainty of those forecasts quantitatively. Energy forecasts provide the basis for financial evaluation of energy investments as well as for energy system models. I lay the groundwork for evaluating the performance of these methods in the data-scarce setting of long-term forecasts. The EIA has used my results in their most recent retrospective review.

The second chapter is based on a topical review of policies to decarbonize heavy freight transportation by shifting freight from road to rail and water. I find that while the freight sector is responsible for a large share of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, a systematic analysis of the potential to decarbonize with modal shift is still missing from the literature. This is partly due to a lack of publicly available, standardized, and updated data. For a global comparison of modal split and trends, I expanded existing databases with national freight activity from 2000-2017. I find that only less than half of the countries in the world provide such information on road freight activity.
The third chapter provides an example of how big data and machine learning (ML) could be used to fill in information gaps that inhibit climate policy analysis. I use satellite imagery for truck traffic monitoring in areas where this information is otherwise difficult to obtain. I count the number of freight vehicles visible in the images with deep convolutional neural networks, and estimate the average annual truck traffic on roads from those counts by modeling traffic variation patterns.

In a final chapter, I discuss how methods from artificial intelligence can be used to improve socioeconomic, policy, and engineering research for climate change mitigation. I provide a survey of the literature and identify the main barriers and challenges that arise at the intersection of those disciplines. Research in this area demands both careful design of ML algorithms and consideration of domain knowledge. I conclude with proposing a research agenda.
Per Marco

Für meine Familie
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Introduction

More than twenty five years ago, the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) was established as a foundation for a global effort to minimize the anthropogenic impact on the earth’s climate [1]. While international parties have agreed to keep global warming below 2°C [2, 3], it is likely that current pledged reductions will be insufficient to achieve this target [4]. To restrict anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, global energy systems will need to be rapidly and deeply decarbonized [5, 6, 7]. My work affects two aspects that are critical to achieving an energy system with near-zero GHG emissions: long-term planning and energy services that are hard to decarbonize.

In the first chapter, I address a persistent problem in long-term forecasting, which is that energy forecasts typically consist of point projections and scenarios without associated probabilities. Long-term energy projections, such as those provided by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), are of tremendous importance for decarbonizing the energy system. It has been shown that targeted and technology-discriminating policies may help to move to a low-carbon energy system and to avoid lock-in into inferior technologies [8], for which the policy-maker would need to pick "winner" and "loser" technologies for years to come. Also, investment decisions in the wrong energy infrastructure can lead to carbon lock-in, as infrastructure is built to last for decades. Long-term energy forecasts, such as those by the U.S. EIA, critically affect these policy and investment decisions, making a good understanding of the uncertainty essential.

Chapters Two and Three focus on long-haul road freight, which is one of the energy services that are hardest to decarbonize [9]. Road freight is a carbon-intensive mode, and trucks were
responsible for 7% of total world energy-related CO\textsubscript{2} emissions in 2015 [10]. In Chapter Two, I review five strategies that can be used to decarbonize road freight transportation, and then focus on an international comparison of policies for mitigating climate change through modal shift from road to rail or water. Because of its simplicity, modal shift is one of the most important means to reduce GHG emissions from the freight sector in the near term. Modal shift can be promoted by policies targeting infrastructure investments and internalizing external costs of road freight [11, 12, 13, 14], but not many countries have such policies in place. I also find that less than half the countries in the world report national road freight activity (in tonne-km). Much of the growth of road freight occurs in developing countries and emerging economies, and identifying ways to monitor truck traffic in these regions is one of the first steps to address the problem. Chapter Three provides a proof of concept of how to monitor truck traffic with remote sensing. In this chapter, I explore a method that might be used to provide information on the traffic density by using machine learning and high-resolution satellite images.

While climate change mitigation is at the heart of the topics addressed in this dissertation, there are also methodological and conceptual dimensions to the work. As the policy challenges change through time, so must the method toolbox of policy analysis\textsuperscript{1} expand. For example in 1999, Morgan et al. [16] have argued that methods should account for the new spatial and temporal scale that is required for climate mitigation policies. More computing power, advanced analytical methods, and information and communication technologies that offer a wealth of new data sources, have changed the society [17], the economy, and the way we conduct science [18]. While data and statistics have always been important for policy analysis [15], I believe that this new regime of data analytics will have an impact on how policy analysis is conducted. This dissertation addresses two of the data challenges typically found in policy analysis - uncertain data and missing data - and explores how data-driven approaches leveraging statistics, artificial intelligence, and big data could provide answers. It also includes an analysis of how artificial intelligence can be used for policy analysis, forecasting, and engineering to reduce GHG emissions - and which challenges could arise from that approach.

\textsuperscript{1}For an introduction to policy analysis see Morgan (2017) [15].
Empirical prediction intervals improve energy forecasting

Hundreds of organizations and analysts use energy projections, such as those contained in the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA)’s Annual Energy Outlook (AEO), for investment and policy decisions. Retrospective analyses of past AEO projections have shown that observed values can differ from the projection by several hundred percent, thus a thorough treatment of uncertainty is essential. We evaluate the out-of-sample forecasting performance of several empirical density forecasting methods using the continuous ranked probability score (CRPS). The analysis confirms that a Gaussian density, estimated on past forecasting errors, gives comparatively accurate uncertainty estimates over a variety of energy quantities in the AEO, in particular outperforming scenario projections provided in the AEO. We report probabilistic uncertainties for 18 core quantities of the AEO 2016 projections. Our work frames how to produce, evaluate and rank probabilistic forecasts in this setting. We propose a log-transformation of forecast errors for price projections, and a modified non-parametric empirical density forecasting method. Our findings give guidance on how to evaluate and communicate uncertainty in future energy outlooks.

1.1 Introduction

Projections of quantities such as electricity and fuel demands, commodity prices, and specific energy consumption and production rates are widely used to inform private and public investment decisions, long-term strategies and policy analysis [19, 20, 21]. Policy analysts and decision-makers often use modeled projections as forecasts\(^1\) with little or no discussion about the associated uncertainty [20, 23, 24]. Here we are concerned with national scale forecasts in the energy industry that span a range from years to decades. Two of the most influential sets of energy projections are those of the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) and the International Energy Agency (IEA), complemented by those made by private oil and gas companies, such as Shell, ExxonMobil and Statoil. When assessed retrospectively, such energy projections have sometimes shown very large deviations from the realized values [25, 26, 27]. Providing information on the likely uncertainty associated with such projections would help individuals and organizations use them in a more informed manner [28, 29, 30].

All of the energy outlooks mentioned above provide point projections without a probabilistic treatment of uncertainty. Often, point forecasts are labeled as a "reference scenario", and are accompanied by alternative scenarios. While scenarios may be used to bound a range of possible outcomes, they can easily be misinterpreted [31] and are typically not intended to reflect any treatment of probability. The fact that most projections in the energy space do not report probability distributions around predicted values, or an expected variance, is a problem that has been frequently noted in the literature [32, 31, 33, 34, 35]. Shlyakhter et al. criticize the EIA for not treating uncertainty in the Annual Energy Outlook (AEO) [32]. Density forecasting is increasingly becoming the standard [34, 36] in a variety of disciplines ranging from forecasts of inflation rates [37, 38, 39], financial risk management and trading operations [40, 41], to demographics [42], peak electricity demand [43] and wind power generation [44, 45]. There are a number of procedures for probabilistic forecasting [40]. Most of these methods take an integrated approach to forecast the whole distribution

---

\(^1\)Energy outlooks are often referred to as projections because they refrain from incorporating future policy changes into the reference scenario. In contrast, the term forecast denotes a best estimate allowing for all changes of the state of the world [22]. While we are aware of this difference, our analysis treats the reference scenario as the best estimate forecast. We use the terms forecast and projection interchangeably.
including the best estimate. The empirical methods we use here instead allow analysts or forecast users to attach an uncertainty distribution to a pre-existing point forecast.

The importance of density forecast evaluation has been discussed by several authors [46, 47, 35, 48]. When methods are chosen to generate probabilistic energy forecasts, such evaluation is often omitted. Our work is a step towards making energy density forecasting more feasible and robust by framing how to evaluate a probabilistic forecast in this setting.

1.1.1 Choosing a density forecasting method

We compare different methods by testing how accurately they estimate the uncertainty of data that were not used to train the methods.

We argue that if a forecaster is choosing between different methods, this should be the central criterion, even though others such as usability and ease of explanation might also be relevant. Adopting a frequentist’s approach, we view a future observation as a random event around the given forecast. A density prediction is best if it equals the probability density function (PDF) from which this future observation is drawn.

Density forecasts are evaluated by their calibration and their sharpness subject to calibration [47]. By sharpness we mean that narrower PDFs are preferable. Calibration, as a core concept of forecast evaluation, refers to the predictive density representing correctly the true PDF of the observation. Measuring calibration requires the availability of unknown observations. This can be simulated by using an early portion of the time series to train the density prediction and using later actual values as the test observations. This procedure is referred to as out-of-sample forecast evaluation. Dividing the data into these two sets requires a long enough record of historical data and forecasts to draw statistically significant conclusions. While the AEO sample size is small, we see no viable alternative to this procedure, and find that even small sample results can provide useful insights.

As it is a measure of both calibration and sharpness, we use the continuous ranked probability score (CRPS) [48, 49, 50] to compare density forecasts. For point forecast evaluation we work with the average prediction error, here the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), and the transformed mean absolute logarithmic error (MALE) for prices (Section 1.4: Materials and Methods).
1.1.2 Empirical density prediction methods

We compare four different data-driven parametric and non-parametric estimates of forecast uncertainty in the form of PDFs (see Table 1.1 and Section 1.4: Materials and Methods). A simple method of empirical prediction intervals (EPI), first published by Williams and Goodman [51], uses the distribution of past forecast errors to create a probability density forecast around an existing point forecast. It relies on the assumption that past errors are a good estimator of the forecaster’s current ability to predict the future. EPIs are an established approach and have been employed in a number of fields such as meteorology [52], including the creation of the classic "cone of uncertainty" now routinely produced for likely hurricane tracks [53], future commodity prices [54], and the values of macroeconomic variables such as inflation [38]. There is a continuing interest in the method from researchers in applied mathematics and statistics [36, 55, 56]. We introduce a second non-parametric EPI, which is a modification of Williams and Goodman’s EPI, with a centered error distribution. For a third, parametric, prediction method we use the forecasting errors to estimate a Gaussian density forecast. A parametric PDF has the advantage of greater ease of use. We use the volatility of the time series of historical values to inform a fourth probabilistic forecast, which is valuable in cases where the forecasting record is short.

We apply the four different methods to 18 quantities in EIA’s AEO [57], which are chosen based on EIA’s Retrospective Review [58] (Section 1.4: Materials and Methods). The AEO forecasting record spans more than thirty years. Unfortunately, in the context of forecast evaluation a sample size of \(\sim 30\) data points is very small. In addition, because of modifications that EIA makes to its models, and changes in technology, market conditions, and regulations, errors are not likely to be stationary. Because stationarity of past forecasting errors is an essential requirement for good performance of EPIs [56], we test the extent to which PDFs estimated using this procedure provide robust probabilistic forecasts. Previous work has analyzed the forecast errors of EIA’s AEO [25, 20, 59, 19, 21, 60] and the projections by the IEA [26]. Generally, authors have focused on a mean percent error and directional consistency of errors, also termed bias. Shlyakhter et al. [32] constructed a parametric density forecast with the retrospective errors of AEOs, similar to what we test in this paper. However, they did not assess the calibration of their prediction intervals.
Table 1.1: Empirical density forecasting methods compared. Details can be found in Section 1.4: Materials and Methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Parametric</th>
<th>Based on</th>
<th>Median ctd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NP1: non-parametric EPI</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>forecast errors</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP2: n.-p. centered EPI</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>forecast errors</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1: Gaussian distr.</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>forecast errors</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2: Gaussian distr.</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>hist. deviations</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We begin by evaluating the point forecast performance of the AEO reference case over our test range of AEO 2003-2014. Using the same out-of-sample AEOs and historical observations, we then compare the calibration and sharpness of the four different density forecasts. The prediction intervals are also compared to the scenarios published in the AEO. We find that over the test range a normal distribution based on past forecasting errors clearly outperformed uncertainties based on the scenarios in the AEO. This conclusion is for the diverse set of all quantities, but depending upon the quantity, in some cases other methods showed better results. We conclude the paper with a comparative discussion of the methods and their applicability to energy forecasting.

1.2 Results

We evaluate the predictive performance of four uncertainty estimation methods (Table 1.1) over the test range of AEO 2003-2014 and observations of 2002-2015, using 1985-2002 as the training range. The test range excludes AEO 2009, which did not provide scenarios for the updated reference case. We determine the number of quantities for which a method performed best. We find that Gaussian densities informed by retrospective errors (G₁) or based on the variability of the historical values (G₂) performed best for the most quantities. The original non-parametric method as in [51] (NP₁), performed best in very few cases. The centered non-parametric distribution (NP₂), which gives the largest weight to the AEO reference case projection instead of the bias, performed better over the test range than NP₁. The respective best empirical uncertainty estimation methods had significantly better calibration than methods based on the AEO scenarios with 95% confidence. In fact, G₁ significantly outperformed the scenarios for all quantities and provided a valid general approach to
estimate the uncertainty in the AEO.

While we have performed analysis for 18 quantities forecasted in the AEO, we use two of the quantities, natural gas wellhead price in nominal dollars per 1000 cubic ft. (hereafter natural gas price) and total electricity sales in billion kWhrs (hereafter electricity sales) for illustration purposes (Fig. 1.1 and 1.2). Results for all 18 quantities can be found in the Appendix 5.

1.2.1 Error metric and transformation for price quantities

All forecast evaluation scores are computed on the basis of the deviations of the forecasts $\hat{y}$ from historical values $y$, referred to as error. We found it useful to work with the percent error, or relative error, $\epsilon_{rel} = \frac{\hat{y} - y}{y} = \frac{\hat{y}}{y} - 1$. Percent errors allow us to compare different quantities and they are independent of changes in the currency value. We can conduct the analysis in a similar way with absolute errors. Since the error distributions of price quantities are asymmetric, as prices are typically log-normally distributed [61], we modify the error for price quantities. Drawing an analogy to logarithmic returns, a concept from financial theory, we modify $\epsilon_{rel}$ to yield the logarithmic error $\epsilon_{log} = \ln (1 + \epsilon_{rel}) = \ln \left( \frac{\hat{y}}{y} \right) = \ln \hat{y} - \ln y$. For prices we compute the comparative statistics and additional transformations, such as centering of the PDF, in $\epsilon_{log}$ (Appendix 5).

The structure of the relative errors as a function of forecast year and forecast horizon is shown in Fig. 1.3. The horizon $H$ refers to the number of time steps, or years, into the future that the forecast is made. Uncertainty increases with $H$. AEO projections reflect uncertainty in past values, e.g. for AEO 2016 we therefore refer to 2015 as $H = 0$, and 2016 as $H = 1$.

1.2.2 Retrospective analysis can inform density forecasts

We illustrate examples of the four probabilistic forecasting methods listed in Table 1.1. Fig. 1.1 and Fig. 1.2 compare the non-parametric methods to the methods that performed better for the two example quantities, that is, the two Gaussian predictions.

A non-parametric distribution of the errors (NP$_1$) results in the EPI shown in Fig. 1.1 (A). Here the median of the errors is not exactly zero, which is often referred to as bias. We see that this results in a second point forecast, or a best estimate forecast that is not equal to the reference case.
Figure 1.1: Density forecasts for natural gas prices in nominal $. (A) Non-parametric EPI based on forecast errors (NP1). (B) Gaussian density forecast based on the variability of historical values (G2), which tested to be the better estimate. Historical values are indicated by black dots, the AEO 2016 reference case by green diamonds and the density forecast in blue shaded areas. The different shades correspond to the percentiles 2, 10, 20, 30, ..., 80, 90, 98. The outermost dashed lines report the minimum and maximum value of the error samples. AEO 2016 envelope scenarios are in green. Note that in (A) the median of the predictive distribution (dashed red line) does not coincide with the reference case.
Figure 1.2: Density forecasts for electricity sales based on AEO 2016. (A) For the median-centered non-parametric EPI (NP2), the median or bias now coincides with the AEO reference case. (B) The Gaussian density forecast based on the SD of the errors (G1) was the best forecast over the test range. The envelope scenarios are narrower.

scenario. If we can assume that the forecasting errors are stationary, then past and future errors follow the same PDF, and this bias should yield a better point forecast than the reference case. However, we found this is not the case for most quantities.

Modifying the non-parametric distribution in such way that it places the greatest weight on the AEO reference case projection is one approach to combat this problem (NP2). This centered EPI for electricity sales is shown in Fig. 1.2 (A). In the percent-error space, we center by subtracting the median error $m_{rel}$ from all errors in the distribution $\epsilon_{rel,ctr} = \epsilon_{rel} - m_{rel}$. For the price quantities, we transform the distribution in log-error space. We define the log median $m_{log} = \text{median}(\epsilon_{log}) = \ln(1 + m_{rel})$. The centered log errors are then $\epsilon_{log,ctr} = \epsilon_{log} - m_{log} = \ln \left( \frac{1 + \epsilon_{rel}}{1 + m_{rel}} \right)$ (Appendix 5).

These two non-parametric estimations are compared to two parametric distributions, Gaussians with a mean of zero and the variance of the errors (G1) (Fig. 1.2 (B)) and with the variance of historical values (G2) (Fig. 1.1 (B)). When modeling normality, we implicitly make assumptions about the nature of the errors. Extreme errors, which can have large consequences for decision-
making, occur frequently in energy forecasting [32]. A Gaussian PDF may not do an adequate job of representing heavier tails and might underestimate the probability of extreme events. However, a parametric distribution will generate longer tails than a non-parametric error PDF. Regarding usability, the simplicity of a two-parameter specification prevails over non-parametric distributions. A discussion of normality and correlation in the errors is provided in the Appendix 5.

1.2.3 Past bias in the AEO does not predict future bias

Recently, electricity sales have been flat. Can a forecast be better than a constant prediction using the last observation, i.e. persistence? We can assess the point forecasting skill of the AEO reference case projections by comparing them with benchmark forecasts such as persistence or simple linear regression. To compare different point forecasts, we evaluate the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and the mean absolute log error (MALE) for prices. MAPE and MALE are defined as the sum over the absolute value of all observed errors for a given horizon (Section 1.4: Materials and Methods). A larger MAPE/MALE indicates that the forecast has performed worse over the test
We find that persistence performed surprisingly well over the test range of the last decade, outperforming the AEO for 10 of the 18 quantities. This is due to the fact that the recent decade has seen trend changes that are conducive to persistence forecasts. If the length of the fitted window is optimized for the test range, a simple linear regression significantly outperformed the reference case for eight quantities with 95% confidence. Point forecast comparison of the AEO reference case with the median of the errors reveals that correcting for the bias is not a good strategy in most cases. The AEO reference case was a better point forecast than the bias for most of the quantities over the test range, except for coal production and residential energy consumption. We therefore anticipate that centering the non-parametric uncertainty (NP$_2$) is advised for most quantities except those.

Figure 1.4: The mean absolute percentage or log-error (MAPE/MALE) for the test range 2003-2014. We see that for natural gas prices (in nominal $\), the median of NP$_1$ performs similarly to the AEO reference case. For electricity sales, the reference case outperforms the median for nearly every horizon. For the test range, a persistence forecasts has clearly been the best forecast for electricity sales, which have recently experienced near zero growth.

range 2003-14 (Fig. 1.4).
Figure 1.5: The continuous ranked probability score (CRPS) for the test range 2003-2014. A lower CRPS corresponds to a better density or ensemble forecast.

1.2.4 Gaussian density forecasts often perform well

Scoring rules, or scores, provide a means for comparing the performance of different probabilistic forecasts. We use the continuous ranked probability score (CRPS), which is a strictly proper score in this case [49]. It assigns value not only to the predicted probability of an observation but also to the distance of a predicted probability mass from an observation. It is therefore relatively robust to specific functional forms of the density forecasts [48], and allows for comparison with point and ensemble forecasts [49, 50] (Section 1.4: Materials and Methods).

The results of the average CRPS over the test range for each horizon in units of relative or log error are illustrated in Fig. 1.5. A standalone value of the CRPS is not meaningful; it serves to provide a comparison between different methods. As the CRPS reduces to the MAPE/MALE for a point forecast, it is informative to compare the results to the MAPE/MALE of the AEO reference case. In Fig. 1.4 and 1.5, we find that the scenarios (S) only marginally improve the prediction with respect to the point forecast. In addition we see that for the natural gas price, NP\textsubscript{1} is larger than the MALE due to poor point forecast performance of the EPI's median.
To find the best density prediction method, we normalize the CRPS of each method by the CRPS of the scenario ensemble (S) for every horizon (Fig. 1.6). For every quantity, we then average over a core range of horizons $H = 2$ to $H = 9$, and rank these aggregated scores. The method with the lowest average rank is considered the best density over the test range for a given quantity. We find that the results barely change if more horizons, modifications to the test range or an alternative ranking method are considered (Appendix 5).

The ranking of all quantities shows that the two Gaussian methods perform well for most quantities (Fig. 1.7). $G_1$ counts as the best method for nine out of the eighteen quantities and $G_2$ for three quantities. The performance of $G_2$ is however often similar to $G_1$ and it is second best for eight quantities. The fact that these parametric methods performed well over the test range is convenient, because there are standard ways to use a normal distribution as a model input. Besides these parametric methods, also $NP_2$ performed well. As expected, in the two cases of coal production and residential energy consumption, including the bias with $NP_1$ seemed the best approach over the test range. In the following section, we analyze if the empirical methods performed significantly better than uncertainty estimates based on the scenarios.

### 1.2.5 AEO scenario ranges are narrower than observed uncertainties

Every AEO includes a number of scenarios, intended as sensitivity studies on the reference case under a small number of varied input assumptions. No value is assigned to the probability that a future outcome will lie within the scenario range. The CRPS allows for comparison of a density forecast with an ensemble forecasts. It assigns every discrete scenario an equal point probability mass (S). Because of the varying number of scenarios in the AEO, we make a simplification and only consider the reference case and the high and low envelope scenarios, which do not correspond to a specific scenario in the AEO (Section 1.4: Materials and Methods). In addition, we discuss a Gaussian distribution (SP$_1$) and a uniform distribution (SP$_2$) based on the envelope scenarios.

The CRPS scores normalized by the score of S are shown in Fig. 1.6. This figure also includes the scores for the sensitivity cases SP$_1$ and SP$_2$. A normalized CRPS of an empirical method that is $< 1.0$ indicates an improvement over uncertainties based on the scenarios (S). We can find at least
one density forecasting method for every quantity, which in average over the core horizons performed better than the scenarios. In addition, we conduct a hypothesis test if we can reject that either S or SP\textsubscript{1} were the better probabilistic forecasts over the test range. We find that the best ranked empirical method for a respective quantity was significantly better than both S and SP\textsubscript{1} with 95% confidence. In fact, NP\textsubscript{2}, G\textsubscript{1} and G\textsubscript{2} all show significant improvements (Fig. 1.7). These results are likely due to the fact that over the test range on average the scenario range of all AEO quantities covered only 14\% of the actual values ( Appendix 5). The width between highest and lowest scenario, however, changes greatly from one AEO to another and is somewhat correlated to the number of scenarios published.

Figure 1.6: Relative improvement of the methods with respect to the envelope scenarios for the test range 2003-2014. Values are plotted as fraction of the CPRS of the scenario ensemble (S). A normalized CRPS lower than 1.0 corresponds to a better density forecast. SP\textsubscript{1} corresponds to a normal distribution with the scenario range as 1 SD, and SP\textsubscript{2} is a uniform PDF between the envelope scenarios.
**Figure 1.7:** Graphical summary of the evaluation results. The methods are ordered by the number of quantities they perform best for (listed in white). The Gaussian based on errors (G₁) performs best or second best for 14 out of 18 and showed significant improvement over the scenarios for almost all quantities. Improvement is more likely over S than SP₁. The non-parametric biased EPI (NP₁), performs worse than the n.-p. centered EPI (NP₂), and the Gaussian based on historical deviations (G₂).
1.3 Discussion and conclusion

This analysis showed that empirical density prediction methods, based on forecasting errors or historical deviations, provide valuable approaches for including an estimate of uncertainty with a forecast. There are empirical methods available for estimating the uncertainty around the AEO reference case, which have proven to be significantly more accurate over the past decade than the scenarios of the AEO. We find that a Gaussian distribution based on past errors ($G_1$) offers a method with convincing ease of use and good performance over the different quantities (Fig. 1.7). We therefore recommend that the EIA and others producing energy forecasts include the standard deviation of forecast errors in their retrospective reports. We supply the values for the AEO 2016 in the Appendix 5. A non-parametric distribution of the observed forecast errors was the better density forecast only in a few cases, confirming that focusing on representing the exact error distribution does not need to provide the better out-of-sample forecast. Point forecast evaluation illuminated that EIA’s forecast bias is in most cases not consistent and that using a bias-corrected reference case does typically not lead to the better forecast.

As both the forecasting process and the energy system can be non-stationary, there is no way to be sure that our results will be applicable to future data. However, the way we evaluated and chose a method is a robust procedure. Hence, in the absence of other insights we recommend using one of the Gaussian distributions.

Despite the advantages of probabilistic forecasts, scenarios convey important information about the workings of energy predictions and allow users to better understand and compare the assumptions. We emphasize that the combined use of a density forecast and scenarios would be a fruitful approach to describe the uncertainty of a forecast. Empirical density forecasts are easily reproducible, but other probabilistic methods such as a quantile forecasting could also advance energy projections.

1.4 Materials and methods

See Appendix 5 for a detailed description of the materials and methods used.
Data

The data set consists of AEOs 1982-2016 and historical values from 1985 to 2015. Historical data were taken from the EIA Retrospective Review [58] and the AEOs [57], and conversions were applied where necessary. All data are publicly available on the EIA website. Refer to Appendix 5: Data Description for more detail. The data analysis was performed in R [62].

1.4.1 List of methods

Point forecasting methods:

- **AEO reference case**: We treat the AEO reference case as a point forecast. The reference case is a projection of the current state of laws and regulations and does not represent a best estimate forecast. Also the EIA chooses the reference case as a best estimate when determining projection errors [58].

- **Median errors (NP₁)**: The median of the EPI with a non-parametric distribution of the errors (NP₁), computed as the reference case adjusted by the median of past forecasting errors.

- **Persistence**: Persistence refers to a constant forecast equal to the last observation. Here, we use the forecasted value at $H = 0$ as the last observation, since on the AEO release date this is the closest approximation to the actual value.

- **Simple linear model**: This benchmark is a simple linear regression with time as the predictor. The quantity is regressed over a moving window of the last 7 historical observations. This size of window is the optimum for the test range.

Density forecasting methods:

- **NP₁**: EPI with a non-parametric distribution of the forecasting errors and a median different to the reference case. This method was originally published by [51].

- **NP₂**: EPI with a non-parametric error distribution, which is centered such that the median and $\epsilon = 0$ align. This results in the AEO reference case being the best estimate forecast.
• $G_1$: A Gaussian distribution with the standard deviation of the past errors and a mean and median of $\epsilon = 0$.

• $G_2$: Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation based on a sample of all relative deviations between two historical data points which are $H$ steps apart. Mean and median are $\epsilon = 0$.

• $S$: This ensemble forecast consists of the reference case and the highest and lowest scenario projection in every year. These correspond to the envelope of all scenarios by using only the highest and lowest projected values.

• $SP$: Two parametric density predictions based on the envelope scenarios in the AEO. We chose a Gaussian distribution with the distance to the farthest scenario as 1 SD ($SP_1$) and a uniform distribution between the envelope scenarios ($SP_2$).

### 1.4.2 MAPE

The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is a measure for point forecast performance. This becomes the mean absolute log error (MALE) in the case of price forecasts with log-errors. They are defined as

\[
MAPE_H = \frac{1}{n_H} \sum_{t=1}^{n_H} |\xi_{rel,H,t}| = \frac{1}{n_H} \sum_{t=1}^{n_H} \left| \frac{\hat{y}_{H,t} - y_{H,t}}{y_{H,t}} \right|, \tag{1.1}
\]

and

\[
MALE_H = \frac{1}{n_H} \sum_{t=1}^{n_H} |\ln \hat{y}_{H,t} - \ln y_{H,t}|,
\]

where there are $n_H$ errors for a particular horizon $H$. $\hat{y}$ refers to the forecast, while $y$ is the actual observation.

### 1.4.3 CRPS

The continuous ranked probability score (CRPS) for every horizon, as we use it in this paper, is defined as

\[
CRPS_H(F, \epsilon) = \frac{1}{n_H} \sum_{t=1}^{n_H} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} (F_t(\epsilon_t) - I(\epsilon_t \geq \xi_t))^2 d\epsilon_t \tag{1.2}
\]
similar to [49]. \( \epsilon_t \) is a point of the predictive error distribution, while \( \xi_t \) is the forecast error of the observation. The CRPS compares the CDF of the density forecast with the CDF of an observation, a step function \( I(\epsilon_t \geq \xi_t) \). We compute the score in the respective error metric. The CRPS for a non-parametric CDF is computed like the CRPS for an ensemble forecast of discrete scenarios [50]. For ensemble forecasts, the CRPS can also be written as \( \text{CRPS}_H(F, \epsilon) = \frac{1}{n_H} \sum_{t=1}^{n_H} \left[ E_F |\epsilon_t - \xi_t| - \frac{1}{2} E_F |\epsilon_t - \epsilon'_t| \right] \) [49]. In our case, the \( \text{CRPS}_H \) reduces to the \( \text{MAPE}_H \) for a point forecast. In this case we have a single \( \epsilon_t = 0 \), resulting in \( E_F |\epsilon_t - \xi_t| = |\xi_t| \) and \( E_F |\epsilon_t - \epsilon'_t| = 0 \).

The CRPS is a strictly proper score here [49], which means that the expected score is maximized if the observation is drawn from the predictive distribution and this maximum is unique. The CRPS has different scales for different quantities or error measures, which is why we normalize the \( \text{CRPS}_H \) by the \( \text{CRPS}_{S,H} \) of the scenario ensemble.

### 1.4.4 Improvement testing

We perform a bootstrap on the single CRPS results in a horizon sample, which then are used to compute the \( \text{CRPS}_H \), and the aggregated CRPS average for the ranking. For every of the four methods, we determine the portion of resampled results that indicates that S or SP1 is the better forecast. If this portion is smaller than 0.05, we speak of the method as being a significant improvement over the scenarios.

### 1.4.5 Sensitivity analysis on the ranking results

To test the sensitivity of the ranking, we varied the default assumptions. Instead of first averaging the normalized CRPS and then ranking that result, we alternatively first ranked the \( \text{CRPS}_H \) and then averaged over the horizons. We also averaged over the full range of horizons \( H = 1 \) to \( H = 12 \) instead of the core range that included large \( H \) with small sample sizes. In addition, we included AEO 2009 in the test range. The respective best methods did not change with these variations. For some quantities, the performance of the best and second best methods were very similar to each other. This resulted in a sensitivity regarding a change in the test range for three quantities.
Decarbonizing intraregional freight systems with a focus on modal shift

Road freight transportation accounts for around 7% of total world energy-related carbon dioxide emissions. With the appropriate incentives, energy savings and emissions reductions can be achieved by shifting freight to rail or water modes, both of which are far more efficient than road. We briefly introduce five general strategies for decarbonizing freight transportation, and then focus on the literature and data relevant to estimating the global decarbonization potential through modal shift. We compare freight activity (in tonne-km) by mode for every country where data are available. We also describe major intraregional freight corridors, their modal structure, and their infrastructure needs. We find that the current world road and rail modal split is around 60 : 40. Most countries are experiencing strong growth in road freight and a shift from rail to road. Rail intermodal transportation holds great potential for replacing carbon-intense and fast-growing road freight, but it is essential to have a targeted design of freight systems, particularly in developing countries. Modal shift can be promoted by policies targeting infrastructure investments and internalizing external costs of road freight, but we find that not many countries have such policies in place. We identify research needs for decarbonizing the freight transportation sector both through improvements in the efficiency of individual modes and through new physical and institutional infrastructure that can support modal shift.

2.1 Introduction

To restrict the increase in global temperatures to less than 2°C above preindustrial levels, rapid decarbonization of the global economy is necessary [5, 6]. The share of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from transportation is rising, with oil demand in the transportation sector accounting for about 22% of global energy-related carbon dioxide (CO₂) emissions in 2015 [10]. The International Energy Agency (IEA) estimates that road freight alone contributed 7% of total world energy-related CO₂ emissions in 2015 [10], more than twice the total emissions from aviation [63]. There have been few systematic studies of deep decarbonization options for global and intraregional freight transport [64] and little political effort to mitigate GHG emissions from freight transportation [65]. For example, only four countries, the United States (U.S.), Canada, China and Japan, regulate the fuel economy of heavy-duty vehicles. The European Union (EU) is currently developing such standards [10]. On the other hand, many countries have standards for particulate matter (PM) emissions, and these standards provide an incentive to improve fuel economy. The Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Actions (NAMAs), submitted to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) by developing countries, also lack proposals that target the transportation sector [66]. While some modal shift measures in transportation have been included in Nationally Determined Contributions, proposals are heavily skewed towards passenger transportation [67].

In this paper, we focus specifically on road freight, which has a large and growing share of freight activity in most countries [10, 68], and we explore the potential for modal shift as a decarbonization strategy. We emphasize that the deep decarbonization of the freight sector can only be achieved by combining modal shift with multiple other strategies such as energy efficiency, switching to fuels with low or net zero carbon emissions, and improving operational efficiency. Many such changes are unlikely to occur without top-down or other policies to reduce emissions. We also discuss potential interactions and adverse effects of combining these strategies. Across the developing world, and in parts of the developed world, a key barrier to identifying opportunities for the adoption and deployment of modal shift and intermodal transport is the lack of sufficiently granular high-quality freight data. Governments collect data on country-specific freight activities, and international
organizations such as the International Energy Agency (IEA), OECD [69] and the World Bank [70] gather national statistics, but data collection is sparse and inconsistent, with some important efforts from the IEA [10]. For this review, we created a database of freight activity between 2000 and 2016 for every country where data are available.

To our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive review of the modal shares of intraregional freight activities and the potential for modal shift in transport systems globally. We are aware of similar reviews with a regional focus, such as by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) [13] and by Woodburn et al. (2007) [11] and Hoen et al. (2013) for Europe [71]. A 2001 report by the OECD took a global perspective on intermodal freight [72] and a United Nations report from 2015 included a chapter on modal shift [14].

We begin by introducing five general strategies to decarbonize global freight transport. After an overview of trends in freight transportation and the global modal structure, we provide an in-depth review of studies of the theoretical aspects of modal shift. We identify which factors influence shippers’ mode choices, and we discuss the greatest barriers to increasing the share of rail, water and intermodal freight transportation. We conclude that discussion with an overview of strategies to promote modal shift. We then describe freight transportation systems and modal shift policies in specific regions of the world, including major intraregional freight corridors, their modal share, and their infrastructure needs. We conclude the review by summarizing existing estimates of the potential for modal shift.

We exclude ocean shipping, because fuel use and emissions from ocean shipping have been well studied and analyzed within the limitations of the available data [73]. We also only briefly discuss air transport of freight because it represents a small proportion of total emissions from transport, and offers limited opportunities for modal shift.

2.2 General strategies to decarbonize freight

Here we introduce five broad strategies to decarbonize freight, which we describe below, using the same taxonomy as McKinnon (2016) [74]. These are: 1) reducing the demand for freight; 2)
optimizing vehicle use and loading; 3) increasing the efficiency of freight vehicles; 4) reducing the carbon content of fuel used to transport freight; and 5) shifting freight to low carbon-intensity modes. Below we discuss each of these strategies.

2.2.1 Strategy 1: Reducing the demand for freight transport

There is a strong relationship between the growth of freight activity and economic growth [68, 75, 76]. To the extent that this relationship is causal, this makes it difficult to lower the total demand for freight transportation. Inland freight transport is moreover of enormous importance to economic development of low-income countries [14, 77, 78]. While in the past, freight demand grew much faster than the gross domestic product (GDP), the elasticity of trade and GDP is likely to be closer to one in the long term [74]. While there is some evidence of moderate decoupling of total freight activity and GDP in a few developed countries [68, 79], there is no decoupling of road freight activity and GDP [68, 10]. Furthermore, the demand for freight transportation is relatively inelastic to fuel prices [80, 81], suggesting that modest price signals may not induce much reduction in total freight activity. For example, a meta-analysis by de Jong et al (2010) [82] concluded that a 1% rise in fuel price reduces fuel demand by 0.2-0.6%, vehicle kilometers by 0.1-0.3%, and transport activity by 0.05-0.3%.

Another strategy to reduce demand for road freight would be structural changes in supply chain management [74]. Such strategies would entail changes in the production location, in the origin-destination pattern in a supply chain, a reduction of demand for the goods being consumed, and novel production technologies [82]. For example, additive manufacturing (AM), which creates parts by depositing material layer by layer [83], could produce light, hollow products with intricate internal structures to give them strength. As such, it can reduce transport work by making both products [84] and vehicles lighter [85]. Some have argued that it can reduce the distances over which materials and products are transported, by stimulating localized production [86], but it faces issues with economies of scale, fabrication speed, and quality control [87]. Some estimates have suggested that AM could eventually account for less than 5% of total manufacturing output by value [88, 89] and reduce carbon dioxide emissions by less than 1% [90].
Many recent trends in supply chain management, such as just-in-time production, centralization of inventory, spatially fragmented production, and global trade and procurement, have led to an increase, rather than a decrease, in transportation demand [74, 77, 12].

### 2.2.2 Strategy 2: Optimizing vehicle use and loading

Efficiency gains can be achieved by making better use of modal capacity. This includes efficient routing and supply-chain collaboration, backhauling (less empty runs), more efficient packing, and raising the legal limits for high-capacity vehicles in the trucking sector [74, 10]. Higher efficiency might also be achieved by lowering speeds, as has been the case with ocean shipping [73], and training drivers to reduce idling and drive more efficiently. The IEA has provided a detailed review of these systemic improvements in the road freight sector and their potential for reducing GHG emissions [10].

### 2.2.3 Strategy 3: Increasing the efficiency of freight vehicles

In Fig. 2.1, we summarize reported estimates of the average carbon intensity (in gCO$_2$ eq per tkm) for different regions and modes. Naturally, these estimates have uncertainty associated with them and depend on the assumptions made. For example, for road vehicles, these estimates will depend on age, fuel type, payload, terrain, driving patterns and other factors. We find that overall rail and inland water freight modes are much less carbon intensive than road for all regions, and that inland water transport is more carbon intensive than rail in most regions. Shipping on inland waterways is typically also more carbon intensive than ocean shipping [64]. For carbon intensities of different types of vehicles without a regional specification we refer the reader to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (Table 8.3 in 3) [64]. In the next sections we provide more detail regarding the carbon intensity and the technological emissions reduction potentials associated with each mode.
Figure 2.1: Carbon intensity of surface freight modes in different regions. Each marker represents an average estimate for the region or a country in that region from a different data source (refer to supplementary materials for values and sources). Road carbon intensity values distinguish medium- and heavy-duty vehicles. We do not differentiate sources that report life-cycle emissions from those reporting tailpipe emissions as this difference is well within the uncertainty.
Road freight

Despite the uncertainty across the studies in Fig. 2.1, we find that the range of road freight energy intensities varies between the regions. This has to do with economic, geographic and infrastructure constraints that determine which vehicles are in use. For a detailed review on heavy-duty vehicle technology and utilization we refer the reader to [10, 91, 92].

The U.S. National Academies of Science, Engineering and Medicine (NASEM) [91, 93] has performed several assessments regarding the medium and heavy-duty sector in the U.S. In its 2010 study, the Academies suggest that a series of vehicle technologies - ranging from improvements in aerodynamics to the use of low-rolling resistance tires - could reduce fuel consumption for U.S. trucks by up to 15%. Improvements to diesel engines could reduce fuel consumption by up to 20%, and a shift to hybrid drive trains could halve it. The actual savings and the cost of achieving them would depend on the size and function of the vehicle. A recent report by the IEA [10] concludes that the energy intensity of trucks could be reduced by 34% by 2050, relative to a business-as-usual reference scenario.

Another strategy for decarbonizing road freight is by electrification using batteries, hydrogen fuel cells, or electrified roadways. However, due to the relatively low energy density of current battery technologies, electrification with batteries is only feasible for freight vehicles that have short ranges [10]. Indeed, Sripad and Viswanathan [94] find that the cost of a lithium-ion battery pack that gives a large truck (i.e., with a payload of up to 16 tons) a range of 300 miles on a single charge would cost more than US$160,000. By comparison, a diesel-powered semi-truck costs US$120,000. Guttenberg et al. find that, if seven trucks - each one eight feet behind the other - were to travel in a platoon, the range would be extended to 800 miles on a single charge [95].

Electrified roadways include overhead catenary lines, tracks in the road, and inductive transfer of power, which can be combined with other electric powertrain technologies [10]. All systems require additional receiving technology in the vehicle. In partnership with Siemens and several automobile companies, Germany, Sweden and the U.S. are currently testing this technology [96], and a number of other projects are underway in Germany and Sweden [97, 98]. This strategy would only likely be applicable to short, high traffic-density corridors and requires considerable investments. The
electrification of a one-mile stretch of a road near the Port of Los Angeles amounted to US$13 million and costs for electrifying a Swedish highway are estimated to around one million euro per kilometer [99].

In the United States and Europe, the transport work done by a truck falls substantially after four to six years [100]. However, old trucks remain in service, and may even enter heavy service in secondary markets if they are sold abroad. As such, in the absence of a policy intervention, new technology may diffuse across the fleet much more slowly than it is introduced.

There are also several important barriers to the adoption of efficient technologies, such as many users wanting a payback of less than two years, lack of access to high upfront capital, lack of information; and doubt regarding the reliability and safety of new technologies [10, 100, 101]. For example, the uncertainty in exploring new technology options have been a market barrier for small fleet shippers (fleet size <20) [101], which make up over 97% of all U.S. trucking fleets [102].

**Rail freight**

Much of the world’s rail system is already electrified [64] and thus its potential for decarbonization is closely tied to the decarbonization of the electricity sector. A big exception is the U.S., where diesel-electric locomotives are used on virtually all freight routes. Hoffrichter et al. estimate that the well-to-wheel emissions from the diesel electric locomotives currently in use in the U.S. are 1.02 kgCO₂ per kWh of tractive energy delivered, while emissions from electrified locomotives powered by the U.S. grid in 2008 would have been 0.9 kg per kWh [103]. The current U.S. grid is around 20% cleaner than in 2008 [104], and the benefit of a shift to electric traction would be correspondingly greater. However, in countries like the U.S. with very long haul routes, the economics of electrification are not attractive as long as there are no limits on GHG emissions [105].

The Norwegian research organization SINTEF has conducted an assessment of hydrogen and battery-operated alternatives to conventional electrification and concluded that hydrogen or hydrogen-hybrid propulsion would provide a factor of two lower cost solution than installing catenaries on the remaining un-electrified lines in Norway [106]. While somewhat more expensive, in this case, large battery storage units (with reroute replacement/recharge) also dominated electrification in
that application.

**Inland waterways and coastal shipping**

While the carbon intensity on water is lower than on road on average, small vessels carrying less than 250 tons of non-bulk cargo have GHG intensities that are similar to, or higher than, that of trucks [107, 64]. Much of the developing world relies on small vessels for freight transportation [108, 109].

Some zero-cost operational measures may be able to reduce fuel use by up to 33% [110]. Geertsma et al. have reviewed a number of mechanical-electric hybrid propulsion technologies, and conclude that they could reduce fuel use by 10-35% [111]. Vessels that use electrochemical storage in the form of electric batteries have been used for operations with limited ranges [112, 113]. Belgium and the Netherlands plan to bring fully electric and autonomous container barges into operation in 2018 [114].

**Air freight**

Air freight only handles a small portion the total freight activity in tonne-km, focusing on high-value and time-sensitive goods [13]. Strategies to reduce emissions from air freight overlap with those for passenger air transport, since a large part of air freight is transported by passenger aircraft [115, 116] and most freight aircraft are minor variants of passenger aircraft.

Schäfer et al. [63] find that, for narrow body aircraft, cost-effective measures can reduce emissions by about 20%. Several of these measures such as winglets are already being deployed. Since the dawn of the jet age, aircraft engines have reduced specific fuel consumption by 70%. A recent NASEM study concluded that the overall efficiency of gas turbine engines could be increased by up to 30% relative to the best engines in service today [117]. However, further efficiency gains will likely require a significant change in aircraft configuration [117, 118]. Both U.S. and European agencies aim to produce practical designs that reduce fuel burn by 70% compared to current aircraft by mid-century. Few of the designs developed in response to these goals are likely to achieve them, even after assuming significant breakthroughs in technology, regulatory posture, and customer preferences. Concepts include combinations of laminar flow, open rotors, unswept wings, wing-body hybrids,
aeroelastic control surfaces, lower cruise speeds, and hybrid turbo-electric propulsion [119]. It is unlikely that industry will be able to produce motors and generators with sufficient power density (measured in kilowatts per kg) to propel large electric transport aircraft for at least the next two decades, nor is it likely that batteries with sufficient energy density (in kilowatt-hours per kg) will be available [117]. Given the extraordinarily high levels of safety demanded by the flying public, industry and regulators are cautious about introducing new technologies [120, 121].

2.2.4 Strategy 4: Reducing the carbon content of fuel used to transport freight

Low-carbon liquid fuels could help achieve decarbonization of long-haul freight, shipping, and aviation. Drop-in fuels that have characteristics similar to the fuels they replace would avoid the need to rebuild fuel storage and distribution infrastructure, and the need to redesign engines. However, absent a breakthrough in electrofuels or artificial photosynthesis [122] (that is, devising a technology to use sunlight to reduce carbon dioxide to produce sugars and eventually hydrocarbons) [123], pathways to a low-carbon drop-in liquid fuel are constrained by cost [10, 124, ?] and materiality. In the case of biomass fuels, keeping lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions low requires minimal land use change, which in turn limits the volume of low-emissions fuel that can be produced [124, 125, 126]. Many alternative fuel pathways, including those that use captured CO$_2$, require the conversion of carbohydrates to hydrocarbons by hydrogenation [117, 127]. The cost of producing hydrogen and the feasibility of doing so without releasing CO$_2$ constrains the options. It is also technically difficult to build an infrastructure to safely store and transport molecular hydrogen [128].

Farrell et al. [129] suggested that hydrogen could be introduced as a transport fuel to "a small number of relatively large vehicles that are operated by professional crews along a limited number of point-to-point routes or within a small geographic area." Indeed, trucks powered by hydrogen fuel cells are currently in use for drayage at the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach [130]. Although hydrogen has low volumetric density, a recent study suggested that there would be sufficient space on trucks to store fuel for most medium and heavy-duty vehicles to perform their current daily range of operations [131]. Van Biert et al. conclude that while fuel cells may be attractive for ships undertaking short trips, ships with missions of over 100h are likely to require cryogenic hydrogen
storage with a volumetric capacity that is 1.5 to 5 times larger than current vessels [112].

Methane, the primary constituent of natural gas, is a potent GHG. Due to the possibility of leakage, using natural gas as a fuel is unlikely to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions of heavy trucks [132]. Similarly, it would take 30 years - equal to or longer than the useful life of merchant vessels [133] - for the contribution to global warming of a natural gas-fired ship to fall below that of an otherwise identical diesel-fueled ship [134].

Characteristics such as economics, operational conditions, vehicles, and fuel-handling infrastructure are different for each mode, and determine what fuels are feasible. Price sensitivity limits the range of fuels that may serve as economically viable alternatives to fossil fuels in ocean shipping, while high energy density is more important for aviation. For example, even low sulfur (<1%) bunker fuel is much cheaper than jet fuel. While electrification combined with platooning, or the use of hydrogen fuel cells could be used to decarbonize trucks in the next two or three decades, perhaps the only realistic way to substantially decarbonize air freight in that time frame is to directly capture and sequester a volume of CO₂ equivalent to the emissions from the sector [?], or to develop a drop-in low carbon fuel [117].

2.2.5 Strategy 5: Shifting freight to low carbon-intensity modes

There is a large difference in the carbon intensity of surface transportation modes, as summarized in Fig. 2.1. Shifting as much freight as possible from road transportation to rail and water is one of the most important means for decarbonizing the freight sector [135]. It is also one of the simplest approaches, as it does not require companies to make large capital investments [71]. For example, the EU has chosen this as a primary strategy to reduce emissions from the freight sector [136, 137].

Often, it is only possible to shift some part of a shipment’s journey to a low carbon mode, requiring shipments to be *multimodal* [138]. If a good is transferred in a single unit, e.g. container, during the course of its journey, without unpacking it, this multimodal transport is referred to as *intermodal*¹ [138, 140]. The carbon intensity of an intermodal shipment depends on the types and

---

¹Another term is *co-modality*, which is often used in Europe and refers to the efficient use of single or multiple modes in the same transport chain in order to reduce environmental impacts [139, 138]. We will refer to the shipment of goods on multiple modes as intermodal freight transportation in this report.
shares of the modes used, making it difficult to estimate the potential savings in carbon emissions with respect to road [141]. GHG emissions from intermodal shipments hence depend on origin, destination, and the proximity of intermodal terminals [141]. When quantifying the environmental benefits of a shift to intermodal transport, analysts typically explore many different routes to obtain a distribution of carbon intensities. For example, a report commissioned by the International Road Transport Union [142], and cited by the IEA in its 2009 report on transportation [12], found that intermodal shipments in Europe use on average 16% less energy than road shipments, and range from 45% less to over 10% more than road energy use. Craig et al. [141] estimate that rail and truck intermodal shipments have an average carbon intensity of 67 g CO₂/ton-mile compared to 125 g CO₂/ton-mile for trucks, but the distribution has a large variance with a few intensities exceeding the one for trucks due to GHG emissions from terminal operations.

Modal shift focuses on long-haul road freight, as rail and water freight modes have limited use for last-mile delivery [64, 143]. However, decarbonizing the last mile of the shipment by means of technology is comparatively easier, for example through low-carbon vehicles such as rickshaws, tricycles, or electric vehicles [144]. Some authors argue that the much anticipated delivery robots and drones cannot easily reduce freight GHG emissions from urban logistics [145, 10].

2.3 Global overview of freight activity and trends

In this section, we provide a brief overview of global freight activity and important trends using a dataset of road, rail, and domestic water freight activities that we have compiled for 157 countries for the years 2000 to 2017. Freight activity is measured in tonne-km (tkm) and refers to the transport of one metric ton of cargo for one kilometer.² The freight activities by mode and country are summarized in Fig. 2.2. While we focus on the three surface transportation modes (road, rail and water), due to the lack of data on water transportation, we often restrict the discussion to the land transportation modes (road and rail) and their modal split. Detailed tables as well as data sources are available as spreadsheets in the accompanying supplementary materials. Any value of freight

²There are limitations to using the weight-based metric of freight activity in tonne-km as the primary functional unit, as opposed to a volume- or value-based metric. Often, freight vehicles are full before they reach their weight limit [74]. However, because most public data are available in this unit, using this metric ensures broad comparability.
activity in this review is from this dataset, unless noted otherwise.

2.3.1 Modal structure and trends

Our data show that the global road and rail modal split is 61 : 39 based on data from 75 countries, which are equivalent to 83% of global GDP. Freight activity on inland waterways and coastal shipping is region-dependent and data are scarce. With the exception of a few countries where rail dominates, such as Russia, Australia and Canada, most countries rely heavily on road freight transportation (Fig. 2.3). While countries with large surface areas tend to have high rail shares in freight activity, some South American countries and China are exceptions.

In Fig. 2.4 and 2.5 we show how the share of rail freight activity has changed over time. To make the changes comparable with varying lengths of historical time series, we analyze compound annual growth rates (CAGR) over the available time frames. We find that the share of rail freight has decreased in many countries, particularly in China, India, and Eastern Europe (Fig. 2.4). The shares of rail in Russia, and the U.S. have remained relatively unchanged. The U.S. has shown a recent increase in the share of rail largely due to an estimated decline in road freight activity (see Section 2.5.2). Japan and Australia have increased their rail share. Fig. 2.5, which plots the CAGR of road freight activity against the CAGR of rail freight activity, allows us to identify the mode that drives the change in modal shares. For example, Australia has experienced strong growth in rail, which has largely been driven by growth in iron ore mining activities [146], and some growth in road. This modal shift to rail therefore does not correspond to a decline in road freight. We find that only a few European countries and Japan have experienced an overall decline in land freight activity, while most countries have seen growth with a much higher CAGR for road than for rail. See Section 2.5 for details on regional modal share trends.

2.3.2 Freight infrastructure

While the world’s road network grew significantly, with China almost tripling the length of its paved roads [147, 148], the global length of rail track declined between 2000 and 2009. Only China, India and some ASEAN countries added track kilometers. According to the OECD International
Figure 2.2: Road, rail and domestic water freight activity for all countries that provide information on road freight activity, as orange, red and green points, respectively. Countries are ordered by the total land freight activity. The lower figure shows the freight activity of smaller countries at a larger scale.
Figure 2.3: Data availability and modal shares of road and rail globally. The color gradient indicates the fraction of road transportation of total land freight activity, with median values of the ranges given in the legend. Orange corresponds to a larger share of road freight. For the grey-colored countries, only the rail freight activity is available. Black indicates countries that do not have a rail system and do not report road freight activity data. Countries with no data are in white.

Figure 2.4: Compound annual growth rate (CAGR) in percent for available years between 2000 and 2016. Any country reporting values for road and rail freight activity for more than one year is shown. Blue refers to an increase in the share of rail freight activity with respect to road, and red to a decrease.
Figure 2.5: Compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of national road and rail freight activity. This figure includes all countries with data for more than one year for both road and rail freight. The colors of the points distinguish the freight regions. EU and EFTA countries are indicated in blue and are not labeled, please refer to Fig. 2.11. The majority of countries experience a large growth in road freight activity, which exceeds the growth in rail freight activity.
Transport Forum (ITF) [149, 150], the largest needs for surface transport capacity expansions are in Asia and Africa followed by Europe [149]. The IEA analyzed world-wide transportation infrastructure needs [148, 147] and estimates that non-OECD countries will account for 85% of land transport infrastructure additions leading up to 2050. The World Bank suggests that to close the freight performance gap between low- and high-income countries, and for exports to be competitive, primarily better - not more - freight infrastructure is necessary [78].

2.3.3 Data availability and estimation methods

Globally there is a lack of data on freight-related key indicators [151, 152], one of which is freight activity. While the World Bank [70] maintains a database of rail freight activity and the OECD [69] reports both road and rail freight activity for many countries, their data are not in agreement and there are large gaps in coverage. We gathered information from governments and international organizations to expand those databases where possible.

The quality of the data is highly mode-dependent. For estimating the potential for decarbonization, data on road freight activity are particularly important, but these data are unavailable for many countries. Freight activity data are especially scarce for low- and middle-income countries. The fragmented nature of the sector hinders the collection of reliable and granular data, which are typically obtained through surveys. The World Bank suggests that a voluntary data-reporting program could be helpful [78]. Freight activity estimation methods are not well-documented. Inconsistencies between surveys might make it difficult to compare data from different countries, but might also be necessary given local specifics of freight systems. For example, the EU requires member states to comply with a standardized framework [153], which excludes trucks with a capacity of less than 3.5 tonnes [153]. In many regions a significant volume of freight is moved by vehicles of this size, such as in Japan [10]. Vietnam’s statistics even account for freight on motorcycles [154]. If these countries were to adopt the same framework as the EU, they would underestimate the volume of road freight carried. Rail freight activity is typically better documented as there are usually few rail companies operating in a given country. The most difficult data to obtain are on inland waterways
and coastal shipping.\(^3\)

While some analysts adjust raw national or regional statistics, we have not done so. Our database includes only unadjusted figures, and our results reflect unadjusted data but make a mention where others have seen such corrections warranted. Adjustments might for example be necessary for estimating GHG emission data, such as in a recent report by the IEA [10], in order to match top-down and bottom-up approaches. We find them less important for measuring the change in modal shares.

### 2.4 Strategies to promote modal shift

#### 2.4.1 Mode choice

Shippers choose the mode of transportation based on shipment characteristics, commodity characteristics, costs, modal access, and environmental considerations [13]. For most shippers, service quality is of great importance [155, 156, 13]. Switching carriers is costly if contracts need to be broken, or new information-sharing arrangements need to be put in place [155]. Below, we describe some of the features that influence mode choices.

**Shipment and commodity characteristics**

Low-weight and high-value goods are frequently shipped by road or air, while heavy, low-value bulk goods, such as coal, grain and gravel, are often transported by rail or water [13, 155]. The decisions on shipment modes are influenced by the limit that a country and operators impose on truck and rail car weights. Shipment volume is constrained by vehicle or container size, and many shipments **cube out** before they **weigh out** [10, 13].

Rail dominates long-distance freight, which is for example defined as more than 500 miles in the U.S. [13]. Shifting freight from short-haul trucking to rail is difficult because local rail lines are not in place and, with the exception of some heavy industries and particular bulk commodities such as

\(^3\)In those cases where coastal shipping cannot be distinguished from general maritime shipping, we have not included it. This might cause a general underestimation of water shipments in our analysis. See the supplementary information for details.
coal, transfer centers or warehouses are mostly not designed for railcar-size deliveries [13].

Some commodity groups, such as live animals or chemicals, require specialized equipment. Shelf life, temperature and humidity requirements, sensitivity to acceleration forces and the risk of accidents can limit the modal choice [157, 13]. Protection of the shipment may lead to shippers only trusting a few carriers to transport high-value goods such as luxury cars [155, 13].

**Modal characteristics**

Transit time and reliability are critical components of mode choice [13, 156, 158]. Reliability determines whether requirements such as just-in-time, quick response, port deadlines, and hub-and-spoke operations can be met [156]. It is affected by congestion, maintenance, accidents, natural disasters, extreme weather, and mismanagement [158, 13]. Shippers consider trucks the most reliable mode, because of, e.g., the ability to avoid congestion by taking alternative routes [13]. For just-in-time operations, high-value or high-demand goods, also the shipment frequency is important, as it affects inventory costs [13], and shippers place similar importance on service frequency as on reliability [159, 160].

**Shipping costs, handling costs and modal elasticity**

Some studies argue that shipping costs are less important for modal choice than quality of service attributes [161], while others suggest that shipping costs, especially when including inventory cost or financial risks, are decisive [13, 160]. Clearly the factors discussed above are not independent: for example in-transit carrying costs vary by shipment time, or inventory costs are affected by frequency and reliability.

De Jong et al. (2010) [82] review elasticities and cross-elasticities in the freight sector. They find that transport price changes are more likely to drive changes in modal shares than in absolute freight transport demand. Furthermore, they find considerable variability in the elasticities and cross-elasticities, which are highly depend on shipment characteristics described above and on the market condition of the modes. Similarly, Christidis and Leduc [162] have reviewed a number of studies and found cross elasticities of rail and road that range from 0.3 to 2. This means that a
10% increase in the cost of road freight will increase rail freight by 3-20%. Other authors present cross-elasticity estimates as large as 3 [163]. For intermodal transport, Arencibia et al. find cross-elasticities of greater than 2 with respect to costs, which are smaller than the ones they find with respect to transit time [160]. Elasticities often cannot be transferred from one country to another [82], and those values likely do not hold for low-income countries.

Environmental considerations

Although not a primary concern for most shippers [164], there is increasing pressure on firms to reduce the environmental footprint, including CO₂ emissions, of their logistics supply chains. Programs such as SmartWay by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and other international green freight programs [165] aim to make environmental performance more transparent and to ease the integration of environmental impacts into firms’ decision-making [101].

2.4.2 Barriers to modal shift and increased use of intermodal transport

Time of delivery and reliability

Rail intermodal shipments have a significant disadvantage compared to trucks when speed and predictable time of delivery are priorities [157, 166, 167]. For example, freight train delays due to extreme weather can induce a shift back to trucks [168]. Winebrake et al. [140] compared costs, transit time and GHG emissions of route options, and the lowest-emissions choice, predominantly rail, was sometimes cost competitive but always had a longer shipping time than other mode options. However, there are also cases where rail intermodal is faster than the conventional lowest cost-option, as for example the Europe-Asia road-rail link that is faster than ship [157]. To speed up intermodal, significant investments in freight capacity, modal connectivity, and efficiency of operation are required [12, 147, 148, 169]. Intermodal would also be more attractive if clients would adjust their strategic and operational decisions to move away from practices like just-in-time manufacturing [170, 12]. In just-in-time production, which originated in Japan, outside suppliers are required to deliver their parts in smaller batches in time for immediate use, thus reducing the need for warehousing [77]. It requires frequent, fast and reliable delivery times, that also resulted in a disadvantage for modes
such as rail and inland water [12]. New regulation that incentivizes collaborative logistics, higher inventories and larger shipments could slow down supply chains and enable modal shift [166].

**Distorted pricing of transport costs**

The external costs of road freight transportation are not adequately represented in transportation costs, and a stronger price signal could promote modal shift. One problem is the lack of granular data, which prevents the accurate assessment of environmental performance and obstructs policy analysis and decision making. A fragmented and informal road freight industry, in particular in the developing world, is hard to regulate [171], and competition makes carriers reluctant to share proprietary information.

### 2.4.3 Policy, infrastructure investments, and technologies to promote modal shift

We distinguish two main strategies to promote a shift of freight transportation from road to modes with lower carbon intensity: improvements to the infrastructure and operational efficiency of the freight system and incentives. Such policies include infrastructure investments, promotion of new technologies, subsidies for low-carbon freight modes, regulation of the road freight sector and the internalization of external costs, as described below.

**Infrastructure investment in rail, waterways and intermodal connectivity**

Infrastructure investments in new or dual rail tracks, waterways, intermodal terminals, and inland ports can increase rail and water freight capacity, enhance modal connectivity, consolidate loads, improve quality of service and extend the rail network to new locations. However, such investments are often lacking. The International Transport Forum (ITF) found that in 2014 the average public and private investment in inland transport infrastructure in OECD countries was 0.75% of GDP. The rail share of this investment was less than 30% [150]. As emerging economies and developing countries are experiencing rapid growth in transportation demand, there is a pronounced need for new transportation infrastructure. The IEA states that by investing in a low-carbon infrastructure and
inducing modal shift, these countries could meet demand, boost their economies, and reduce costs [147]. In Africa, for example, the little existing railway infrastructure has been poorly maintained, resulting in a drastic reverse modal shift from rail to road [172, 173]. Operational, financial and contractual standards for intermodal terminals, such as those that exist for ports in the World Bank Port Reform Toolkit, are necessary [174].

In industrialized countries, there is a particular need to develop intermodal terminals and dry ports [175, 176, 177]. Dry ports are inland terminals, close to demand, which receive goods directly from the seaport, preferably by rail or inland waterways [176]. They allow containers to be handled close to demand centers (the concept of extended gateway) and increase the share of low carbon modes in the goods’ journey [178, 179]. Large cargo-handling facilities may set themselves modal split goals that have an impact on port infrastructure designs [149, 180]. For example, the port of Rotterdam aims to ship 65% of incoming sea freight into the European hinterland by rail or inland waterways by 2035 [180]. Besides environmental considerations, those targets may also be in place to increase capacity or expand the port’s reach by making longer-distance shipments available [180].

**Intermodal operations research and planning**

Operations research, which is essential for efficient infrastructure design, supply chain logistics and terminal operations, can reduce the carbon intensity of intermodal transport [181] and foster modal shift [182]. As intermodal transport research has emerged as an independent field, a number of studies have surveyed the state of the literature [183, 184, 185]. Although a number of freight transport models have been developed [186, 187], and tactical and operational issues have been studied, the lack of realistic physical topologies handicaps modeling freight flows. For example, SteadieSeifi et al. [138] note that most analyses model hub-and-spoke freight networks, while many goods are in fact transported along dedicated corridors. In addition, most models optimize for lowest cost: there is a need for models that include other (e.g., environmental) objectives [138, 187].
Integration of services between modes

Besides the vertical integration of dry ports, Logistics Service Providers (LSP) can facilitate co-ordination between different shippers to reduce cost, travel time and GHG emissions horizontally [188, 189, 135]. The EU emphasizes efficiency gains through this cooperative approach and the provision and exchange of reliable information on sustainability metrics [190, 191]. LSPs may allow shippers to choose the desired cost, speed, and level of environmental impact of a shipment, and devise a combination of modes and carriers to meet the shipper’s requirements [192, 193]. LSPs can also offer more frequent services to all customers.

One of the key notions regarding the integration of services between modes is synchromodality, which refers to a situation where modal combinations and operational schedules can be changed after the shipment is on the way, in response to new information [138, 189, 190, 194, 195]. This ensures reliability and prevents data lock-in with a carrier.

Pfoser et al. [193] note that successful synchromodal transportation needs close cooperation between all stakeholders of the logistics chain, a willingness to change existing practices, and harmonized transport regulations, including for data sharing. Contract structures must be developed, which provide legal security for all market participants for the liability for delay, loss or damage. They do not see the development of infrastructure and information technology as significant barriers, although more research and modeling work is needed [193, 195].

Consolidation of smaller shipments that do not fill out a container or truck is offered through the Less-Than-Truckload (LTL) market, which provides door-to-door services where customers can select the transit times and levels of reliability [181].

Enabling efficient intermodal transport through information technology

Information and communication technology (ICT) can be used to improve and automate terminal operations, track shipment locations, improve security and quality control, administer data and aid with routing decisions when optimizing and pricing intermodal shipments [196]. ICT can also be used to automatically assess or collect tolls or constrain heavy vehicles to certain corridors [10, 197]. All of these functions could contribute to decarbonizing the sector [196, 198].
Terminal and port ICTs can address everything from customs information to fully automated freight shuttles between ports and dry ports [196]. Tracking devices include Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems, GPS systems, and fieldbus communications networks, the last of which allows the distributed control of widely dispersed sensors [199]. These technologies can track freight trains, railcars [200], or individual intermodal containers [201]. ICTs can also facilitate the use of intermodal for the market of perishable goods by allowing continuous temperature monitoring in refrigerated containers [201]. Limited GPS coverage, signal blockage, dependence on batteries, and maintenance are problems, but technology is evolving fast [201]. Furthermore, the lack of standards for technologies and for data exchange retard the adoption of these technologies [199].

Consolidation in logistics, as for example in the LTL sector, is a complex optimization problem, which benefits greatly from ICT [199, 202]. ICTs could also provide firms involved in logistics - some of whom might be mutual competitors - secure and anonymous platforms to coordinate activities. For example, an Electronic Logistics Marketplace (ELM) can permit different companies to anonymously pool their shipping requirements without sharing confidential information or entrusting it to a third party [196, 203]. Shipping companies and banks are beginning to explore the blockchain technology for transactions with customers and tracking ocean and road shipments [204, 205, 206].

ICT is also essential for improving the cross-border compatibility of rail systems. Since the 1990s, the EU has worked with the private sector to create a standardized rail communication and signaling system with investments of over €770 million [207]. The European Railway Traffic Management System (ERTMS) is one of the most advanced train control systems [200] and it is employed also in many countries outside Europe [208]. Similarly, the EU fostered the development of an ICT system for inland waterways, the River Information System (RIS) [209]. In the future, these Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) could be combined into an efficient multimodal digital freight system [209, 196]. Many Asian nations have also recently introduced ICT systems to make border crossings faster [210].

While the overall ICT strategies described above would yield some carbon reduction potential, we are not aware of a systematic assessment of what that potential could be. This could be an important contribution to the literature that could support policy decision making for climate mitigation in
the freight sector.

**Regulation and subsidies of low-carbon freight modes**

Third-party rail track access can be publicly regulated. The EU requires infrastructure managers to give access to third-party railway operators, while this is done voluntarily in the U.S. [211]. The lack of track access may make hinder growth in rail traffic by allowing incumbent railroad operators (who in the U.S. also own the tracks) to block new entrants by charging high track access charges [212].

Governments may choose to directly subsidize modal shift because it supports the goal of decarbonization. The Marco Polo Programme of the EU [213] compensated projects with €1-2 per 500tkm shifted (the equivalent of EUR 25-50 per tCO₂ emissions avoided). Although an early assessment has found that the program has underachieved targets for modal shift [214, 215], studies suggest that direct subsidies can be successful [182]. Belgium subsidizes the transfer of containers from sea ports to inland waterways [216].

**GHG pricing and internalizing external costs**

In transportation, external costs include air pollution, noise, accidents, congestion, infrastructure damage and climate change. While this paper focuses on climate change costs, policies often address multiple, region-specific externalities. If revenues from Pigouvian taxes on road transport are applied to improve other modes, policies can be more effective in promoting modal shift and might gain more public support [217].

Assuming a carbon price of €90 per tonne CO₂eq and a discount rate of 3%, the average marginal climate change costs for heavy freight vehicles are estimated at 2.5 to 10.4 euro cents per vkm [218], which is around 0.3 to 0.4 euro cent per tkm but can also be much higher depending on load factors and emission standards. Diesel-powered rail is estimated to cost 0.26 euro cent per tkm for a load of 500t, and electrified rail is likely lower. These values are larger than the estimates of accident costs but substantially smaller than congestion costs. While a Belgian study showed that internalizing all those external costs can induce modal shift to lower-carbon freight modes [219], very high taxes might be needed induce modal shift [13]. This is also demonstrated by the anemic response to the
Marco Polo program discussed above. Combining taxes with other decarbonization policies ("policy packaging") might be more effective [217].

External costs of rail freight and inland waterways are typically lower than for road transportation, but the case of intermodal transportation is less clear. Mostert and Limbourg (2016) [220] find that internalizing external costs can make intermodal shipments more cost-competitive but highlight that this effect diminishes for longer drayage distances. Similarly, Santos et al. [182] show that internalizing external costs can also hurt intermodal transport competitiveness, depending on the length of the road haul.

Van Essen et al. [217] find that fuel and vehicle taxes, vehicle charges and in some cases emission trading are the most common policies to internalize the external costs of transport. They recommend a strong differentiation for charges and taxes and a clearly labeled CO₂ tax or emission trading for climate change costs. Emission trading schemes such as the EU Emissions Trading System still do not include the transportation sector, with the exception of aviation [221]. We focus on fuel taxes and vehicle charges the following sections.

**Motor fuel taxes**

Harding [222] finds that in almost all OECD countries, diesel fuel taxes are lower than gasoline taxes. She concludes that the externalities associated with the fuels do not justify this tax differential and advises its gradual removal. In particular countries with large distances between cities, or few alternatives to road freight transportation tend to have lower fuel taxes [10]. While some countries still have diesel fuel subsidies in place, a few recently moved to eliminate them [223].

While much scholarship evaluates the effect of fuel prices on the demand for transport and fuel, there is less empirical work on the effect of fuel taxes. An analysis that sought to delineate the consumer response to gasoline taxes from the response to gasoline prices [224] found that the tax-exclusive price elasticity of demand for gasoline was −0.03, only half as large as the tax elasticity of −0.069. This may be because taxes are publicly debated and are therefore more salient or because consumers see tax rises as more permanent than transient price rises. In fact, the tax elasticity is lower in states where the taxes change frequently [224]. We have not encountered studies that
separate the effects of prices and taxes for the trucking sector, and an empirically study would be instructive. One could speculate that the contractual arrangements that allow carriers to pass on increases in fuel prices [80] were designed to protect carriers’ slim margins from market volatility. That does not apply to predictable taxes. However, some studies suggest that tax increases are rapidly and fully reflected in shipping prices [225]. The majority of the studies focus on the United States, Canada, and Europe, and empirical evidence from large developing countries remains scarce.

Road user charge and corridor regulation

As of 2017, most EU countries have implemented tolls for heavy-duty vehicles [226], and this has proved to be effective in inducing a shift to rail or water in Switzerland, Germany and Austria [227]. The U.S. Department of Energy concluded that direct user charges in the form of tolls for trucks could have the largest impact and it is the policy most likely to be implemented in the U.S. [13]. Apart from aiding modal shift, road user charges may generate revenue for infrastructure maintenance, reduce congestion, increase logistics efficiency, and charge foreign-registered vehicles for the use of national infrastructure and the externalities they impose [197].

Technology can make road pricing more efficient and increase compliance rates. Germany has implemented, and other countries are studying, a satellite-based system to collect heavy-vehicle tolls [197]. This system also includes charges on secondary roads that have previously been used to avoid tolls. Australia’s satellite-based Intelligent Access Program (IAP) monitors where, when and how large and heavy vehicles are operated, and could be used to restrict those vehicles to corridors where more sustainable alternatives such as rail or water are unavailable [10].

Labor rules

As labor costs make up a significant portion of trucking costs, reducing the maximum hours of service can induce a shift of 2-3% of the U.S. tonnage from road to rail [13]. The entry barrier to the road freight industry is very low in most developing countries resulting in high competition between numerous single-driver companies with low prices and low labor standards [78, 228]. National minimum wage rules also influence which countries bare the largest share of road freight traffic in a
region, as for example in Europe [229]. While labor rules have in the past played a significant role for port and terminal operations, this is no longer as important [77]. However, strikes at container terminals and poor human resource management can impact reliability and productivity [230].

**Truck size and weight regulations**

Restrictions on truck sizes are in place in most countries, mainly to protect the road infrastructure and to address safety [10]. Road damage increases as the $\sim 2^{nd}$ to $\geq 5^{th}$ power of vehicle weight [231]. In some parts of the world, however, regulations are poorly enforced, resulting in high profit margins for truck operators due to overloading, speeding and lax vehicle requirements [232]. Tightening and enforcing regulations, by cracking down on corruption, would reduce the cost-competitiveness of the road freight sector and promote a shift to rail [78].

In many developed countries, the discussion instead focuses on allowing larger and heavier vehicles (LHVs), which are already permitted in Canada, Australia, Brazil and Scandinavia [10]. Increasing the maximum permissible truck size and weight to more than 70 tons can decrease the carbon intensity [163], but could make road freight cheaper and induce a shift away from rail and water [10, 13]. The effect on the relative share of road and rail freight of allowing LHVs varies by country, depending on the associated cost reductions and the fraction of rail freight that is containerized [233, 163]. Predictions of the modal shift potential of LHV policies are difficult, since modal cross-elasticity values are uncertain and many current studies were conducted by groups with an interest in promoting one or the other mode [163, 162].

A study in Sweden found that allowing longer vehicles capable of carrying two containers for intermodal drayage can reduce total intermodal transportation costs by 5-10% [234]. There is a need for more research on role of LHVs for low-carbon intermodal freight transportation [233].

### 2.5 Freight systems and modal shift by region

China, the United States, India and Europe together account for more than 78% of the reported road freight activity (Fig. 2.6). As data on road freight activity are not available for large parts
Figure 2.6: The four economies with the largest road freight activity in our dataset. The values for road and water freight activities in the remaining part of the world are most likely larger, since there are many countries for which there are no data available. The road and rail freight activities for Canada are split in domestic (bottom) and international shipments (top).

of the world, the true percentage is likely lower. The road freight sector has grown faster in low- and middle-income countries than in high-income countries [78]. China has recently surpassed the U.S. as the country with the largest road freight activity (Fig. 2.7). Fig. 2.8 shows the modal shares, trends and missing data for the remaining regions. In this section, we summarize the modal shares and political, economic and geographic particularities that have an influence on modal shift in those regions. We devote the greatest attention to those regions with the largest road freight activity.

2.5.1 China

Much of the freight in China is transported long distances, which gives the railway system a competitive advantage. However, while rail used to have the largest share, most freight is transported by road now. Since 2000, China’s road freight transport activity has increased by more than eightfold, while domestic water shipping has more than quadrupled, and rail freight activity has increased by a more modest 70%. There was a revision of the road freight activity reporting in China that resulted in a jump in reported values around 2008 [10]. A large fraction of the total freight activity
**Figure 2.7:** Recent development of freight activity of the four economies with the largest freight volume. Indian waterborne freight activity has only been estimated for one year.

**Figure 2.8:** Summary of modal share, trends and missing data for each region. There are many countries that do not report road freight activity, and the white part of each bar corresponds to the fraction of regional GDP that such countries make up. The colored portion of the bar is split in the proportion of the total freight activity of road, rail, and water for the countries in the region that at least report road and rail data. We also indicate the proportion of world GDP of each region by the width of the bar. The arrows at the top of the graph show the approximate trend in the rail-road split: a downward arrow suggests that the share of rail is falling. For example, in the ASEAN-Japan-Korea region, both road and rail freight activity is given for four countries, which together make up 55% of regional GDP. In this region, road makes up 60% (orange) of total freight activity, rail 5% (red) and water 35% (blue). The remaining nine countries of the region do not provide road freight data.
is coastal and river shipping [235, 236], which was at 31% in 2015. Duan et al. [237] estimate that in 2012, 88% of transport GHG emissions in China were from the freight sector, mostly from road vehicles. Electrification reduced the rail carbon intensity in the early 2000s [236], although Chinese trains still have relatively high emissions because most electricity is generated from coal [238]. Luo et al. [236] find that, due to differences in economic development, transportation GHG emissions in China differ significantly between regions.

The road transportation sector is fragmented with an average fleet size of three [235] and harsh working conditions for drivers [228]. Trucks are often old and overloaded and there is intense competition, which creates very low prices. GPS tracking and telemetry are largely absent in the road freight sector [228]. Rail intermodal is underdeveloped [239] and it has a lower priority than rail for military, passenger, energy, and food transportation [235].

Select policy instruments in place

Since 1995, China has pursued the development of a high-capacity freight network with intermodal corridors and hubs, connecting economic and industrial centers [210]. The Chinese government is the main investor in infrastructure, particularly in the railway sector, and project developments are fast [235]. China invested 5.4% of its GDP in inland freight infrastructure in 2015, the highest investment rate reported by the ITF. However, more than three quarters of this investment was in road infrastructure [240]. With the Belt and Road Initiative, China is also rapidly expanding its transportation infrastructure outside of its own borders [241]. The inefficiency of the inland freight system is one of the main challenges for China’s logistics system and is in stark contrast to some of the largest and most modern container ports in the world located in China [228]. One of the main barriers to modal shift is modal connectivity and ports are mainly serviced by trucks [235, 239]. For the line-haul movement of containers, on certain corridors the use of rail is prioritized and other modes are restricted [210].
Conclusion and policy recommendations

Blancas et al. [239] propose to reform the regulatory environment to allow Chinese railways to take a more customer-focused approach, similar to the deregulation in the US. They believe that as new high-speed rail has freed up capacity, such developments become more likely.

Luo et al. [236] suggest a regional approach where wealthier eastern regions could experiment with measures such as fuel taxes while western regions focus on infrastructure development. However, different fuel prices in different regions might encourage smuggling.

Jun and Bensman [228] recommend requiring the trucking industry to improve working conditions, reduce overloading, eliminate falsified paperwork, and retire overaged fleets. Well-designed incentives might induce investment in more efficient modern fleets. We expect that these efforts would both lower the carbon intensity and increase the costs of road transportation. The latter could induce a shift to rail- or waterways.

2.5.2 USA and Canada

The transportation systems of the U.S. and Canada are similar and closely connected. North America’s geography is ideal for rail freight, which has a high share of land transportation (63% in Canada and 48% in the U.S. in 2014). Most freight activity in the U.S. is on road, which grew strongly in the 1990s [155]. Both the U.S. and Canada have seen a recent increase in the rail freight activity. In Canada, however, road freight activity has grown considerably faster than rail (Fig. 2.9). Domestic water freight activity has declined in North America and inland water transportation on rivers and the great lakes plays a modest role.

Freight dominates passenger railway operations in North America [244] and the rail freight system is considered safe, efficient and cost-effective [245, 246]. Intermodal transportation in North America grows modestly [155, 242, 247] but it is now the largest single source of revenue for U.S. freight railways, which before was coal transport [248]. The Association of American Railroads attributes this growth to factors including investments, improvements in service quality, and truck driver

---

4Statistics Canada does not provide information on water freight activity but it reports that the domestic tonnage has been fairly stable, while waterborne trade with the U.S. has declined [242, 243].
Figure 2.9: The percentage change of road, rail and water freight activity in the U.S. and Canada since 2000. Canadian values are reported separately for shipments that have an international origin or destination ("international") and for those that are only domestic ("domestic"). Values for the U.S. after 2011 are not based on the Commodity Flow Survey. We refer to the SI Section 6.1.1 for details.

shortages among other factors [248]. In Canada, rail transit times are decreasing and intermodal travels faster in average than other commodities [242].

A report by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), based on 2007 data [13], suggests that there is an opportunity to move freight carried over distances of 250-750 miles from road to rail. It finds that a substantial share of the freight activity has distances between 250- and 1,500-miles. In a 2017 report, Zhou et al. from Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) [249] evaluate the modal shift potential based on commodity flows and rail level of service information. They estimated that 4.1% of truck freight activity could be shifted to rail, resulting in 4.4% reduction in total freight CO₂ emissions by 2040. Canadian studies have also found that modal shift can contribute to decarbonizing the freight sector [250, 251].
Select policy instruments in place

Intermodal policies have been part of the North American transport strategy to improve the freight system since the 1990s [72]. For example, a detailed analysis of potential policy approaches was undertaken in 1998 [252]. Policies have mostly targeted corridor development and infrastructure financing [213, 242, 253], as well as the development and employment of intelligent transport systems [72, 213]. The U.S. invested about 0.6% of its GDP in transport infrastructure in 2015. Less than 10% of it was in the rail sector [240], one of the lowest shares among OECD countries. For historical reasons, the U.S. Federal Government favored investments in highways over railroads [254]. As a consequence, road freight, which travels over publicly-built and maintained roadways, enjoys an implicit subsidy relative to rail transport, which is privately owned and where freight rates must reflect the private cost of owning, building, paying tax on, and maintaining the infrastructure [255].

For the Canadian government, reducing the carbon emissions from the transportation sector is key to reaching GHG emission targets [242], in particular as some provinces have high shares of renewable energy generation [256], which limits the scope for reducing emissions from the electricity sector.

North American freight rail companies are privately owned and vertically integrated as they own both infrastructure and railway operations [245, 242]. In the U.S., federal deregulation was adopted in the 1980s and 90s. This removed constraints on rail companies such as maximum rate regulations, and allowed them to enter into confidential rates and services contracts and abandon lines [155]. The U.S. and Canada have significantly reduced the extent of their rail track network [147]. There is no track access regulation, and track sharing is voluntary [211, 245].

The U.S. and Canada are among the countries with the lowest motor fuel taxes in the world, translating to a carbon price for diesel of US$2.50 or less per tonne of CO₂ [222]. In the U.S., diesel taxes are lower in states with a larger proportion of employment in the trucking industry [257]. Only four U.S. states (Kentucky, New York, New Mexico and Oregon) have tolls specifically targeting heavy trucks. There are few reports of interest in extending tolls in the U.S. [258] as well as Canada [259].

Canada allows long and heavy combination vehicles with two semi trailers [242]. In the U.S.,
heavy vehicles are largely restricted to areas near the US-Canada border to facilitate the smooth movement of goods between the two [155]. The U.S. and Canada both have heavy-duty vehicle GHG emission standards [10, 242].

**Conclusion and policy recommendations**

Although the share of rail freight is high in North America, the competition from the road sector has induced a shift from rail to road. North American investments and policy-making lag Europe, China, and India in efforts to promote a modal shift from road to low-carbon modes. There is a clear opportunity to use motor fuel taxes and road charges to provide such incentives. Heavy-vehicle tolls have been identified by the DOE as an impactful policy for modal shift [13].

Due to the presence of regional rail monopolies in North America, connectivity between different rail segments of long-distance rail shipments is a barrier to modal shift. More terminals that facilitate efficient transfers between different rail lines could accommodate fragmented ownership and relieve congestion in North America [246]. Upgrading intermodal terminals to facilitate the transfer of more commodity groups may also help to reduce GHG emissions [260].

The decline of coal and the surge in oil and natural gas drilling activity in the North America are currently changing the rail business. For example, a single new well pad can require up to 40 rail carloads of equipment and raw materials [261]. In regions, where a pipeline infrastructure is not in place, liquefied natural gas is also transported by rail, as for example in the state of Pennsylvania [261]. At the same time, the volume of coal shipped has declined sharply as demand in the electricity sector has fallen [262]. The transition from coal to intermodal freight as the largest source of revenue [248] is changing geographical patterns of rail freight activity, impacting investment needs, and posing a business challenge for railway companies. This challenge has already been recognized by the Canadian government [242].

**2.5.3 Europe**

For the European Union (EU), modal shift has long been one of its key strategies to decarbonizing the freight system [72, 263, 137]. Freight demand in Europe is relatively stable, after a period of
Figure 2.10: The CAGR of the rail share of total surface transportation in Europe for 2005-2015. Countries with a decrease in rail share are colored in red, and with an increase in blue. Above: Accounting for the country where the freight vehicle is registered. These data are used in our global database and in Fig. 2.4 (with a CAGR for 2000-2015). Below: Accounting for the country where the transport work is done. We see that much of the increases in road transport activity by Eastern European companies is performed in Central European countries, in particular Austria, Germany, the Netherlands and Belgium. The data source is Eurostat.
Figure 2.11: The CAGR of land freight activity in Europe since 2000. This graph illustrates the large growth in road freight activity by vehicles registered in Eastern European countries. Some Western European countries have seen a sharp decline in rail freight activity.
growth in the 90s and 2000s due to the expansion of the EU, and business and logistics changes that increased shipping distances [150]. In European countries, the road and rail freight modal split is 82:18 (80:20 in the EU). Taking the average over 36 European countries that provide data rail, road, and water freight through 2000-2014, the share of rail has decreased by around 11% compared to 2000 and the water share has remained approximately constant. A study for the European Parliament [212] notes that modal shares and their trends differ greatly between countries in Europe. Some of the newest member states (EU-13) have seen large growth rates in road freight activity ([212] and Fig. 2.10 and 2.11). In Fig. 2.10, we compare how the modal split of registration-based and territorial freight activity has changed from 2005 to 2015. Companies from Eastern Europe have taken a large share of road freight transportation in the EU, offering truck driver wages that are below the minimum wage in many Western European countries [229]. This gives the appearance of a shift to road in Eastern Europe, and a corresponding shift towards rail in Western Europe.

Studies estimate the current modal shift potential from road to rail in the EU between 1 and 14 percentage points, and a realistic target could be that rail transports 20% of all freight [212]. Other studies believe that European rail transport could grow by 10% to 30% under modal shift policies [166]. Barriers to increasing the share of rail freight include the need for investments to alleviate capacity bottlenecks, relatively poor reliability, and in some countries the higher cost of shipping by rail [212].

Select policy instruments in place

In a 2011 white paper on transportation [136], the EU set the goal of shifting 30% of long-distance road freight (over 300km) to rail or water by 2030, and 50% by 2050. This is to be achieved by improving the rail network, modal connectivity, and the quality of service to make multimodal freight economically attractive. The white paper mentions several EU-funded information systems to improve logistics and traffic management. As discussed in Section 2.4.3, EU-initiated projects are at the forefront of developing intelligent transport systems.

reductions for drayage vehicles are granted through member countries. The EU Commission recently proposed amendments to the Directive, reinforcing sustainability goals [137].

The Marco Polo Programme, which offered subsidies to modal shift projects, ran from 2003 to 2013 [215]. As of 2010, 30 billion tkm of freight have been shifted but the performance lagged behind expectations [264]. However, monitoring of the program’s results has continued after 2010.

The EU is proactive in internalizing external costs of freight transportation [220, 218, 217]. European countries have higher diesel taxes than most other countries, equivalent to between 120 and 260 euro per tonne of CO\textsubscript{2} [222]. As of 2017, most EU countries have implemented some form of road charges for heavy vehicles [226, 197], which are harmonized by the Directive 1999/62/EC or Eurovignette Directive [265]. The tolls are intended both to recover infrastructure costs and to provide a means to induce modal shift [217]. Germany applies a heavy-vehicle toll to any truck with a gross weight of at least 7.5 tonnes using a GPS-based system [266]. Since 2005, this toll has been collected on all major highways (Bundesautobahnen) and since 2015 also on a number of secondary roads (Bundesstraßen), which were previously used to avoid tolls. The charge depends on the length of travel, the size of the vehicle and its emissions class, and it is between 8.1 and 21.8 euro cents per km, as of 2015. Belgium, Denmark, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Sweden have a common truck tolling system, the Eurovignette system, which is based on time of use instead of distance [226]. Austria and Switzerland have particularly high road charges of up to US$0.50 per km or more [267, 268].

In addition, the EU is integrating modal shift strategies into the development of the Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T) of core corridors [212, 264, 269]. EU-level and national efforts have led to a large number of new intermodal terminals [175]. The European railway system is primarily geared towards passenger service and rail infrastructure is mostly publicly owned [244]. The EU mandates non-discriminatory access to railway tracks [211]. To create a Single European Railway Area (SERA), the EU has created a standardized European Railway Traffic Management System (ERTMS), replacing existing national automatic train protection systems [270]. The EU’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation program funds the Joint Undertaking (JU) Shift2Rail to promote the development of rail technology and modal shift strategies [271]. Through the COMCIS
project, the EU is identifying and addressing problems of missing collaboration between modes by standardizing data systems and sharing. This includes adopting such concepts as synchromodality and the use of dry ports [272, 273].

Modal shift policies on the national level have been less successful than on the EU level, with the exception of policies targeting intermodal ports [212]. Many European ports only permit sustainable port development and include modal share targets, sometimes even mandated, into their infrastructure planning and terminal concessions [180].

Conclusions and policy recommendations

The EU has extensively promoted modal shift to decarbonize freight, but as the average share of road freight activity has increased, it is not apparent that these policies have been successful [135]. It is unclear whether the modal shift initiatives have been without effect or have potentially prevented a larger shift to road transportation. More research is needed in this area. The EU recently proposed further measures expanding information transparency and new investments in terminals [137].

2.5.4 India

In 2015, the Indian road to rail modal split was 69% to 31%. Road and rail freight activities have grown with a CAGR of 7.7% and 5.4% respectively between 2000 and 2015. This has led to a three-fold increase of road and a doubling of rail freight activity in that period. The Government of India (GoI) expects the total freight activity to grow at 9.7% per year until 2032 [274]. Given the current and forecast GDP growth rates of around 7% [275], GoI’s forecast assumes a high elasticity of transport demand, as mentioned in [276], and may overstate the actually likely growth.

India’s freight system suffers from congestion [210, 276]. The road freight industry operates at low costs, because entry barriers are low and competition is high, and because overloading is allowed to continue unchecked [274, 78]. It has benefited from recent improvements in the road network [78]. The Indian railway system is publicly owned and operated [277]. The volume of containerized transport on rail has grown considerably [278]. Rail freight tariffs are high as the government uses the revenue from freight movement to subsidize passenger tariffs [279, 280]. The condition of the
rail lines and terminals is poor, which together with congestion causes uncertainties in the transit time [276, 279]. In 2012-13, more than 65% of India’s rail freight activity was hauled by electric traction [281], but 58% of electricity is generated by coal [282]. Nonetheless, the carbon intensity of rail has fallen significantly since 2000 [283].

Indian inland waterways are underdeveloped [274]. Data on domestic water freight activity are scarce, but it is estimated as significantly less than rail freight activity, e.g. 6% in 2007-08. The vast majority is coastal shipping [210, 276, 283].

Contrary to current growth trends, the GoI aims to achieve equal shares for road and rail by 2032 [274]. As early as 1980, the GoI set an ambitious target of transporting 70% of freight by rail and 30% by road by 2000. It has fallen far short of these goals [280]. Infrastructure capacity shortfalls and poor integration of transport modes are identified as the main barriers [210].

**Select policy instruments in place**

To achieve its stated target of a rail share of 50% by 2031-32, the GoI aims to modernize the freight system and expand capacity [210, 274]. As much of the infrastructure is yet to be built, long-term planning that accounts for the need to minimize GHG emissions could avoid the construction of an inefficient and carbon-intensive system. The GoI currently invests around 4% of GDP in infrastructure but only a tenth of that in the rail sector [274]. The GoI has initiated large multimodal infrastructure projects [274] and is building Dedicated Freight Corridors (DFC) [274, 276, 284, 285] in an attempt to expand rail capacity. Some of these projects are built with international financial assistance [276, 278, 284, 285] and the use of public-private partnerships (PPPs) [286]. India has more than 50 dry ports for containerized transport [278]. Containerized freight is handled by Container Corporation of India (CONCOR), which is part of Indian Railways and has invested in modernizing its operations with ICT; for example to track containers [278].

In addition to the initiatives for improving rail and road networks, the GoI plans to subsidize water shipments [210] and to develop India’s first modern inland waterway on the Ganges river, which flows through the densely populated Indo-Gangetic plain [287]. Approximately 40% of India’s traded goods make their way through this region at some point in their journey [287], many of which
are trucked to ports on the country’s west coast. The World Bank has financed the project with a loan of $375 Million [288].

Fuel taxes are collected by central and state governments with considerable variation between states [289]. Efforts to reduce air pollution and congestion by heavy-vehicle driving restrictions (e.g., a nationwide ban on trucks older than 15 years), fuel emission standards, and green taxes on vehicles that enter urban areas have been adopted in parts of India [289]. These may promote modal shift as well as help to decarbonize the last mile.

**Conclusion and policy recommendations**

As level of service factors [280] and capacity bottlenecks [210] are the most important barriers to modal shift, the share of infrastructure investments in rail needs to be increased [274]. The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) estimates that the planned DFCs can avoid large amounts of GHG emission, mainly by preventing a shift from rail to road in the growing freight sector. These effects could be increased by a carbon pricing strategy [276]. We found little evidence of the use of cost incentives to promote modal shift and adjusted price signals that are important for optimal infrastructure planning [290]. The GoI acknowledges that Indian subsidies, tariffs and taxation policies send distorted price signals [274]. Heavy vehicle tolls have been recommended as a policy to promote modal shift and could be collected electronically [274, 280].

The Goods and Services Tax (GST), a national value-added tax introduced in 2017, eliminates state taxes in some sectors. The new regime is expected to lower the cost of freight, although it is unclear whether it will benefit one mode more than others [291]. Early reports suggest that by eliminating the need to stop at tax checkpoints every time a truck crossed state boundaries, GST has cut the travel time on road by about 25% [292], potentially making road more attractive. A retrospective analysis of the impact of GST on modal choices would be interesting once the tax regime has stabilized and taken root.

Coal is the commodity with the largest freight activity in India, and almost 80% of it is transported by rail [293], which is already contributing to congestion of the rail network. As demand for coal and for the transport of it increases, it may crowd out other goods if infrastructure does not expand
rapidly enough [294], and may be increasingly transported by road [295].

### 2.5.5 EECCA Countries and the Trans-Asian Rail Network

Rail is the dominant mode for Eastern Europe, Caucasus and Central Asia (EECCA) and Mongolia, while inland water transport is negligible (Fig. 2.8). Russia has 90% rail freight activity. Except for in Russia, the road freight sector has grown faster than the rail sector in the region. A number of EECCA countries are landlocked nations, where high transport costs hinder trade and economic development. Upgrading the transport infrastructure and facilitating regional cooperation between transit neighboring countries deserve high priority in this region [296, 297, 298]. To automate and accelerate clearing processes at border crossings, ICT is increasingly used [210]. In addition, the development of new transit corridors is important to prevent bottlenecks [296, 298]. For example in Kazakhstan, there is hope that new corridor developments on the Eurasian land bridge will stimulate the logistics system [299]. In the last five years, Kazakhstan has invested several billion dollars to upgrade its railway infrastructure [300].

While the vast majority of intercontinental freight is transported by ship, the land route between China and Europe is only about half as long as the sea route [300] and can be traveled by rail in much shorter time [157, 300]. First the Silk Road and then the Trans-Siberian Railway were important trade routes in the region, but after the fall of the Soviet Union this corridor has only carried small shares of the freight [300]. However, with the recent increase in trade between China and Europe and the Chinese Belt and Road Initiative, the rail connections between Asia and Europe promise to gain importance. In 2016, the rail freight volume between China and Europe was already at 500 thousand tonnes, equivalent to one third of airfreight tonnage traveling to Europe [300]. After raw material and machinery parts, the most important commodities transported along these routes are automotive, high-tech and consumer goods [300].

In the 1960s, the international community expressed interest in a joint railway network for Asia [301] and since 1992 the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP) has worked towards creating the Trans-Asian Railway Network. Member states negotiated an Intergovernmental Agreement in 2009 that has resulted in new railway links
but development has been slow. Cross-border rail links are fragmented, especially in South and South-West Asia, causing shippers to prefer maritime freight transport [210]. To promote intermodal transportation in the region, UNESCAP adopted the Intergovernmental Agreement on Dry Ports in 2013 [302].

There are many gauge breaks in the Trans-Asian Rail Network that require additional handling [157], further complicating the multiple border crossings and slowing transportation down. Additional challenges for the routes are the extreme temperatures in those regions of continental climate, damage to goods and trains due to poor rail tracks, and theft [303, 157]. Temperature sensitive products are mostly only shippable in spring and fall. A test shipment bringing wine from Europe to China in May 2017 revealed large temperature fluctuations inside the container, which could be mitigated by a special container foil liner [304]. Another difficulty could be the trade imbalance between the two regions. Already in 2016, the amount of freight from China to Europe on this route was 1.5 times the reverse [300].

2.5.6 Africa

African countries have experienced strong growth in freight transportation but from a low base [150]. The share of intraregional trade between African countries is small, but it is expected to grow significantly [232, 305, 306]. Inland surface transport constitutes a large portion of the cost of exported goods, with cartels and regulatory institutions distorting prices [78]. The African Development Bank (AfDB) estimates that more than 80% of freight in Africa is carried by road [172]. Africa has experienced a shift from rail to truck and many rail companies have struggled or failed [307, 173]. Fig. 2.12 shows available data on changes in rail freight transportation in African countries between 2000 and 2016. In sub-Saharan Africa, railways are the least developed transportation mode, are often configured for the export of raw materials (a legacy of their colonial origins), and poorly maintained [172]. Railways in Northern Africa and the Republic of South Africa are generally in a better state [232]. While some countries are improving the operational efficiency of their railways [172], investments in new infrastructure need to be combined with policies and institutions that encourage a shift from road to rail [232]. The AfDB has concluded that there is the
Figure 2.12: Development of rail freight activity in Africa with respect to a base year (2000 or first available data point). Countries with a decrease are in red, and with an increase in blue. Due to the lack of data on road freight transportation, we cannot display the development of modal shares. Only countries with more than one data point are shown.
need for a new approach to strengthen African railways, so as to accommodate recent growth in the economy, population, urbanization, and mining activity [232].

Modal shift in Morocco, the Northern Corridor, and South Africa

Morocco has a national strategy to green the supply chain, in particular by channeling freight transportation in multimodal corridors for more efficient and low-carbon transportation [308]. Since 2000, new rail lines with multimodal nodes, double tracks and dry ports have been constructed [232]. Railways are operated by the national company ONCF and the largest commodity is bulk phosphate [232].

The Northern Corridor in Sub-Saharan Africa links the port of Mombasa with destinations in Burundi, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda and South Sudan. The Green Freight Programme of the Northern Corridor Transit and Transport Coordination Authority assists freight operators with collaboration, and overseas infrastructure improvements for better intermodal connectivity, which are planned for 2016 to 2021 [309]. In 2017, Kenya opened a new standard gauge line from Nairobi to Mombasa to replace the century-old 1,067mm gauge railway. It is financed by a $4 billion Chinese loan [310]. Currently, more than 95% of the freight between the port of Mombasa and Nairobi is carried by road [307, 173], but the railway is designed to carry 40% of the projected freight in 2035 [311]. There are concerns that passages of single track and load constraints will make the new rail option as uncompetitive as the old one [307]. Maintenance will be crucial [173], as will policies to boost rail over trucks.

The South African transportation sector is well-developed, and rail has a high share of the freight activity of approximately 40% in 2016. The publicly owned railway company Transnet operates most freight rail [232]. Public institutions do not collect data on road freight activity but some data are available through Stellenbosch University [312, 313]. Havenga and Simpson (2016) [313] estimate a great modal shift potential in the country due to the long distances that bulk commodities are transported. Such a shift could be stimulated by charges that internalize the external costs of road transport.
Conclusion and policy recommendation

Africa largely exports bulk commodities, such as minerals, which are very suitable for rail [172, 232]. There is, however, a need to develop long-distance rail transportation corridors and better cross-border transportation systems [232, 306]. This will serve the many landlocked countries in Africa and foster the envisioned increase in intra-African trade [305]. The benefits of the introduction of a new gauge, as for example in Kenya, are questionable since gauge breaks can pose an obstacle [232]. International institutions are well-suited to play a significant role for providing capital for infrastructure investments, and South-South transfer of experiences with private-public partnerships can be valuable [232].

In addition, an important first step to give rail freight a competitive edge over trucks without undermining economic growth is to introduce and enforce regulations in the road freight sector [232]. Fuel taxes that could be used to fund railway infrastructure have also been recommended [232].

2.5.7 ASEAN and East Asia

Trade in Asia and the Pacific is growing fast, and intraregional trade has already become more important than trade with overseas markets [210]. The developments provide a need for boosting the freight infrastructure [147, 210] and for a regional intermodal policy [213].

Road transport dominates the land freight sector, but coastal and inter-island shipping have a large share in the region (Fig. 8 in the main text and [108, 210]). Japan relies more on light-duty vehicles for freight than other regions [10]. The share of rail freight is small and some ASEAN countries do not have railways at all. While the East Asian countries Japan and South Korea have a highly developed rail system, even here less than 10% of freight is transported on rail. With the Tohoku earthquake and tsunami in 2011 and the subsequent reduction of nuclear power in the electricity mix, the carbon intensity in the mostly electrified rail sector in Japan has strongly increased [283].

Many ASEAN countries do not report freight activity data, with notable exceptions, for example the General Statistics Office of Vietnam. Since the motorcycle is an important mode of transportation in Vietnam, those are also included in the freight surveys [154]. The Asian Development Bank is in
the process of publishing a transportation data bank for the region [314].

There is little information on freight policies in the regions but there are indications that many countries have set modal share targets and have emphasized the importance of intermodal [213, 315, 316]. There is a need for stronger policy commitments such as to develop more dry ports in the region [210, 278] and improve rail systems. For example, Thailand plans to connect ports with new rail links [210]. Regional studies have found some potential for modal shift [108, 317, 318]. In an international comparison, fuel taxes in Japan and Korea are in the medium range [222].

As the largest economy in the region, Japan targeted a 50% share of rail and coastal shipping in 2010 [213], which it missed by only 5 percentage points, but nearly accomplished in 2014. More than 44% of freight was transported by coastal shipping that year and only around 5% was on rail. Japan is one of the few countries in our dataset that have experienced a modal shift, mainly because road freight activity has decreased by more than 30% since 2000. The total value of foreign trade has not decreased in this time frame [319]. Close monitoring of the targets, standardization, regulatory reforms, the privatization of the railway sector and improvements in logistics management could be factors that have contributed to Japan’s modal shift success [10].

### 2.5.8 Latin America and the Caribbean

Data is scarce for Latin America, in particular on coastal shipping. By weight, maritime transportation is the dominant mode in the region [320]. In those countries that report freight activity data, most land transportation is by road, but the share of rail transport has increased (Fig. 8, main text). In average, less than 20% of the volume is intraregional trade [320]. The logistics performance of the region is low and transportation costs are high [321]. Freight transport in Latin America is expensive due to issues with technology standards, empty backhauls, infrastructure development and crime [78, 320, 322]. There is a pronounced need to develop a more efficient and multi-modal freight system [320]. Latin America’s need for rail infrastructure has attracted foreign investment but ambitious railway projects face obstacles [323] or are abandoned [324].

Mexico has made a number of improvements in the rail sector that created a flourishing intermodal corridor and increased the railway’s share of national freight [325, 326]. Mexico has extremely low
fuel taxes [325], but has recently removed its gasoline and diesel subsidies [223]. In contrast to many other South-American countries, Argentina, Chile and Brazil have a road freight sector that meets international standards [78]. Brazil is the country with the largest freight activity in the region. While most of its freight is transported on road, coastal shipping and inland waterways have a large share that is growing fast [327]. In Chile, almost all freight is transported by road. Due to long transport distances, the country would benefit from a more competitive freight rail system. The average length of rail haul is short (around 150 km), connecting mines with ports [328]. Chile has the ambitious goal of almost doubling the rail freight volume from 2012 by the end of the decade [329]. Due to its geography, coastal shipping plays an important role in Chile and a *maritime highway* along the coast could shift cargo from the road to coastal shipping [330].

### 2.5.9 Middle East

Data on surface freight transportation in the Middle East are scarce. While there is information available on rail freight in Iraq, Jordan, Syria and Saudi Arabia, our dataset does not cover any road freight activity in the region. The country with the largest fuel consumption in the transportation sector is Saudi Arabia, followed by Iraq and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) [331]. Many countries in the region do not have railway systems. The UAE are currently building a 1200km rail network [332] that has partially begun operations in 2015. This rail system currently transports almost 500 thousand tonnes of sulfur monthly [333].

### 2.5.10 Oceania

Oceania’s total freight activity is dominated by Australia. The positive development of the rail share in the region (Fig. 8, main text) was largely driven by the growth of bulk transports in Australia, in particular by iron ore in the Pilbara region [146]. In Australia, almost all freight consists of bulk products that are transported over long distances [334], mostly iron ore and coal [146]. Rail carried 64% of land freight in 2015 and road freight accounted for most of the non-bulk goods [146]. Coastal shipping plays a significant role but the total amount shipped on water has not increased in recent years. Australia permits very long and heavy vehicles, *e.g.* *road trains* and *B-doubles*, which carried
nearly 70% of road freight in 2007 [335]. The Australian rail network uses four different gauges and mainly connects cities to the coast. The fragmented rail sector, low reliability, and competitively large road vehicles are regarded as barriers to shifting more non-bulk goods to rail [230].

Freight activity in New Zealand is dominated by the road sector, which is growing. Studies in New Zealand have found a large potential for intermodal [336, 337], even though quality of service is a barrier for shippers [337]. New Zealand does not have a diesel tax, but applies road charges to diesel vehicles as well as all heavy vehicles [222, 338].

Other countries in Oceania are smaller island states that rely heavily on coastal and inter-island shipping [109]. Here, energy efficiency and alternative propulsion options for ships are more applicable than modal shift.

2.5.11 South Asia

Road freight data for South Asian countries (without India) are limited to Pakistan and Bangladesh, and at least as old as 2005. Rail activity is also reported for Iran. Overloading and goods damage in the road freight sector are frequent in Pakistan and Bangladesh [339, 78, 316].

More than 95% of the freight is carried by road in Pakistan. The road freight sector is fragmented, with only 1% of companies having a fleet size of >100. Freight rates are extremely low. While rail was the dominant mode in the 1950s, the freight volume has drastically declined due to low infrastructure investment rates, prioritizing of passenger service, and long delivery times [339]. As the average trip distance in Pakistan is long and the country is a natural corridor for transit trade, in particular with China, the potential for modal shift to rail intermodal is high [339].

Road freight activity in Bangladesh has grown faster than the GDP, while inland water and rail could not keep pace, as the government had increasingly favored investments in roads instead of in the two other modes. Inland waterways are much more important for freight than rail and provide access to remote areas in Bangladesh. The government of Bangladesh has begun to put policies in place to promote green freight and intermodal transportation [316].
2.6 Estimating the modal shift potential

There is a clear need for a systematic assessment of the global modal shift potential and its associated GHG emission reductions and costs. While such a comprehensive assessment does not exist, regional estimates provide a starting point on how to think about this issue. Brogan et al. [13] identify three approaches to estimate the modal shift potential: market-segmentation methods, modal cross-elasticities, and mode choice models.

Market-segmentation methods are frequently used given their simplicity. They analyze origin-destination pairs of freight shipments to identify the fraction of shipments that could potentially be transported by each mode. These methods are capable of estimating a maximum feasible modal split under ideal conditions, but do not take into account capacity constraints and modal shift policies. For example, Zhou et al. [249] have used the U.S. Commodity Flow Survey to estimate how many shipments could be shifted based on average freight tonnage, transport distance, and time sensitivity and made assumptions about shipper preferences for shifting to rail. Models that use commodity flows and pricing information to estimate modal elasticities and cross-elasticities are often proprietary [13]. Modal elasticities can be used for policy analysis or as model parameters to predict future modal shares. The range of cross-elasticities found in the literature is wide and values are location-specific [162, 163, 82] (Section 2.4.1), thus making it difficult to use the values for reliable predictions. Mode choice models survey the preferences of individual shippers, which can be used to estimate modal elasticities and also to predict modal shift. Often those studies use discrete choice models, e.g. [160], and data collection might be costly [13].

There are a few estimates of regional modal shift potentials and targets for modal shift in the literature, which we reproduced in Table 2.1. These are expressed for example as target modal shares, or as changes in the share of one mode or the other with respect to an explicit or implicit baseline. We find that some estimates and targets are poorly defined: for example, they do not say if the share is expressed as a percentage of total land transportation or of total surface transportation including water modes. A number of the targets in Table 2.1 are expressed relative to counterfactual, business-as-usual baselines. Unless the current and projected baselines are explicitly stated, it is
difficult to interpret such targets, and to quantify their consequences for greenhouse gas emissions reductions. In some cases, even if the current baseline is clearly stated, we find that it disagrees with independent estimates of the current level of activity and modal shares. For example, data by the International Council on Clean Transportation (ICCT) suggest that in 2010 the share of rail in Chinese freight activity was $> 60\%$ [227], whereas OECD data suggest that it was $< 40\%$ [69].

**Table 2.1:** Estimates of modal shift potential and political targets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Nature of estimate</th>
<th>Regions</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICCT [227] (2012)</td>
<td>Assumption</td>
<td>United States, China, Japan, Canada, South Korea, Australia</td>
<td>20% increase in rail freight activity by 2030 compared to a 2010 baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCT [227] (2012)</td>
<td>Assumption</td>
<td>EU, India, Brazil, Mexico</td>
<td>40% increase in rail freight activity by 2030 compared to a 2010 baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCT [227] (2012)</td>
<td>Assumption</td>
<td>North America, Australia, Brazil, Japan, South Korea</td>
<td>Share of rail freight will remain unchanged between 2010 and 2030 given currently planned policies; large potential increase with incentives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCT [227] (2012)</td>
<td>Assumption</td>
<td>EU</td>
<td>Share of rail freight will decrease between 2010 and 2030 given currently planned policies; small potential increase with incentives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCT [227] (2012)</td>
<td>Assumption</td>
<td>China, India</td>
<td>Share of rail freight will fall by more than 10 percentage points between 2010 and 2030, decrease could be substantially reduced by infrastructure investments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEA (2009) [12]</td>
<td>Scenario</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>'BLUE' Scenario: all measures including modal shift result in 15% lower carbon emissions than in the baseline scenario for 2050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEA ETP (2015) [169]</td>
<td>Scenario</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>Avoid and Shift policies in the '2DS' scenario reduce transport GHG emissions by 15% or more by 2050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UIC [283]</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>Rail same share as road by 2030 and 50% greater than road by 2050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhou et al. [249]</td>
<td>Estimate</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>4.1% of road freight activity can be shifted to rail, with 4.4% reduction in GHG emissions compared to base case scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Commission [136]</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>Shift 30% of road traffic of $&gt; 300\text{km}$ to rail or water by 2030 and 50% by 2050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studies in Tavasszy et al. [166]</td>
<td>Estimate</td>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>Rail transport could grow 10% to 30%; modal shift potential from road to rail of 1 to 14 percentage points under modal shift policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dionori et al. [212]</td>
<td>Estimate</td>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>Rail could realistically transport 20% of all freight activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government of India [274]</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>50:50 share of road and rail by 2031-32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havenga and Simpson [313]</td>
<td>Estimate</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>21% of the transport activity (15% of the tonnage) could be shifted to rail if externalities were considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government of Japan [213]</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>50% share of rail and water by 2010 (achieved 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsecretaría de Transportes Chile [329]</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>Double rail freight activity by 2020 based on 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.7 Conclusion

Cost-effective GHG emissions reductions for the transportation sector may be available but in today’s markets will likely not lead to the levels of decarbonization that are needed to slow climate change. Thus, additional policies that include either incentives for reductions or penalties for GHG emissions will be needed. We find that modal shift may have the potential to reduce GHG emissions, but that a systematic analysis of the possible emissions reductions and costs is yet to be found in the literature.

To promote modal shift, governments could use two types of policy approaches: infrastructure investments and incentives. However, policy approaches have been largely underused. For example, the share of infrastructure investments in the rail sector is small and should be increased, especially in developing countries. Investments should focus on constructing efficient rail and intermodal terminals and facilitating the use of ICTs for example to track shipments and expedite routing. In low-income countries, a freight system with multimodal and low-carbon infrastructure can be a cost-competitive way to promote economic growth. Incentives should discourage the use of road freight by pricing mechanisms such as tolls, fuel or vehicle taxes, or through tighter regulation. At a minimum, diesel taxes should be as high as gasoline taxes. Some countries might also consider subsidies and R&D programs to promote intermodal freight.

Infrastructure investments are effective approaches to encourage modal shift in less developed freight markets but policies targeting the internalization of external cost should be preferred in well-developed markets in order to maximize welfare [175]. Combining multiple policies (policy packaging) has been emphasized as a valuable approach [217, 340], in particular the combination of cost increases for road transport with decreases in lead time of intermodal transport [263].

The lack of standardized, high-quality data in the freight sector limits informed policy analysis, formulation and validation. Standardized data could be collected using the Common Questionnaire for Inland Transport Statistics by the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE), the International Transport Forum (ITF) and Eurostat, which is currently used by around 60 countries [153, 341]. The global potential for reducing GHG emissions through modal shift remains unknown,
although there are a wide variety of national and regional estimates, targets and assumptions. A rigorously produced, and economically and politically realistic estimate would be valuable. Also missing from the literature is a marginal GHG abatement cost curve for freight that captures mode shifting and intermodal potentials, and that also accounts for ICT strategies. In addition, there are potentially adverse interactions of other decarbonization strategies with modal shift that need to be studied, such as the effect of more efficient and therefore cheaper trucking. It would also be instructive to examine potential disruptive changes in commodity demands that can result in stranded infrastructure assets, change freight market conditions but also free up rail or water freight capacity. This is particularly relevant as many countries shift away from coal for electricity generation.
Truck traffic monitoring with satellite images

The road freight sector is responsible for a large and growing share of greenhouse gas emissions, but reliable data on the amount of freight that is moved on roads are scarce. Many low- and middle-income countries have limited ground-based traffic monitoring and freight surveying activities. We show that we can use an object detection network to count trucks in satellite images and predict average daily truck traffic from those counts. In this proof of concept, we describe a complete model, test the uncertainty of the estimation, and discuss the transfer to developing countries.
3.1 Introduction

As noted by the United Nations, despite an exponential growth in the availability of data in recent decades, many people and critical aspects of their lives and environment remain unmeasured [151]. Especially across the developing world, a key barrier to identifying opportunities for mitigating climate change is the lack of sufficiently granular, high-quality data. Heavy- and medium-duty trucking accounts for 7% of total world energy-related CO$_2$ emissions [10], with much of the growth occurring in developing countries [342]. In order to successfully implement policies and make targeted investments, reliable data about the volume of freight that is moved on roads is crucial. More than half of all countries do not collect national road freight activity data and where estimates exist, they are typically survey-based and often inadequate [342]. Knowing truck movements is also important for a variety of economic analyses and for road maintenance planning, even if only based on short-duration counts [343], but such ground-based traffic monitoring is costly and not performed in many countries.

In this chapter, we propose a remote sensing approach to obtain vehicle counts from high-resolution satellite images. As satellite images become both cheaper and are taken at a higher resolution over time, we anticipate that our proposed approach will become scalable at an affordable cost within the next few years to much larger geographic regions. We take advantage of recent advances in deep convolutional neural networks for object detection. These methods have already been successfully applied to detecting vehicles in satellite images [344, 345, 346, 347, 348]. Most work has focused on cars, and to a lesser extent on multiple vehicle classes including trucks [349, 344]. Note that a satellite image is only for a single snapshot in time, whereas conventional traffic estimates are taken over a much longer period of time. Thus, our approach separately models how traffic changes with time.

We begin by providing a brief overview of traditional ground-based traffic monitoring and remote sensing alternatives (Section 3.2). We then introduce our framework, which consists of a truck detection model (Section 3.3.1) and a temporal traffic monitoring model (Section 3.3.2). We validate and test our approach using data from the New York Thruway (Section 3.4) and assess how the
model transfers to data from Brazil (Section 3.5). We conclude with a qualitative discussion of how well the model translates to developing countries and outline future work (Section 3.6).

3.2 Traffic monitoring and freight surveying

The US Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) highlights the importance of vehicle counting for traffic monitoring, as counting provides statistics such as the Annual Average Daily Truck Traffic (AADTT) [343]. Ground-based automatic vehicle counting devices include pneumatic tubes, inductive loop detectors, magnetic sensors, video detection systems, and several others. Installation and maintenance for some of these systems requires pavement cuts and lane closures. Traffic monitoring is usually based on continuous counts, which also provide the basis for periodic (e.g., hour of the day) factors applied to short duration counts. Typical short duration detection periods are between 24 hours and a week long [343].

Traffic monitoring with remote sensing  As ground-based detection devices can be prone to failure and are too costly to install and maintain in some countries, there is a need for alternative monitoring technologies, such as through GPS data from cell phones [350] or with aerial or high-resolution satellite images. Even lower-resolution satellite images can provide sufficient resolution [351, 352]. There is also potential for using drones [353]. With remote sensing, a large number of roads can be covered at the same instance, many of which are not equipped with costly sensors [351, 352] (e.g., rural or remote roads). Also, areas that are difficult to access, for example due to a disaster or conflict, could be monitored [354]. A weakness of the method is that traffic fluctuations on short time scales as well as time-of-day, day-of-week, and seasonal traffic patterns can distort the accuracy of the estimate of the AADTT [343]. Images are only useful during daylight and under cloud-free conditions. In addition, this method requires advanced analytical and computational resources. The uptake of remote sensing methods for transportation applications has been slow but it promises to offer cost-effective and scalable options for a multitude of applications [355, 356].
Freight surveying Data on road freight activity, measured in tonne-km, are typically obtained through national surveys of shipping companies, which need to provide information on origin, destination, weight, and other indicators of all shipments [342]. As the road freight sector is fragmented with most companies operating very few trucks, this approach can be costly and relies on high compliance rates. Less than half of the countries in the world collect this type of information [342].

3.3 Problem setup

Our framework consists of a truck detection model and freight monitoring model. The detection model counts the number of freight vehicles on roadways in a satellite image, and the monitoring model translates these counts into the AADTT.

3.3.1 Detection model

Object detector The object detection model provides the vehicle count from an image. Huang et al. identified three object detection meta-architectures, which are Faster Region-based Convolutional Neural Networks (Faster R-CNN), Single Shot Detectors (SSD) and Region-based Fully Convolutional Networks (R-FCN) [357]. They have tested models based on these meta-architectures for speed and accuracy, and have found that Faster R-CNN often achieves the highest accuracy, while SSD excels in speed. We compare Faster R-CNN [358] with 50- and 101-layer Resnets [359] and SSD Inception V2 [361] for our application. Faster R-CNN first proposes regions with the Region Proposal Network (RPN) and then uses the Fast R-CNN detector [360] for object detection, sharing convolutional layers. While Faster R-CNN first classifies the objectiveness of proposed boxes, and then predicts the class in another network, SSD directly classifies and regresses boxes, which makes it much faster to train and perform inference. We use the default implementations for the COCO image dataset from the Tensorflow Object Detection API [357] and pre-trained convolutional layers.

Road filter We only want to count trucks that are driving on the road that we are interested in, and exclude those that are sitting in parking lots or traveling on other nearby roads. To filter out
irrelevant predictions from the detection model, we use geospatial data. Those data are ubiquitous, and also available for main transit highways in developing countries. We count a truck if at least one corner of its bounding box is within a certain distance of the center of the road. If both lanes are indicated, we set this distance to 8 meters, which approximately accommodates a four-lane highway. This filter is applied to both the ground truth validation and test datasets and the predictions from the model.

3.3.2 Monitoring model

To use a snapshot image to approximate ground-based vehicle counts, we assume that all \( c_I \) vehicles travel with a constant speed within the interval captured by the image. From that we infer the time \( t_I \) that it takes for a vehicle to travel from the start to the end point in the interval. A detector installed in the end point should count \( c_I \) vehicles in \( t_I \). The FHWA recommends that traffic density variation factors \( f_{h,d,m} \) be applied when using less-than-a-day counts to compute the AADTT [343], so as to account for time-of-day, day-of-the-week and monthly variations. We can approximate the average daily (bidirectional) counts as

\[
AADTT \approx c_I \cdot \frac{24h}{t_I} \cdot f_{h,d,m}^{-1}.
\]

Detailed information about traffic patterns, and access to satellite images taken at different times for the same location, can reduce the error of the estimate. Here, we assume that no information about traffic variation in the test region is given, and we need to approximate the factors and their uncertainty from regions where truck traffic is monitored. For this we use linear regression on data from several regions in distinct states or countries. We use a Monte Carlo method to incorporate the uncertainty of speed and time variation factors. By making assumptions about the distribution of payloads of the freight vehicles [343], one could use this approach to further estimate the freight activity through truck counts.

3.4 Experiments

We validate and test on images and toll data obtained for sections of the NY Thruway. We have two kinds of ground-truth data: the true labels in the satellite images and ground-based counts. Both of the submodels are independent and we validate them separately to choose the best model.
specifications and parameters. We then test how well the whole model can estimate the AADTT on held-out sections of the Thruway.

### 3.4.1 Data

We curated our own collection of 31cm-resolution, RGB-color satellite images provided by DigitalGlobe, Inc., (Appendix 7.1.2), since a large satellite image database ("xView" [362]) with several thousand labeled truck instances proved too inaccurate and other satellite image datasets contained only small numbers of trucks [348, 363]. For training, we used images of several regions in the Northeastern US, primarily the NY Thruway, with a total of 2050 truck examples. For validation, we worked with images from 3 sections of the Thruway, some partially covered by fog, that contain 216 truck examples (81 on road). For the road filter, we used a shapefile of the Thruway provided by the State of New York [364].

For model selection and to train the factors in the monitoring model, we used hourly ground-based counts for four regions, namely the NY Thruway [366, 365], California [?], Brazil [368], and Germany [?]. While the first are toll data, the latter three are datasets from short-term and continuous counters. Refer to Appendix 7.1.3 for a description of sources and data preparation. We used the toll data from the NY Thruway as the ground truth for testing the results. For the speed, we assumed a mean of 65 mi/hr.

### 3.4.2 Detection model

**Training**  We trained three different object detection models on our training dataset of ~ 2000 truck images from Northeastern US. The model specifications are:

1. Faster R-CNN Resnet 50, convolutional layers pre-trained on COCO image data, 10,906 iterations.


A model that was not pre-trained on COCO data proved difficult to train. All models were trained over several days, and early stopping was applied based on a small validation portion of the training dataset.

![Graph showing average absolute count error](image)

**Figure 3.1:** Absolute error of total truck counts, which also includes false positives, over detection probability. We see that the SSD achieves lowest count error.

**Validation** We determined an optimal threshold for the prediction probability in order to minimize the prediction error of total truck counts in an image (which can include true positives and false positives). We compute the mean absolute count error over all validation images as the weighted sum of the relative absolute count error of each of $N$ validation images

$$
\epsilon_{\text{Count}} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} |c_{\text{pred}}^{(i)} - c_{\text{true}}^{(i)}|}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} c_{\text{true}}^{(i)}},
$$

(3.1)

where $c$ is the number of trucks counted in image $i$. While the mean absolute count error is often used [413], we chose to use a weighted sum to account for the relative importance of images, as images contain a diverse number of truck examples. The measure does not have guarantees to be convex and might not have a unique minimum due to the discrete nature of counting. Fig. 3.1 shows
Table 3.1: Performance for optimal count prediction probability; pre-trained on COCO and fine-tuned on ≈ 2000 trucks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With road filter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>0.714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet101</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>0.716</td>
<td>0.806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD Inception V2</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>0.861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On entire image</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>0.380</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>0.483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet101</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>0.990</td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td>0.478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD Inception V2</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>0.529</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the count error for various probability thresholds over the validation dataset (see also Appendix 7.2.1).

In addition, we validated the models using precision and recall on the validation dataset for the whole image, and for the subset of trucks that are on the road (Fig. 3.2). The model with the lowest count error can achieve simultaneously the largest precision and recall. We counted a truck as detected, if its bounding box has an intersection over union (IoU) with the ground truth of at least 0.3. We computed the average precision and recall over all validation images together, and did not average the performance over each image separately. The optimal values are reported in Table 3.1.
Figure 3.2: Precision-recall curves for validation images. All of the models performed better when used for on-road predictions, as those often contain less difficult examples.
From Table 3.1 and Fig. 3.2, we can see that the models performed better when the experiment was constrained to the road. The full image can contain more difficult examples, for example clustered trucks on parking lots or less typical trucks in junk yards or construction sites. In our model setting, we only optimized for the on-road counts. SSD Inception V2 achieved the lowest minimal count error on the validation data constrained to the road, and higher precision, recall and speed. We chose to use SSD Inception V2 with prediction probability \( p_{\text{pred}} = 0.175 \) to test the model.

3.4.3 Monitoring model

We trained and validated models to predict the time-varying factors for a test region where we do not have ground truth data. Using the uncertainty of these factors, a distribution of vehicle speeds, and the distance of the section, we used the Monte Carlo method to predict the AADTT.

Factor model selection The count data are seasonal with no trend, which is why we used linear regression models with time fixed effects to estimate the factors of time-of-day, day-of-week, and monthly variation, and the variance of the random component of the traffic counts. Those models were informed by the recommended practices of the FHWA [343, 367]. We created normalized count values by dividing the hourly count data by the mean of all hourly counts in the year.

In the process of selecting the best linear model, we took into account that when the model will be applied, counts data for the test region will not be available, and hence we needed to find a model that predicts well when trained on ground-based counts from other regions. We used a cross-validation procedure to validate the prediction on a held-out region, comparing eight different linear models:

1. normalized count \( \sim \) weekend (boolean) + daytime (boolean)
2. normalized count \( \sim \) weekend + hour (factor)
3. normalized count \( \sim \) weekday (factor) + daytime
4. normalized count \( \sim \) weekday + hour
5. normalized count $\sim$ weekday + hour + weekend * factor

6. normalized count $\sim$ weekday + hour + hour * weekday

7. normalized count $\sim$ month (factor) + weekday + hour

8. normalized count $\sim$ month + weekday + hour + hour * weekday.

For the cross validation, we selected the equivalent of 10 continuous ground-based counting stations from each region, where we prioritized those stations that have more data and a higher AADTT. Since some datasets contain short-term counts, to maintain approximate balance, we sampled more counting stations until we had as much data as 10 continuous counters or the dataset was exhausted (Appendix 7.1.3). Since the toll data for the NY Thruway are constrained to one single highway, we used only 6 toll booths here. We ignored inter-year variation.

We trained the model on three of the regions and recorded the mean squared prediction error (MSE) on the held-out fourth region. The MSE averaged over all regions is reported in Fig. 3.3. Some of the models, in particular those that do not have interactions that allow hourly patterns to differ between weekdays and weekend days, produced negative predictions. Since traffic counts are strictly positive, such predictions are infeasible, and we excluded these models. We found that the most complex linear model (Model 8), which includes one interaction term, yielded the lowest cross-validated MSE. We therefore use this linear model to predict time-varying factors.

Fig. 3.4 is a visualization of how Model 8 predicts on each held-out region. Overall, the pattern of truck traffic variability seems to transfer well to other regions. This example, however, also shines light on which types of shortcomings a fit on traffic data from other regions might have. For example, Germany does not allow truck drivers to work on Sundays. We see that the particularly low values on Sundays in Germany, and the corresponding larger variability, are not well predicted by the fit on the other regions that do not have such strict labor rules. In return, the predictions that include German data underpredict Sundays in other regions. This indicates that to improve the performance of the monitoring model, information about local labor rules may need to be incorporated. This figure also illustrates how such traffic models fail to predict deviations from regular patterns, such as holidays (see for example the deviation for German public holidays) [343].
Figure 3.3: Cross-validated MSE of different factor regression models to estimate the normalized hourly count, indicated by the independent variables. Those models that predict infeasible (negative) values are in red.

**AADTT prediction and uncertainty analysis**  We used the predicted vehicle count from the detection model, time-varying factors, and speed to make a prediction of the AADTT with Equation 3.1. With the Monte Carlo method, we predicted a probabilistic uncertainty, where the median value corresponds to the best estimate. We assumed a heuristic for the speed distribution (Gaussian with a standard deviation of 5% of the value). The uncertainty of time-variation factors is composite of the variation of training examples and the confidence of the fitted model and follows a t-distribution. The distribution is the same for all factors.

**3.4.4 Test results and discussion**

Fig. 3.5 and Table 3.2 show the AADTT estimates from the model compared to the ground-based counts. We find that the model predicts some test cases well. In 3 of the 4 test cases, the value based on traditional ground-based estimation methods is within the interquartile range of the prediction. We see detection model counts that are lower than the true counts in the images, reflected in somewhat lower AADTT predictions (Table 3.2). This suggest that improvements could be made
Figure 3.4: Out-of-sample traffic variability prediction for three example weeks in the four different regions. Each plot shows the true normalized hourly vehicle count for all of the randomly selected count stations as scattered points, and the prediction as a blue line. Each model was trained on hourly counts in all three other regions. The prediction interval based on the residual standard deviation is shaded in light blue. German public holidays with strict labor rules are indicated by vertical text. The noise for Corpus Christi stems from the fact that this holiday is not observed in all German states.
Figure 3.5: Predicted AADTT from satellite images (distributions) and ground-based AADTT (diamond) for different test regions on the NY Thruway. Long upper tails of the distributions are not shown. See Table 3.2 for values.

by increasing the count accuracy of the detection model (see also Appendix 7.2.1 for a discussion). Discrepancy in model performance is expected, given that a snapshot image corresponds to a single, very short counting time, and is sensitive to traffic fluctuations. For example, a very high number of annotated trucks in Test Case 4 can be attributed to trucks parked on the shoulder of the highway that belonged to building grounds. Those were also difficult to detect for the model (Table 3.2).

Our method would provide data for regions where to date no such data exist. As the predictions are uncertain, there is also value in the probabilistic ranges that we provide. Large estimation errors are not uncommon for predictions in energy and transportation, including for well-established conventional methods, and often the uncertainty of the estimate is not communicated. For example, when the U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics updated its method to calculate total national
Table 3.2: Test results for the NY Thruway using SSD Inception V2, 
\[ \epsilon_{\text{test}} = \frac{(AADTT_{\text{pred}} - AADTT_{\text{true}})}{AADTT_{\text{true}}} \].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exit Section</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>( c_{\text{true}} )</th>
<th>( c_{\text{pred}} )</th>
<th>( AADTT_{\text{true}} )</th>
<th>( AADTT_{\text{pred}} )</th>
<th>( \epsilon_{\text{test}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exit 25A to 26</td>
<td>08/04/17, Fri, 11:02am</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2290</td>
<td>2039</td>
<td>-11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit 35 to 36</td>
<td>09/18/17, Mon, 11:23am</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2149</td>
<td>3490</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit 38 to 39</td>
<td>10/06/18, Sat, 11:36am</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2843</td>
<td>2535</td>
<td>-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit 44 to 45</td>
<td>09/12/17, Tue, 11:27am</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3289</td>
<td>2373</td>
<td>-28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

road freight activity, the values increased by more than one fourth with the new method [?]. Yet, as this is the only such estimate on road freight activity in the US, it is likely that policy makers routinely make decisions based on those point estimates.

3.5 Generalizing the model to another country

As this model is intended to make predictions in developing countries and emerging economies, we tested how well the model would perform if applied to Brazil. Brazil is suitable as it is an emerging economy but there are sufficient data available to analyze how well the model and each of its components generalize. We were particularly interested to test if additional fine-tuning of the detection model with local images would be necessary.

3.5.1 Data

For the detection model, we used images from DigitalGlobe, Inc., for three different time stamps at the same location. For the monitoring model, we worked with traffic data from continuous and short term counters available through the Brazilian agency Departamento Nacional de Infraestrutura de Transportes (DNIT) [368]. Our test case is a section of the highway BR-116 between two exits, where a counter was located at km 109. For the ground truth we used an AADTT that we computed from all available data as the average of a count of 21 days in 2017 (\( AADTT_{\text{true, simple, 2017}} = 2081 \)) and 182 days in 2015 (\( AADTT_{\text{true, simple, 2015}} = 3427 \)) as reported by DNIT [368]. We also retrieved geospatial data of roads in Brazil from DNIT [369]. These data are centered in one of the lanes, which is why we needed to expand the range used in the road filter to 30m to ensure that both lanes pass the filter. This could result in some errors if trucks are parked close to the road. We assumed a
**Figure 3.6:** Predicted AADTT from satellite images (distributions) and ground-based AADTT (diamond) for a test section on BR-116 km 109 in Brazil for three different times. The detection model is trained on images from Northeastern US. Long upper tails of the distributions are not shown. The vertical lines indicate the 2\textsuperscript{nd}, 3\textsuperscript{rd} (median), and 4\textsuperscript{th} quartile. See Table 3.3 for values of the median.

mean speed of 90 km/hr.

### 3.5.2 Test results and discussion

We analyzed the performance of the whole model on the Brazil test case, using the trained detection model and parameter settings from the NY Thruway as well as the traffic variation factors trained on count data from the NY Thruway, California, and Germany.

Since all images were taken on weekdays in the same hour for the same section, we expected counts and the predicted AADTT to be comparable. From the results in Table 3.3, we see that the model is able to generate similar AADTT values. We find, however, that the detection model largely
Table 3.3: Test results for Brazil count station BR-116 km 109 using SSD Inception V2 trained on images from Northeastern US. The prediction error is defined as $\epsilon_{test} = \frac{(AADTT_{pred} - AADTT_{true})}{AADTT_{true}}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>c\text{true}</th>
<th>c\text{pred}</th>
<th>AADTT\text{true}</th>
<th>AADTT\text{pred}</th>
<th>$\epsilon_{test}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BR-116 km 109</td>
<td>03/12/18, Mon, 10:26am</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2754</td>
<td>1838</td>
<td>-33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR-116 km 109</td>
<td>08/11/16, Thur, 10:28am</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2754</td>
<td>1837</td>
<td>-33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR-116 km 109</td>
<td>06/16/16, Thur, 10:21am</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2754</td>
<td>2106</td>
<td>-24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

under-predicted the number of trucks in the new images. This translated into an underpredicted AADTT in all test cases (Fig. 3.6 and Table 3.3). If the true number of trucks visible in the images was used, the estimated AADTT was larger than the true value.

Discussion  These results clearly indicate that additional fine-tuning of the detection model on images of the new location is necessary. The poor performance of the detection model on data in Brazil is most likely due to the occurrence of new truck types that are specific to Brazil and were not contained in the training dataset (Fig. 3.7). This is also reflected in the generally lower precision recall curve for the Brazil test images in Fig. 3.8.

3.6 Conclusion

We find that we can use machine learning to count trucks in satellite images with reasonable accuracy. Using models of highway traffic patterns that were trained on data in other regions, a snapshot image can yield predictions of average daily traffic volumes that are acceptable, given the data limitations. While these initial results are promising, both the detection model and the monitoring model are likely to entail higher uncertainty when transferred to developing countries. From a test on a highway in Brazil, we found that in particular the detection model does not generalize well to the new images. Distinct truck types and road surfaces likely impact the prediction accuracy of the detection model, and additional training seems necessary. We can attempt to reduce the estimation error by using counts from similar countries or regions, and information from fleet studies or interviews with truck drivers about their driving patterns. Results could also be improved by using multiple satellite images taken of the same section at different times, where available.
Figure 3.7: Green boxes indicate annotated examples. While there is considerable variability in the training data from Northeastern US, which also include winter scenes, the detection model does not generalize well. These images show that trucks seem to look different in Brazil compared to the US. The tractor is more box-shaped in Brazil.

The method currently still requires access to images, knowledge, and computing resources that might be difficult for some countries, but this could change in the near future.

We plan further analysis by using more test data, making improvements to the performance of the detection model, refining the monitoring model by using a non-parametric factor distribution, and performing a sensitivity analysis on the IoU threshold. We will also fine-tune the detection model with training images from Brazil to test if local images lead to performance improvements.
Figure 3.8: Precision recall curve for predictions on the Brazil test images. The curve reflects the performance degradation of the model trained on Northeastern US images when it is applied to images from Brazil. Compare to Fig. 3.2.
AI for climate change mitigation

Artificial intelligence (AI), and machine learning in particular, can improve social and engineering research for climate change mitigation - but considerable challenges lie ahead. We argue that the successful application demands careful design of algorithms and consideration of domain knowledge, calling for engineers that are both trained in statistical machine learning and have expertise in the respective climate change mitigation field. We present a survey of studies that apply AI to a wide range of climate change mitigation problems, which demonstrate that AI can improve policy analysis, data availability, forecasting, and energy efficiency in engineering applications. We provide a discussion of challenges that arise at the intersection of the disciplines, and propose a research agenda.
4.1 Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) promises to advance a number of research fields. It has contributed an array of powerful new tools to data analytics, leading to some enormous improvements in tasks such as forecasting, computer vision, pattern recognition, or text processing. While researchers are turning to AI to address global challenges in the public sector, the field of environmental sustainability has seen less of this type of work [370]. In this article, we discuss the potential of AI to improve climate change mitigation. In particular, we address three central questions: How can AI be used for climate change mitigation? Which barriers does the application of AI to climate change mitigation face and how could they be addressed? Which research challenges are particular to the intersection of these fields? While there have been conceptual articles addressing AI for the common good [371], for health [372], for developing countries [373], for climate science and modeling [374, 375, 376] and for climate change adaptation [377], the field of climate change mitigation is missing such an analysis.

Researchers in the field of artificial intelligence aspire to develop systems that can imitate characteristics of human intelligence, such as the ability to see, understand speech, learn from experience, or generalize. While we will use AI as an umbrella term, many of the methods and challenges discussed here are particular to the subfield of machine learning (ML). ML is concerned with algorithms that learn from previous experience to improve a learning task [378]. AI however also includes fields such as social choice, game theory, planning, and natural language processing, which can have impacts on decision-making and analytics in the climate space. As ML heavily draws on and overlaps with statistics, many of the applications and challenges we discuss can also be attributed to statistics. We are interested in those methods that make use of great amounts of data, novel analytical approaches, or computer science, and can therefore advance the field of climate change mitigation in new ways. More traditional statistics approaches like linear regression are part of this method space, but we will not include them in the review and occasionally use them to explicitly contrast with the aforementioned AI methods. Other closely related terms are data analytics and data science, which could also be used to describe much of this method space.

ML methods often require larger numbers of observations to provide the desired accuracy, which is
why many studies discussed here work with "big" data. Such data are, for example, provided through vast numbers of new sensors in intelligent infrastructure, they consist of information voluntarily revealed through social media and online platforms, or they can be satellite imagery and other remote sensing data [379]. Characterized by the "V"s (Volume, Velocity, Variety; and sometimes Veracity and Value) [380, 379], big data in combination with AI could enable new research avenues to understand socio-technical factors affecting climate change. Big data has introduced a new paradigm in other related fields, for example geospatial analysis [379], health [381], or economic development [382, 383].

We begin by introducing a number of studies that have used AI to advance research on climate change mitigation (Section 4.2). We group those studies by the methodological role that the AI algorithm takes. In Section 4.3, we discuss potential challenges that can arise with generalizability, capacity, data, and explainability. We conclude by proposing a research agenda in Section 4.4.

4.2 Application domains for climate change mitigation

Here, we present a survey of studies that illustrate where AI has made an important contribution to the field of climate change mitigation.\(^1\) This review is intentionally exploratory, as the boundaries of both the fields of climate change mitigation and AI are fuzzy. We instead focus on structuring what we believe are the most important methodological contributions of AI to research on climate change mitigation. We exclude those studies that make intriguing use of big data, but draw their conclusion by using more traditional data analysis methods. Sections 4.2.1-4.2.4 are concerned with methods that could improve policy analysis and decision making on climate change mitigation. Section 4.2.5 is somewhat distinct, as it describes intelligent - or smart - infrastructure, which is a group of engineering solutions using AI that can contribute to lowering GHG emissions.

\(^1\)We have reviewed recent articles on Scopus.com with the keywords 'climate change' AND 'artificial intelligence' (> 500 articles) and climate change' AND 'machine learning' (> 400 articles). Of the search results, we have only included studies that related to climate change mitigation and actually made use of AI. We excluded climate change science and adaptation studies. We have discovered other articles through our academic network.
4.2.1 Pattern recognition for policy analysis

In fortunate problem settings, a wealth of informative data are available, and the task is to extract knowledge from these data. The field of pattern recognition uses heuristics or, more successfully, machine learning (ML), to identify regularities in data, and for example classifies the data in categories [384]. In ML, an algorithm learns to discover these patterns in a supervised, a semi-supervised, or an unsupervised fashion. In supervised learning, the algorithm is faced with training examples that are labeled by an expert or a ground truth, and it has the task to learn rules that classify these examples correctly. In unsupervised learning, patterns are identified based only on the features that are contained in the data. Here, the algorithm learns to cluster the points, often based on a particular representation of the data, which is hoped to be more informative than the data themselves. Semi-supervised learning lies between these two approaches and uses few labeled examples and many unlabeled data to efficiently discover patterns.

**Electricity consumption and efficiency:** ML is very powerful in analyzing electricity consumption data that have become more widely available through new meters or home energy monitors,\(^2\) which can help to research and induce energy efficient behavior. For example, analysts can use electricity consumption data and ML to classify households into categories of interest (like the number of occupants) [385] or to cluster them based on similarity [386]. It also provides new methods for energy disaggregation [387], which is the process of understanding individual appliance loads from the total electricity consumption signal. Kolter et al. use additive factorial hidden Markov models [388] and sparse coding [389] for electrical energy disaggregation, and others have used neural networks [390]. Statistical ML also opens up new avenues for causal inference. For example, Burlig et al. [391] use Lasso regression on hourly electricity consumption data from schools in California to find that energy efficiency interventions fall short of the expected savings.

**Building energy and heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning (HVAC):** ML can provide alternative methods for predicting energy consumption in buildings [392, 393] or for developing

\(^2\)For example https://sense.com.
new building energy benchmarks using city-specific data [394]. Clustering is used by Tureczeka et al. to understand consumption patterns in a Danish district heat network [395]. In a global analysis predicting future exposure to extreme heat, Mora et al. [396] use support vector machines (SVMs) to distinguish lethal and non-lethal heat events.

**Transportation:** AI can improve understanding about passenger travel choices. Some recent studies have shown that supervised ML based on survey data can improve passenger mode choice models [397, 398, 399]. Seo et al. propose to conduct long-term travel surveys with online learning, which reduces the demand on respondents, while obtaining high data quality [400]. Sun et al. [401] use SVMs and neural networks for analyzing preferences of customers traveling with high speed rail in China. Ghaemi et al. [402] cluster public transit users from smart card data. Also, ML makes it possible to estimate origin-destination demand from traffic counts [403]. We found less literature on freight transportation. Spiliopoulos et al. [404] use ML to identify patterns in global ocean shipping.

**Climate change perception:** Farrell [405] uses a topic model with a latent dirichlet allocation to discover links between corporate funding and climate change polarization. Random forests are used to predict surveyed attitudes towards climate change based on psychological and demographic factors [406]. Other studies turn to twitter data for sentiment analysis of climate change [407, 408] or to debate websites for extracting arguments [409].

**Globally comparative studies:** Creutzig et al. [410] use decision tree learning to determine urban greenhouse gas emission mitigation potential from a global sample of cities. Ganzenmüller et al. [411] use a clustering technique to analyze national GHG emission pathways globally.

**4.2.2 (Remote) sensing**

Policy-relevant information remains scarce globally [151]. Here, we introduce AI approaches that provide decision-relevant knowledge from passively collected data, which are often big and geospatial. Li et al. [379] provide a detailed review of the challenges that come with geospatial big data, and emphasize the potential of ML for knowledge discovery. A large part of remote sensing is based on
satellite images, where ML, and especially computer vision with deep learning, have made important improvements in object detection, classification and counting [412, 413] and extracting meaningful features that can be mapped to indicators of public interest [414].

**Energy systems:** Malof et al. [415] and Yu et al. [416] use deep learning to detect rooftop solar photovoltaic (PV) modules in satellite images. This provides information on how much distributed solar generation is installed in an area, and allows to discover correlations with socioeconomic factors at a high spatial resolution. Bogomolov et al. [417] predict energy consumption in Italy by regressing it on cellular communication data with an ensemble ML algorithm. AI methods also help in new wireless methane leak detection technologies [418].

**Buildings and transportation:** The built environment can be studied well with ML-assisted segmentation or object detection in satellite images or LiDAR data. This allows for example to generate country-wide building footprints data [419] or 3D building models [420]. It has been demonstrated that different ML methods are able to classify building types from LiDAR data [421] or from 3D city models [422], which can be used for estimating building energy demand. Geiß et al. [423] for example use clustering to assess the potential of district heat in a German town based on remote sensing data of the built environment. Vehicles can be counted with high accuracy using deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [344, 345, 348, 347], and counts can serve to estimate transportation volume and emissions. In a working paper of our own (Chapter Three), we estimate road freight traffic based on truck counts in satellite images.

**Land use, land-use change and forestry (LULUCF):** Rudiyanto et al. [424] compare 14 ML models to estimate the carbon stock in tropical peatlands using a number of datasets including satellite images and radar. Similarly, Jardine et al. [425] estimate the carbon in mangrove soils, and find that ML improves their prediction over conventional methods. Hengl et al. [426] use a large number of datasets, many of which are remotely sensed, and apply different ML tools to provide global soil information, which they released as open data. Mascaro et al. [427] also find improvements with ML when remote sensing carbon stocks in tropical forests. Exbrayat and Williams [428] quantify
the GHG emissions from deforestation in the Amazonas. Another study uses remote sensing with ML to improve fire prediction in Namibia [429].

4.2.3 Forecasting

We find that especially the electricity sector benefits considerably from probabilistic generation, load, and price forecasting with ML, but there is a large body of AI-based forecasting also in the other energy sectors. Most studies in this section focus on short- or medium-term forecasts. Long-term forecasting is notoriously difficult because of effects such as non-stationarity in the underlying processes [430], and it would be naive to assume that AI can provide better long-term forecasts. Depending on the problem setting, some AI techniques might provide improvements over traditional methods, such as random forests for long-term solar PV growth forecasting [431].

Electricity sector: Especially as solar and wind energy generation is dependent on meteorology, decision-makers in the power sector need reliable short- and medium-term forecasts that also capture the uncertainty of variable renewable generation. AI methods are important for predicting wind power generation [432], and such probabilistic wind power forecasts have been made with sparse Gaussian conditional random fields [433] and neural networks [434, 435]. Similarly, solar radiation and solar PV generation forecasting benefit from ML [436, 437, 438]. Methods such as SVMs [439], hidden Markov models [440], or deep recurrent neural networks [441] are used, just to name a few. Another promising and active area for AI is electric load forecasting, where AI methods can offer higher prediction accuracy and probabilistic forecasts. See [442, 443, 444] for reviews. There are also other types of energy system forecasts that use AI, such as fault prediction with deep learning in power grids that have high solar generation [445]. Cenek et al. [446] combine long short-term memory (LSTM) and neural networks to predict load and renewable energy generation for microgrid management.

Building energy: ML provides an alternative to physical models of energy consumption in buildings, which is sometimes referred to as empirical modeling [447]. The ML approach improves the prediction accuracy of energy use in individual residential buildings as reviewed in [448, 449], for
example by employing neural networks [450] or SVMs [447, 451]. Zhang et al. [452] use matching of several datasets with various ML models to estimate residential energy consumption at the neighborhood level. ML methods can also be used for forecasting the demand response potential in buildings [453].

**Transportation:** There are also a lot of forecasting applications in the transportation sector. For example, AI can improve short-term road traffic flow forecasting [454, 455]. Even though it has received less attention in the literature, there are also fruitful approaches to short-term forecasting of public transit ridership, see for example [456]. Mazloumi et al. predict bus arrival times and uncertainty with neural networks [457]. ML is also used to solve the bikesharing rebalancing problem by improving forecasts of bike demand and inventory [458].

### 4.2.4 Games, scheduling, and social choice

Fang uses game-theoretic approaches and other methods such as deep reinforcement learning in Green Security Games that can for example combat illegal logging by improving ranger patrolling [459, 460]. Memarzadeh et al. [461] propose a novel method for planning maintenance of wind farms based on reinforcement learning. Tulabandhula and Rudin develop a framework to integrate predictive ML with decision making under uncertainty for power-grid maintenance [462]. AI algorithms also offer ways to understand the social dilemma that is climate change. Hilbe et al. [463] take an evolutionary perspective to stochastic games and show that in face of a depleting resource, cooperation is likely if immediate feedback is provided - which is not the case for climate change where consequences are felt long after the action. Procaccia [464] turns to cake cutting algorithms to explore social welfare and invites to think about climate change negotiations in that way.

### 4.2.5 Intelligent infrastructure

"Intelligent" or "smart" infrastructure does not only produce vast amounts of data on energy and transportation [379], but it carries the promise of reducing GHG emissions [465]. In contrast to the previous sections that describe how AI can improve policy analysis and decision making on climate
change mitigation, intelligent infrastructure refers to a physical system that can be engineered to make energy systems more efficient. Intelligent infrastructure can include sensors, information and communication technology (ICT), analytics that use AI to extract information from the data streams, and control algorithms. In principle, many parts of the energy system can be made "intelligent", giving rise to popular concepts such as smart grid, smart home, smart city, internet-of-things, or intelligent transport systems. Many intelligent engineering concepts have the goal to make operations more efficient, among other objectives such as safety or reliability. We refrain from attempting a survey of this large engineering field, but we provide select examples below that have the ability to reduce GHG emissions.

Many intelligent infrastructure systems are still in the phase of initial development, but analysts often see a large mitigation potential. For example, Pratt et al. estimated possible CO$_2$ emission savings from smart grids for the U.S. Department of Energy and found that up to 18% of electricity-sector CO$_2$ emissions in the U.S. could be saved [466]. They found that most of these savings are through the support of additional variable renewable generation sources and electric vehicles, but also through usage diagnostics and feedback for consumers. While smart grids could encourage residential energy savings in this way, intelligent infrastructure in buildings could incur very large additional savings, for example by adjusting HVAC to follow the needs of its occupants more closely [465]. Cities can leverage intelligent infrastructure to monitor transportation, energy, water and waste, and produce detailed estimates of carbon emissions. However, Giest [467] finds that to date urban policy-making based on intelligent infrastructure faces major challenges with data management and analytics. She sees the need to move from small-scale applications towards integrating multiple data sources and domain knowledge for developing GHG-emission-reducing policies. Also, the freight transportation sector is moving towards integrating AI-based engineering applications. Intelligent transport systems of different modes could be combined and enable more efficient multimodal freight transportation [342]. Platooning with autonomous driving and communication technologies could reduce some of the challenges that come with electrifying long-distance road freight [468].
4.3 Challenges and opportunities of AI for climate change mitigation

4.3.1 Generalizability and scale

To move AI from research to application in order for it to make an impact, it would be desirable for models to generalize well. Most models reviewed in the previous section, however, are tailored to specific assumptions and particularities of the local problem setting, which is often desired [373] and necessary to provide highly accurate results. Even studies of a global nature are still particular to the time frame of the data available. ML is designed for the model to generalize to new data of the same distribution (same statistical properties). That does not imply that a model generalizes well to problem settings where the underlying distribution of the data has changed. This has two main implications: 1) Models will need to be re-trained, and often also adapted, when applied to another local problem, which requires analysts who are skilled in statistics and ML. 2) In contrast to the expectation that AI and data availability allow to explore larger hypotheses, e.g., of global scope, scaling the analysis up is not straightforward.

In principle, models can be re-trained (or fine-tuned) and validated when faced with new data where statistical properties might have changed. However, this requires new labeled training data, which are based on expert knowledge or ground truth data, and which can be expensive. In addition, expert knowledge is often case-specific, and training data might only be available for one local problem.

The field of transfer learning therefore aims to understand how models trained on a source domain $\mathcal{D}_S$ can improve the performance of a learning task on a target domain $\mathcal{D}_T$, which has different statistical properties. It assumes that there is some relationship between source and target data, based on which it is possible to derive theoretical error bounds [469]. Pan and Yang [470] provide a good introduction to transfer learning and domain adaptation. A prominent application of transfer learning to poverty mapping is provided by Jean et al. [414].

Another way to deal with the fact that expert knowledge is expensive, is to use methods that rely on as few labeled data points as possible. For example, querying limited but informative labels and
making use of unlabeled data in some cases can provide good classification accuracy (active learning [471]). The field of semi-supervised learning explores classification and clustering in the setting, where few fixed labeled data and a lot of unlabeled data are available [472]. Online algorithms can provide solutions, where decisions need to be made repeatedly based on some expert knowledge, and where new labels appear one after the other [473].

In our view, generalizability should be a central concern for most studies of AI applications. For example, it has been documented that smart city projects experience difficulty moving from small-scale insights based on big data to generating large-scale policies that can incur long-term emission reductions [467].

4.3.2 Explainability, Accountability, and Fairness

AI methods can be very powerful for making predictions or allocating resources, but often they are used as an input to answer much more complex questions on climate change mitigation policy and engineering. These usually require human intervention to find the solution or decision, and they are crucially based on trust in the algorithm. Decision makers often base their trust on some understanding of why the algorithm decided one way or another. Here lies another problem of many AI methods: They are very opaque. Neural networks, for example, do not communicate which features the prediction was based on. Even if the data and code are fully disclosed, the model is still a black box [474]. Most refer to this issue as explainability, or interpretability, of AI [475]. Especially for decision support systems in the public sector, there are deep ethical concerns if algorithms cannot be held accountable [476]. This includes creating "fair" algorithms that for example predict equally well across two demographics that are divided by a protected attribute such as gender [477]. In circumstances where full transparency is required, the best option might be to use interpretable models such as decision trees or linear regression, where prediction accuracy might be sacrificed at the expense of interpretability.

New research is exploring ways to increase explainability, without compromising prediction accuracy. There exist many different strategies to increase transparency at the algorithm level, for example by highlighting predictive features in "saliency maps", but they are still under development.
and often unreliable [475]. Visualizing how neurons activate, e.g., as in [478], provides a lot of information about deep neural networks, and is particularly instructive for computer vision. For policy decisions, post-hoc techniques by examples or counterfactuals might be more relevant [475]. For example, Lai et al. use perturbation of signals to understand how residential electricity consumption responds to changes in building variables [447]. In the future, different approaches might be combined to an explanation object [475].

Also, causal inference based on ML is still difficult [479] but techniques do exist [480]. As policy analysts are often interested in measuring the effect of a certain policy intervention, causal inference can be important for climate change mitigation. For example Zhao et al. [481] use these techniques to estimate the effect of World Bank funding on forest cover.

ML can deliver very high prediction accuracy and new probabilistic approaches to forecasting, but physical modeling of engineering systems is better suited to analyze the workings of energy systems. A promising approach is to use ML methods, such as neural networks, for metamodeling of a physical model. Those are trained on a number of realizations of the simulation model (for example a building energy model). As they present an approximation of the model, they reduce the computational effort and allow to run a much higher number of experiments [482].

### 4.3.3 Capacity requirements

To date, even inference (using trained ML models to make predictions) requires computing knowledge and resources. As discussed above, to draw relevant information from data with AI algorithms, it is often necessary to verify that the underlying assumptions are still fulfilled if time passes or as data have changed otherwise. In many cases the model will need to be adapted. This requires the organization or project owner to have access to personnel who have the statistics and ML skills to do so. Depending on the application, also computing resources can be a bottleneck, especially if big data are analyzed.

Considering that even companies in cities like New York have difficulties finding skilled personnel [483], attracting labor might be nearly impossible for many public organizations and institution that work on climate change mitigation. Hilbert [382] finds that many countries face a general
shortage of labor with analytical skills, such as statistics, data analytics, and computer science. As GHG emissions from emerging economies are outpacing industrialized nations [484], mitigation solutions need to be applicable also in developing countries. According to Hilbert, relative spending in computing power and computer service employees differs widely between countries, and might force some of them to outsource the work. Some organizations, in particular in developing countries, might not be able to afford computing resources, e.g., GPUs for training deep nets. These challenges are often described as the digital divide and might generally compromise the quality of AI applications.

Similar to De-Arteaga et al. [373], we view these challenges as an opportunity to make ML applications more dynamically adaptable and tailor requirements for training and inference to the local circumstances of use cases. Open source applications and collaborative environments could help alleviating some of the challenges with labor [382]. For example, Stoyanovich et al. [474] propose a collaborative analytics platform, "Fides", that combines data management with analytics that adhere to rules of fair, accountable, and transparent analysis. A way to overcome computing bottlenecks is to develop models that rely on lean algorithms that require less memory. Also intelligent infrastructure benefits from lean algorithms. Large sensor networks tend towards distributed computing, in order to only transmit relevant information instead of transmitting the large stream of raw data that are being collected [379].

### 4.3.4 Data requirements

In addition to the digital divide, there is what Hilbert called the digital big data divide [382]. Many organizations in the world still do not have the capacities to collect and release data that are timely, harmonized, well-documented, and machine-readable - or they might refrain from doing so because they are unaware of the benefits [151, 467]. Big data, or at least datasets that are large enough for learning, are often collected in regions or under circumstances that are not representative of the problem at hand, and therefore exhibit sampling bias. For example, in some countries mobile phone use is constrained to more privileged parts of the population [382].

Often datasets in the real world, in particular when working across countries or institutional layers, are messy with missing data points and implicit biases, and can be quite small. These issues
require new approaches and new ML algorithms [373]. Bias in data may also be masked or introduced in pre-processing or at later stages of the analysis process [474]. In addition, there are concerns with privacy [485] as data obtained through sensors often contain sensitive information, such as motion patterns or energy use of people. As AI provides tools to make sense of these data for surveillance, abuse of models with benign intention can also not be excluded.

When moving from a proof of concept to using the models for decision-relevant applications on the ground, researchers should also reflect about data access. While many data are produced and provided through the public sector as open data [382, 383], in other circumstances data can be proprietary or too expensive to acquire for some organizations. For example, high-resolution satellite image data are mostly available through private companies at high cost. Academia should also grapple with the fact that while they might gain access to these types of resources, they are not, or not yet, widely available to all users. In the meantime, alternatives should be fully explored (for example drone imagery instead of satellite images).

Successful applications of AI and big data rely on government regulation to ensure data availability, reliability, and minimize privacy concerns [373, 382]. Examples of local governments, such as cities that implement intelligent infrastructure projects, show that problems can arise due to the lack the skills within the organization and subsequent outsourcing [467]. Many of the challenges with data can be improved by addressing data literacy and data processing in a globally harmonized way, for example through the United Nations [151] or through well-designed collaborative analytics platforms [474]. The climate change mitigation field could perhaps gain insights from fields that moved faster into big data analytical approaches such as genomics [486] or astronomy [18].

4.4 A research agenda for AI for climate change mitigation

In our view, there is a need to embrace the difficulties specific to interdisciplinary research and consider new approaches to building models. We believe that two quite different approaches to developing real-work AI models are promising for the field of climate change mitigation.

In many problem settings in the field of climate change mitigation, there exist only limited
ground truth data and labeling is costly. Learning with small data is still a challenge [373]. However, there is often a lot of domain knowledge that can be leveraged, and heuristics about the uncertainty of outcomes can help validating the performance of the model. Data-driven models are therefore often integrated with theoretical models to arrive at a relevant prediction. These are sometimes referred to as "grey box" models, for example for forecasting building electricity use, which couple data-driven models with physical models [448, 449]. This approach is very flexible, and models are often relatively easy to design and train. In fact, many studies reviewed here use AI for a part of the model, and integrate the results with more traditional analysis. We see a need to formalize these approaches.

Another promising avenue is to coordinate between the realms of prediction and decision-making. This can be achieved by training predictive models end-to-end in a manner that accounts for the decision maker’s ultimate objective. For instance, a decision maker may seek to reduce power system emissions, for which they may require an ML model producing solar forecasts. No predictive model is perfect, and in such settings over-forecasting often results in very different losses for the decision maker than under-forecasting. An end-to-end ML model makes error-tradeoffs that are tuned towards the decision maker’s ultimate task. One approach to end-to-end model training involves embedding the decision-maker’s optimization problem into the ML model training. Donti et al. [487] propose such a model of task-based learning and run experiments on two different decision-problems from the electricity sector. While leading to considerable improvements in accuracy, these model architectures are more difficult to train than standard neural networks [487, 488, 489]. End-to-end training might be most suitable where the algorithm is needed to directly propose a decision, such as in engineering applications and some policy applications.

As the challenges described above arise at the intersection of domain knowledge and algorithm design, it becomes obvious that analysts, who have substantial training in both AI and climate change mitigation, are essential to further this type of research. This is needed in addition to fostering collaborative environments between the disciplines [377]. First, research that is firmly anchored in both disciplines is necessary for real-world challenges to drive cutting-edge ML research [373]. Second, without in-depth understanding of AI methods and model assumptions, the outcomes
of those approaches can have limited validity for adequately addressing mitigation problems. At the same time, purely data-driven approaches without understanding of the theory can get the solution very wrong [490]. To foster this kind of collaborative environment, computing challenges such as the United Nations Global Pulse Big Data Climate Challenge\(^3\) could encourage interdisciplinary teams. Collaborative platforms such as that proposed by Stoyanovich et al. could help to form teams and address some of the capacity concerns [474].

### 4.5 Conclusion

Our review and analysis of the literature revealed that there is a wide range of climate change mitigation applications where AI can deliver new insights. Although neural networks and support vector machines seem to dominate, studies take advantage of an array of different methods. Most studies surveyed here are fairly recent, and new data sources seem to drive the research. We find that forecasting across all sectors, remote sensing of LULUCF, and analysis of electricity consumption patterns have most benefitted from AI to date. Although still underrepresented, those studies that use AI to generate and publish national or global datasets relevant to climate change mitigation seem promising. While there is enormous potential for using AI and big data sourced from intelligent infrastructure, few studies use this approach to generate strategies and policies for long-term emission reductions. Here, analyses that integrate different datasets and domain knowledge are urgently needed. Most studies reported that AI improved relevant metrics, such as prediction accuracy, over traditional methods, or that the new approach allowed to circumvent other known difficulties of traditional methods. Other studies could not have been conducted at all without ML, or not at the spatial or temporal scale that was used.

At the same time, significant challenges lie ahead. AI constitutes a set of new methods, and the application of these methods requires engineers who have received formal training and who are able to apply scrutiny to the models they design and work with. To create meaningful research in the climate mitigation space, collaborative environments as well as scholars trained in both domain expertise and data analytics are needed.

\(^3\)https://www.unglobalpulse.org/data-for-climate-action
To achieve a reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, it ultimately matters that actionable insights are generated and disseminated to policy makers. Here, I discuss how the work in this dissertation is relevant to decision makers in the public sector.

In the first chapter [430], I recommend that the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) made tables available containing the standard deviations of past projection errors. These allow forecast users to construct probabilistic estimates and to understand empirically how wide the forecast uncertainty may be. Used jointly with projections and scenarios that convey information on the workings of the energy system, these can improve decision making in the energy sector. After completing this work, I presented my results to the EIA and my recommendations were adopted in EIA’s most recent Retrospective Review (2018) of the Annual Energy Outlook [491].

Chapter Two [342] provides the most comprehensive review to date on national freight transportation activity from countries where data are available. These results should be able to aid international organizations such as the United Nations, who are advancing a globally coordinated effort to standardize reporting in the freight sector. Especially as we move towards deeper decarbonization, globally harmonized and complete data on freight transportation are extremely important. Research of this kind can help in pushing for such data standards.

Chapter Three is one of the few examples of studies in the field of climate change mitigation that employ a deep learning model and develop the full pipeline to generate policy-relevant information.\(^4\) However, this proof of concept is not ready for wide implementation due to a number of technical

\(^4\)As reviewed in Chapter Four.
barriers. First, there is limited availability of high-resolution satellite images, and most organizations would need to pay a steep price for access. Another bottleneck is the computing infrastructure, as even inference on small images covering a few kilometers of road takes around half an hour on a laptop. When the model is applied to a new region, it will need to be re-trained, requiring access to a graphics processing unit (GPU). A minimum of computer science literacy is needed to train models, and to conduct inference with them. Models are currently mainly available as open source Python code. I conclude that public organizations that are looking to leverage intelligent infrastructure and data science currently have little alternative but to employ their own personnel who have training in data management, artificial intelligence (AI), and computer science, as outsourcing to the private sector may be problematic for privacy reasons. Further considerations regarding the use of AI methods for climate change mitigation are discussed in detail in Chapter Four.

It is my hope that this thesis, and especially the proposed agenda in Chapter Four, will spur research at the intersection of data science and climate change mitigation. Naturally, data science alone will not reduce GHG emissions, yet it can provide a tool for addressing many questions that urgently need to be answered to slow dangerous climate change.
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Appendix: Empirical prediction intervals improve energy forecasting
5.1 Data description

All data come from the Annual Energy Outlook [57] and the Retrospective Review [58] of the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA). The data set consists of AEO 1982-2016, with historical, or actual, values for 1985-2015. Historical values are taken from the EIA’s Retrospective Reviews with the exception of 2014 and 2015 which are taken from AEO 2016 [57]. Historical values for 2015 are the $H = 0$ projections from AEO 2016, which might be updated in the following AEO. Any missing values are linearly interpolated.

Before 1988, the AEO was released in the end of each fiscal year and after 1988 in April of the following year. This renaming decision led to the fact that there is no AEO 1988. For reasons of simplicity, we will use naming conventions based on the AEOs released after 1988. Horizons in our data set range from $H = 0$ to $H = 21$. As the collection of historical data is not complete when the forecasts are issued, AEOs include estimates of the year before the release and a forecast of the year of the release. AEO 2000 for example has estimates for 1999 and 2000. We refer to these estimates as forecast horizons $H = 0$ and $H = 1$ respectively. The number of forecasting errors for each horizon varies from $n_{H=0-3} = 31$ to $n_{H=21} = 1$. As sample sizes are decreasing with larger horizons and the variance of errors is dependent on the sample size, we chose a maximum horizon for the analysis of $H_{\text{max}} = 12$, where $n_{H=12} = 19$ and $n_{H=13} = 16$.

The AEO projections are based on the National Energy Modeling System (NEMS). The EIA ensures that projections match across its products. For shorter time horizons (up to two years ahead), the EIA arranges that the NEMS outputs are consistent with the forecasts in the Short-Term Energy Outlook (STEO) [492]. The STEO is based on a different forecasting system and contains forecasts as opposed to projections. This does, however, not impact our analysis.

As the AEO projects a large number of quantities, we restrict ourselves to eighteen select quantities of EIA’s Retrospective Review [58]. The quantity names used throughout the paper correspond to the following AEO naming conventions:

1. Oil Price (nominal dollars): Imported refiner acquisition cost of crude oil in nominal dollars per barrel; also crude oil spot prices, crude oil prices, world oil price
2. *Oil Price (constant dollars)*: Imported refiner acquisition cost of crude oil in constant 2013 dollars per barrel; also crude oil spot prices, crude oil prices, world oil price

3. *Petroleum Cons.*: Total petroleum consumption in million barrels per day; also liquid fuels: primary supply, product supplied: total product supplied, liquid fuel consumption: total, refined petroleum products supplied: total, petroleum product supplied

4. *Oil Production*: Domestic crude oil production in million barrels per day; also liquid fuels: crude oil: domestic production, domestic crude production, production: crude oil, petroleum production: crude oil

5. *Natural Gas Price (nom.)*: Natural gas wellhead prices in nominal dollars per thousand cubic feet; also Henry Hub spot price, average lower 48 wellhead price

6. *Natural Gas Price (const.)*: Natural gas wellhead prices in constant 2013 dollars per thousand cubic feet; also Henry Hub spot price, average lower 48 wellhead price

7. *Natural Gas Consumption*: Total natural gas consumption in trillion cubic feet; also natural gas: use by sector: total, consumption by sector: total

8. *Natural Gas Production*: Natural gas production in trillion cubic feet; also dry gas production

9. *Coal Price (nom.)*: Coal prices to electric generating plants in nominal dollars per million Btu; also delivered prices: electric power

10. *Coal Price (const.)*: Coal prices to electric generating plants in constant 2013 dollars per million Btu; also delivered prices: electric power

11. *Coal Consumption*: Total coal consumption in million short tons; also coal supply: use by sector: total, consumption by sector: total, total consumption

12. *Coal Production*: Coal production in million short tons, this includes waste coal supplied; also production: total and waste coal supplied, production: total, coal production
13. **Electricity Price**: Average electricity prices in nominal cents per kilowatt-hour; also end-use prices: all sectors average

14. **Electricity Sales**: Total electricity sales in billion kilowatt-hours; also electricity sales by sector: total, generation by fuel type: total electricity sales

15. **Total Energy Cons.**: Total energy consumption in quadrillion Btu; also energy use: delivered: all sectors: total, delivered energy consumption: all sectors: total, primary energy consumption: total

16. **Residential Energy Cons.**: Total delivered residential energy consumption in quadrillion Btu; also energy use: residential: delivered energy, residential: total

17. **Commercial Energy Cons.**: Total delivered commercial energy consumption in quadrillion Btu; also energy use: commercial: delivered energy, commercial: total

18. **Transportation**: Total delivered transportation energy consumption in quadrillion Btu; also energy use: transport: delivered energy, transportation: total

We excluded total delivered industrial energy consumption, which is a quantity in the Retrospective Review, based on a change in definition by the EIA which we could not correct for. We are able to generate probabilistic forecasts for total energy related carbon dioxide emissions, but we excluded it from the final analysis due to the shorter forecasting record. The EIA only began to publish carbon dioxide emissions in the AEO 1993.

We analyze each quantity to find the most general approach to creating and evaluating the probabilistic forecasts. We use two of the quantities for illustration purposes in the main article: As prices exhibit a larger degree of volatility than other quantities, we chose to include one price forecast and one other quantity. The natural gas wellhead price in nominal dollars per 1000 cubic ft. (hereafter natural gas price) is an important factor for investment decisions. The EIA Retrospective Reviews [58] note the large differences of natural gas price projections and historical values. The Retrospective Review published in 2014 describes that natural gas price predictions influence gas consumption and electricity price forecasts, and recently also coal consumption projections [58]. An
example with less volatile historical values are the **total electricity sales** in billion kWhs. The EIA points out the large underestimation of electricity sales in the nineties and the effect on the coal consumption forecasts in its 2008 Retrospective Review [58].

In Fig. 5.3 we see the historical actual data and the past AEO reference case projections for the two quantities selected. This figure also shows the historical values and forecasts for coal prices in nominal dollars, which is an outlier quantity regarding many aspects of the analysis.

### 5.1.1 Additional data adjustments

Some data required unit or definition adjustments to be consistent over the entire analyzed time frame. Typically, these adjustments needed to be made on reference case and scenario projections alike.

Constant dollar prices were converted to 2013 dollars for the analysis. In some instances, nominal dollar price projections needed to be converted using constant dollar price projections or vice versa by EIA’s inflation rates, which were given in the AEO reports or inferred from prices that were reported both in constant and nominal dollars.

Since we analyze **oil production** and **petroleum consumption** in million barrels per day, some of the projected values had to be inferred from values provided in million barrels per year.

**Natural gas prices** were initially reported as the average lower 48 wellhead price in dollars per thousand cubic feet (AEO 1982-2012). Later AEOs replaced this with Henry Hub spot prices in dollars per million Btu. We converted million Btu into thousand cubic feet with the heat content for dry natural gas reported in the respective AEO. We did not take data from the most recent Retrospective Review (released in 2015) for natural gas prices, since it lists natural gas prices to electric generating plants instead of wellhead prices.

We work with **coal prices** in constant or nominal dollars per million Btu. While most of the AEOs report coal prices in these units, some of them in addition include projections in a mass-based unit of dollars per short ton. AEOs 1983-1993 report coal prices in dollars per short ton. We use approximate heat contents from the outlooks for conversion. Since heat contents vary marginally, and we are not provided a factor for every single forecasted year, we assign the heat content from the
nearest forecasted value, or interpolate if the year is between two years with given heat content. We added the waste coal supplied to coal production for the projections of AEO 2007-2016. Waste coal was listed separately for these outlooks, while it was included in coal production before. This is consistent with the Retrospective Reviews, except for a discrepancy for the AEO 2013. We chose to use the values directly from in the AEO in this case.

5.1.2 AEO scenario data

Scenario values were taken from the AEO reports. To compute the envelope scenarios, we found the maximum and minimum of all scenarios in every forecasted year and assigned those to what we called high and low scenarios. These resulting envelope scenarios do not correspond to a single projection of the AEO. The scenarios do not include the early release reference cases, but for AEO 2016 we included the "reference case without Clean Power Plan".

The AEO 2009 has been updated after it was published. We work with this updated reference case to find the forecasting errors. The scenarios however have not been updated. This results in a general mismatch between the scenarios and the reference case for AEO 2009, which is why we left it out of the test set.

5.2 Error metrics

It is common to refer to the deviation of the forecast from the actual value as error. The EIA for example uses this term in its Retrospective Reviews [58]. We work with the relative error for most quantities and transform the relative error for the price quantities into a log-error, which results in a distribution of price forecast errors that is closer to a normal distribution. The analysis is conducted entirely in the relative and log-error metric, but absolute errors could also be used.

5.2.1 Relative errors

We focus on the relative error or percent error in this analysis, because it enables a comparison between forecasts of different quantities. This choice of error however comes with the typical scaling
issues of the percentage metric. It is defined as $\epsilon_{rel} = \frac{\hat{y} - y}{y} = \frac{\hat{y}}{y} - 1$, where $\hat{y}$ refers to the forecast and $y$ to the actual value, or observation. The relative errors for all quantities considered in this analysis are displayed in Fig. 5.4. This is the full set of error samples, also containing the horizons we chose to exclude from the analysis because of their lower sample size. The evolution of the errors over the AEO release years, shown in this figure, makes it easy to identify similarities between the quantities. We can for example see, that electricity price forecast errors look very similar to those of coal price forecasts. In this figure, a large vertical spread indicates that those particular AEO years have resulted in large errors across different horizons. Errors of a similar magnitude over several AEO release years that give the impression to be lined up are in most cases from the same observed value, see for example coal consumption.

We view the forecast densities as a distribution of actual values $y$ around the AEO reference case forecast $\hat{y}$. Also scenarios are treated in this metric. A scenario in our analysis is expressed as the percent error of how much the reference case deviates from that scenario $y_S$, which is in the resulting relative error metric $\epsilon_{S,rel} = \frac{\hat{y} - y_S}{y_S}$. This means that the errors of high scenarios correspond to $\epsilon_S \leq 0$ and low scenarios to $\epsilon_S \geq 0$. The value of an observation in the relative error metric is computed as $\xi = \frac{\hat{y} - y_{obs}}{y_{obs}}$.

We chose to work with the $L_1$ loss and mean absolute (percentage) errors instead of the $L_2$ loss. This means we do not use the root mean square error (RMSE), which is the risk function (or the expected value) of the $L_2$ loss. This risk is minimized by the mean. By squaring the errors, $L_2$ loss inflates the weight of errors that are larger, which is desired if attention needs to be paid to outliers in the data. On the contrary, here we wish to find an estimate of the central point of the distribution that is robust to outliers, which the mean is not. The risk function of the $L_1$ loss is instead minimized by the median. Especially when faced with a skewed distribution, as it is the case for many of the error distributions in our analysis, the median is a better estimator of central tendency because it is less affected by outliers. In addition, the CRPS reduces to the absolute error (the relative or log error in our case) for a point forecasts, which makes both these metrics compatible.
5.2.2 Log-errors

Prices are typically described as log-normally distributed [61]. In Q-Q-plots of historical AEO price quantities, we found that the logarithm of the prices follows a normal distribution closer than the untransformed prices. This supports the assumption that the prices, even though they are given as an annual average, are approximately log-normally distributed. We make the additional assumption that also the price forecasts follow a log-normal distribution, and introduce an error transformation.

For the transformation, we draw an analogy to logarithmic returns, a concept from financial theory. The return is defined as \( r = \frac{\text{future value} - \text{present value}}{\text{present value}} \). If values are log-normally distributed, the log return \( \ln(1 + r) \) follows a normal distribution\(^1\). To transform the relative errors for prices, we use very similar arguments where instead of the return we work with the relative error \( \epsilon_{rel} = \frac{\hat{y}}{y} - 1 \). This results in the log error \( \epsilon_{log} = \ln(1 + \epsilon_{rel}) = \ln \left( \frac{\hat{y}}{y} \right) = \ln \hat{y} - \ln y \). We compute all of the comparative statistics in \( \epsilon_{log} \). We termed the mean absolute log error MALE.

How the loss function changes if the absolute percentage error APE is transformed into the absolute log error, ALE, can be seen in Fig. 5.1. Here, we define the loss as APE or ALE.

![Percentage Error Loss](image1)

![Log Error Loss](image2)

**Figure 5.1:** Comparison of the two types of errors we work with, with APE on the left and ALE on the right. Loss is defined as the absolute error in the respective metric.

\(^1\)To see this, we start with the definition that if \( Z = \log(X) \) is normally distributed, \( X \) is log normally distributed. So, if \( \text{FV} \sim N \) and \( \text{PV} \sim N \), and noted that \( \log(1 + r) = \log(1 + \frac{\text{FV} - \text{PV}}{\text{PV}}) = \log(\frac{\text{PV}}{\text{PV}}) = \log(\text{FV}) - \log(\text{PV}) \) and we know that the sum of normally distributed variables is again a normally distributed variable, we find that \( \ln(1 + r) \sim N \).
5.3 Summary statistics of the error samples

5.3.1 Normality of the error samples

Here we assess if the errors are normally distributed. Since we use a Gaussian as a parametric density forecast, it is of interest how closely a normal distribution matches the error samples. In addition, we test if the log-errors for the prices are normally distributed, which is the goal of the transformation we apply to price quantities.

We test the assumption that the error samples are normally distributed. We use the Shapiro-Wilk normality test, implemented in the R-package stats [62]. The Shapiro-Wilk test is based on the null hypothesis that the sample is normally distributed. The test has the highest power for small sample sizes compared to other tests, even if though the power is fairly low when the true distribution is a symmetric distribution [493]. In Fig. 5.5, we show the test results for the error samples for two different significance levels, 95% and 99%. We see that for most quantities we cannot reject the null that the errors come from a normal distribution. However, there are some quantities, which with 95% confidence do not have normal errors. In particular, petroleum consumption, coal consumption and total energy consumption exhibit deviations from the normal distribution.

To test the assumption that we should transform the price quantities, we also perform the Shapiro-Wilk normality test on price quantities with transformed errors (Fig. 5.5). We see that for almost all price quantities, the log-errors are more likely to be normally distributed than untransformed errors. In further analysis not shown here we found that the log transformation has marginal effect on the production and consumption quantities or makes them less Gaussian. Coal price errors are an exception, which for many horizons are bimodal and therefore clearly not Gaussian, even when transformed to log errors. Electricity price errors behave similarly, as electricity prices are correlated to coal prices. How the distribution is adjusted by the log transformation is shown with histograms in Fig. 5.5. We see that for the example of oil prices, the distribution becomes more Gaussian, whereas the bimodal distribution of coal price errors is largely unaffected by the transformation. Coal prices have been overforecasted for a long period, followed by a period of underforecasting (Fig. 5.3). This resulted in the bimodal error distribution. We also find that changing the confidence
level for rejection of the null hypothesis to 99% allows the error samples of many quantities to appear Gaussian for almost all horizons, with the exception of coal prices.

5.3.2 Autocorrelation

We find that autocorrelation of errors is different from quantity to quantity (Fig. 5.6). It is typically lower for smaller horizons, larger horizons all show high correlation that only disappears for long lags. Coal prices and electricity prices have a large autocorrelation even for forecasts with small horizons. This matches the pattern that can be observed for coal prices, where we saw long alternating periods of over and underforecasting, and therefore the errors are more correlated (Fig. 5.3).

In Fig. 5.4, we can see the autocorrelation reflected in the pattern of errors. This figure, as described above, shows the magnitude of the errors over the release year of the AEO that generated the projection. Where we observe a wave pattern, as for example for coal prices, we find that errors of larger horizons are highly correlated from one AEO to another. This pattern is repeated in electricity prices and transportation energy consumption. Quantities with less autocorrelated horizon samples such as residential energy consumption do not exhibit this pattern. In the case of oil production, we find a relatively large autocorrelation for small horizons, which can perhaps be attributed to the recent oil and natural gas boom. The observed values changed systematically and rapidly, which was not picked up by many of the recent AEO projections. This is reflected in the waterfall shape of errors for oil production in Fig. 5.4. Since natural gas production errors were historically larger and more volatile, we do not observe this pattern as clearly here. The pattern of errors that appear lined up, as mentioned in the previous section, does not generally indicate autocorrelation, as this is a result of single outlier observations.

As much as the presence of autocorrelation is a problem for viewing the error series as a random sample, it does not impact the validity of comparing the mean CRPS among the methods. However, for the significance test of improvement of an empirical method over the scenarios, we use the sample of single observation CRPS as a random sample. Here some correlation is to be expected and large correlation could pose a problem. This depends on the autocorrelation of observed values and the AEO forecasts, as well as the similarity of forecast densities from one observation to the other. It is
expected to have a similar or lower autocorrelation than the error time series shown in Fig. 5.6. For our purpose, we assume we can view this autocorrelation as negligible.

5.3.3 Grouping the Quantities

In Fig. 5.7, we plot the standard deviation of the error samples against the autocorrelation at a lag of 3yrs for every horizon separately. This allows us to potentially identify groups of quantities with similar characteristics. The characteristic form seen in the figure does not change much for an autocorrelation coefficient of a different lag. Most apparent is the large variance of errors of the price quantities. We can identify prices with higher autocorrelation (coal and electricity) and with lower (oil and natural gas). This picture emphasizes that the prices form a distinct group among the quantities. In addition, the standard deviation of price errors has a large spread for the different horizons. The electricity price is the most similar to the other quantities outside this group.

The rest of the quantities has a much lower standard deviation, where zooming in on a section of the plot helps to visualize potential differences. We see that the rest of the quantities are fairly similar in these characteristics. Oil production is somewhat different, in that it has a larger standard deviation at a lower autocorrelation coefficient.

From this and the previous analysis we can conclude that treating the price quantities and the other quantities as two distinct groups, and applying the log transformation only to price errors, seems a valuable approach.

5.4 Details on density forecasting methods

We excluded any historically intractable approaches, i.e. methods, where it is impossible to trace back in retrospect how an analyst would have estimated the uncertainty at the point of decision. A common approach that would fall into that category would be stakeholder elicitation, where the uncertainty range is agreed upon by a number of stakeholders’ beliefs about the future. As there is no means of determining how a generic group of stakeholders would have decided at a particular moment in the past, validation and generalization of these types of uncertainty estimates is virtually
impossible.

Secondly, we considered but excluded very arbitrary estimates. This could for example be the heuristic of choosing the 10th and 90th percentile as a ±20% error for the forecast five years out. While to our anecdotal knowledge this approach is not uncommon, we chose to exclude it due to the entirely arbitrary nature and the vast number of heuristics that could be employed (e.g., why use 20% and not 15%).

5.4.1 NP1: Non-parametric density forecasts by retrospective errors

This is a detailed description of the empirical density prediction method NP1 as introduced in [51]. Methods NP1, NP2, and G1 are based on the assumption that the past forecast errors are a good estimator for the future forecast errors. Under this assumption, the distribution of past errors provides a probabilistic estimate of a future actual value given a point forecast by the same forecaster [56]. For this EPI (NP1), we use a non-parametric distribution of the errors.

To respect the fact that forecasting gets more and more difficult the further we look into the future, we group the forecast errors by their horizon. For constructing the EPI, we assume that a future forecast error is sampled from the same distribution as past errors. In particular, it is the distribution of all forecast errors with a particular horizon \(H\) that determines the uncertainty of the new forecast \(H\) years into the future. With the error distributions for a number of consecutive horizons, we obtain a measure for the uncertainty for a time frame \(H = 1 \cdots H_{\text{max}}\) years into the future. Anchoring the error distribution with \(\epsilon = 0\) on the most recent forecast, we obtain a density forecast.

When we create the density forecasts, we need to find the appropriate reconstruction of the predictive density over future real values. In the relative error metric, the statistics of the distribution such as quantiles are reconstructed as actual values \(y\) relative to the most recent forecast \(\hat{y}\). This is \(\epsilon_{\text{rel}} = \frac{\hat{y}}{y} - 1 \leftrightarrow y = \frac{\hat{y}}{\epsilon_{\text{rel}} + 1}\). When constructing the density forecast from log-errors, we need to use a different expression than if we work with \(\epsilon_{\text{rel}}\). For log-errors, the density forecast is constructed as
\[ \epsilon_{\log} = \ln(\hat{y}) - \ln(y) \quad (5.1) \]
\[
\Leftrightarrow \ln(y) = \ln(\hat{y}) - \epsilon_{\log} \\
\]
\[
y = \exp[\ln(\hat{y}) - \epsilon_{\log}] \\
\]
\[
= \hat{y}e^{-\epsilon_{\log}}. \\
\]

5.4.2 NP₂: Transforming the errors for the median-centered EPI

For method NP₂, we center the distribution of errors such that the median of the distribution coincides with \( \epsilon = 0 \). This prevents the density prediction from creating a second point forecast when bias is present in historical forecasts, as it is the case with method NP₁. Here, the goal is to give the largest probability weight to the AEO reference case forecast.

The median-centering is done in percentage points of the errors. This procedure is not based on physical rationale, but it turns out to be a reasonable transformation for small median errors. The centered relative errors are transformed as \( \epsilon'_{rel} = \epsilon_{rel} - m_{rel} \). We write \( \epsilon_{ctr} \) as \( \epsilon' \) for simplicity. The price forecasts are median-centered in log-errors. Some price quantities have large median errors. If they would be centered in a relative error metric, \( \epsilon'_{rel} < -1 \) could occur, which is not defined. The log-error metric prevents that situation from occurring.

Centering the error distribution in the log-error metric to \( \epsilon'_{log} \) changes the relative error as follows below. We center here with the median of the log errors \( m_{log} \).

\[
\epsilon'_{log} = \epsilon_{log} - m_{log} \quad (5.2) \\
\ln (1 + \epsilon_{rel'}) = \ln (1 + \epsilon_{rel}) - m_{log} \\
1 + \epsilon_{rel'} = \exp(\ln (1 + \epsilon_{rel}) - m_{log}) \\
1 + \epsilon_{rel'} = (1 + \epsilon_{rel})e^{-m_{log}} \\
\epsilon'_{rel} = (1 + \epsilon_{rel})e^{-m_{log}} - 1.
\]
Centering in log-errors retains a crucial property of relative errors, by ensuring that they are defined on the range $-1 < \epsilon_{rel}$. This can be seen by

$$
\epsilon_{rel}' = (1 + \epsilon_{rel})e^{-m_{log}} - 1
$$

$$
> (1 - 1)e^{-m_{log}} - 1
$$

$$
= -1.
$$

How this change in centering changes the resulting width of the uncertainty interval for a range of errors $-1 < \epsilon_{rel} < 7$ is shown in Fig. 5.2. We see here as well that centering in the log error space prevents singularities, which can occur when transforming back to the forecast uncertainty when centering in the relative error space.

**Figure 5.2:** Comparison of centering in the two error metrics and the impact on calculating the final uncertainty. To the left with a large negative median error and to the right with a large positive median error. We see that the singularity, that occurs when centering in the relative error space, does not occur for centering in the log error space. Median errors are in units of relative and log error respectively.

### 5.4.3 $G_1$: List of standard deviations for all quantities

In Table 5.1, we give the standard deviations of the error samples, which are necessary to implement method $G_1$ for AEO 2016. We list the standard deviations of the relative errors (or log-errors for
prices) for every horizon $H = 0$ to $H = 12$ computed with AEOs 1982-2016.

5.4.4 $G_2$: Finding the standard deviation of historical values

Method $G_2$ is a Gaussian uncertainty based on the deviations in the time series of historical values. We find the standard deviation by taking a pair of two historical observations, a horizon $H$ apart, and calculate the relative change of the later value with respect to the earlier value. This is in analogy to the relative error. We find all possible pairs over the time series of historical values for a certain $H$. The standard deviation of this sample then is the standard deviation that is used to construct the density forecast. For price quantities, we determine the deviation as a log error and then find the standard deviation of those log errors. There is no value for $H = 0$, since $H = 0$ not a real forecast horizon. It corresponds to the error that occurs when in a new AEO the past data has been updated.

5.4.5 Alternative density forecasting methods

The most straightforward integrated approach to obtain a probabilistic forecast is to propagate the uncertainty of both initial conditions and model parameters, most commonly achieved using Monte Carlo simulation. Sensitivity to initial conditions, a feature of many nonlinear systems, is a particular challenge for example for numerical weather prediction. One solution is ensemble weather forecasting, whereby a separate scenario is simulated for each initial condition [44]. These simulation approaches do not consider model misspecification, where the model structure is erroneous, and results depend on the modeler’s assumptions about the (future) distribution of input parameters. In the particular case of the AEO projections and the NEMS model, a report by the National Research Council (1992) [494] has recommended the use of multiple probabilistic techniques including Monte Carlo methods and closed-form statistical approaches. They emphasized the need of having reduced-form modules available for shorter run times. The implementation of those methods, however, is considered difficult and might not be feasible. The EIA more recently published a working paper about the use of dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) models [495], where the author writes "DSGE models do explicitly incorporate uncertainty and are predominantly forward looking. These models
use rational expectations, which imply that consumers are correct on average in forming their expectations about the future values of variables. DSGE models cannot be made very large due to the incorporation of uncertainty, and this limits their usefulness in detailed policy analysis. Their primary uses to date have been in the research work at universities and central banks. Some recent progress has been made in using DSGE models to forecast different macroeconomic variables, but this is an emerging research area."

Other probabilistic forecasting methods are generally very different from the EIA’s current forecasting approach, but could in principle give guidance to the AEO scenario selection. Modeling time series data as a stochastic process and methods related to vector autoregressive (VAR) models are common in finance and economics [40]. VAR models might be more suitable for short-term forecasts in the EIA context [495]. There are Bayesian methods that allow for probabilistic forecasting such as Bayesian vector autoregression [496] or Bayesian hierarchical models [42]. In general, many statistical and machine learning methods, such as neural networks [497, 442], can generate density forecasts [36]. When subjective prediction is assessed by expert elicitation, typically the entire predictive distribution is elicited [37]. In principal, an expert elicitation protocol could be modified to quantify the uncertainty around a given point forecast.

5.5 Sensitivity of the method ranking

5.5.1 Normalizing the CRPS

We normalize the average CRPS for every horizon by the average CRPS for every horizon of the scenario ensemble. This is preferable over normalizing every single observation first, since this would unnecessarily bias the result. To illustrate this, we consider a sample of two instances producing the scores for the alternative density forecast $CRPS_{Alt} = \{1, 2\}$ and the scenarios $CRPS_{S} = \{2, 1\}$. We would in this case like to have an average normalized score of $CRPS_{mean,norm} = 1$. By normalizing for every observation, we would obtain $CRPS_{mean,norm} = mean(\{\frac{1}{2}, 2\}) = 1.25$. However, if we normalize the means, we get $CRPS_{mean,norm} = mean(\{1, 2\})/mean(\{2, 1\}) = 1$. 162
5.5.2 Main ranking method

To find the best density prediction method for each quantity, we rank the average CRPS after normalizing it by the average CRPS$_S$ of the scenario ensemble. We refer to the scenario methods with the subscript $S$. For every quantity we then average over a core range of horizons $H = 2$ to $H = 9$, and rank these aggregated scores. The method with the lowest average rank is considered the best density over the test range for a given quantity.

We chose to exclude $H = 0$ and $H = 1$ from the core range of horizons because for most forecast users only future values are relevant. The number of observations per horizon in the test range without AEO 2009 ranges from 11 ($H = 0...2$) over 5 ($H = 9$) to 2 ($H = 12$). We exclude the horizons with a sample size smaller than 5 from the core range, which then is $H = 2$ to $H = 9$.

Table 5.2 summarizes the ranking results for every quantity. It compares the best and second best method of the main ranking procedure, as well has the best method if we average over the larger range $H = 1$ to $H = 12$, employ an alternative ranking method detailed in the next section, or change the test range. We find that the respective best methods do not change much with this sensitivity analysis. Some quantities are however very sensitive to changes in the range of observations since for those quantities two or more methods have very similar scores. For example for natural gas prices and natural gas consumption, the best and second best methods switched after we added the 2015 observation with publication of the AEO 2016. The update of the 2014 observation in AEO 2016 did not have an effect. Those three quantities are an example where the difference is very small. We also see sensitivity for natural gas prices in constant dollars when we remove the first test AEO 2003. The table also lists how much the average normalized CRPS of the best method is lower, and therefore better, than the second method.

5.5.3 Alternative ranking method

To explore the sensitivity of our results for the best density prediction methods for each quantity, we introduce an alternative ranking method. We rank the average CRPS results for each forecasting horizon separately. For every quantity we then average the rank of a method over $H = 0$ to $H = 9$, which results in the final ranking score. The method with the lowest average rank is considered the
best density forecasting method for a given quantity. This approach is agnostic about how much the
CRPS is improved by a given method over the other. This is the reason why we decided not to use
this ranking procedure as the default.

We find that that the method rankings do not change much with the choice of ranking method.
The results are listed in Table 5.2. The alternative ranking method ranks the second best method
differently to the main ranking method for only one quantity.

5.6 Improvement over scenarios

In Fig. 5.9 we show that we can find a density forecasting method that has a lower mean CRPS
than the scenarios for all of the quantities. The only partial exception is petroleum consumption,
where that is only true for lower horizons.

5.6.1 Hypothesis test with bootstrap

It is insufficient to know that the aggregated mean CRPS, which we used to rank the methods,
is smaller than the aggregated mean CRPS for the ensemble scenarios. Even though a mean
might indicate an improvement, the improvement might come for a small fraction of the analyzed
observations.

We use a bootstrap method to test how robust, or significant, the indicated improvement is.
For each horizon, every observation generates a single CRPS. We resample these scores from the
CRPS sample, which depending on the horizon can contain up to 11 elements. We assume complete
independence, which means that we do not resample by observation year or make other assumptions
about correlation. Under the null hypothesis we assume that the scenarios are the better forecast,
i.e. they have the lower aggregated mean CRPS. We test this for every one of the four empirical
methods and for every quantity. We resample simultaneously the scores of both the empirical method
and the scenario method, which belong to the same observation. We normalize the new mean CRPS
by the new mean CRPS$_S$ for every horizon. Averaged over the core horizon range, we obtain a new
aggregated normalized mean CRPS. We repeat this a thousand times to find the number of cases
where the empirical method could be qualified as worse than then ensemble scenarios, meaning the normalized CRPS is larger than 1. We want this proportion to be smaller than our confidence level of 0.05 to speak of a significant improvement of the empirical method over the ensemble scenarios for the test range.

For all of the quantities, the respective best method is always significantly better than S. Besides performing the hypothesis test for the best methods, we also compared each of the single methods to S. We found that most performed significantly better for all quantities with the exception of NP$_2$ for constant oil prices which was better with a 92% confidence, and NP$_1$, which only performed significantly better for six of the eighteen quantities.

We also compared the best methods with the SP$_1$ method (Gaussian based on scenarios), and found that we can be 95% confident for almost all of the quantities that we found a significantly better uncertainty estimation method for the test range. The only exception is petroleum consumption, where the best method is only better at 74% confidence.

### 5.6.2 Further analysis of the scenarios

To understand if the scenario range is too narrow, we measure the coverage probability of the range between the envelope scenarios. This corresponds to the percentage of observations that were lower than the highest and higher than the lowest scenario for test AEO 2003-2014, without AEO 2009 (Fig. 5.10). We find that the coverage varies for different quantities and for different horizons, but it is generally very low with an average of 13.7%. This average is for the core horizon range and all quantities. Typical prediction intervals are intended to cover for example one or two standard deviations of a Gaussian distribution, which correspond to about 68% and 95% respectively.

We note that EIA’s AEO scenarios are not intended to have a certain coverage probability. They are sensitivity cases on certain input assumptions. Since only one or very few assumptions, such as the impact of a particular policy, are changed at a time, the side cases typically do not differ as much from the reference case as they would if several assumptions were changed simultaneously. If the scenario range would be used for communicating the uncertainty, several assumptions would need to be changed simultaneously and probabilities would need to be attributed. Nevertheless, the
EIA writes for example in its most recent AEO 2017 [57] "EIA addresses the uncertainty inherent in energy projections by developing side cases with different assumptions of macroeconomic growth, world oil prices, technological progress, and energy policies." In our analysis, we use the SP$_1$ method to account for a wider uncertainty based on the scenarios. The method uses the range to the widest envelope scenario (of both low and high) as one standard deviation to fit a Gaussian distribution with the reference case as the mean. In this case, the observation is expected to be within that range only 68% of the times, which is a lenient interpretation of the scenarios, particularly considering that the scenario range is often asymmetric.

5.7 Point forecast comparison

We compare the mean absolute percentage/log error (MAPE/MALE) of three alternative point forecasts with the AEO reference case, similar to the CRPS significance test. Point forecast comparison allows us to understand that even though in some cases it is better to correct the best estimate forecast with the bias of the EPI, in most cases the AEO and therefore a centered error distribution performs better over the test range AEO 2003-2014 without AEO 2009. We exclude AEO 2009 to make the results consistent with the density forecast. In Fig. 5.8, we show the results for all quantities. From the fact that the reference case seemed to be the better forecast than the median of NP$_1$ for all quantities but two, we could anticipate that NP$_1$ would not create a good empirical density forecasts. This was a reason to introduce the centering technique of method NP$_2$.

5.7.1 Point forecast results

The point forecast comparison is designed to compare the median of the error distribution (bias) to the AEO reference case. In addition, we compare the reference case to two benchmark forecasts. Persistence is the last observation, or here the $H = 0$ forecast. Over the test range it was better than the reference case for 10 of the 18 quantities. This surprisingly good result is probably particular to the recent historical evolution of many quantities. It remains to be analyzed over other test ranges. Another point forecasting method is an interpolation of a simple linear regression over a
fixed window. The length of the window has been optimized for the test range, excluding AEO 2009. We tested a window of 5 to 10 years and found that a window of 7 years shows a better forecast for the largest number of quantities, which is 8. This is based on an optimization both on the data pre AEO 2016 and the data updated with AEO 2016. The optimal window range does not change if AEO 2009 is included, but the simple linear regression generally performs worse.

5.7.2 Significance of Point Forecast Performance

We use a similar hypothesis test with bootstrap for the point forecast performance, as described in the previous section for the density forecast performance. Instead of the normalized CRPS, here we normalize the MAPE/MALE as $MAPE_{norm} = \frac{MAPE_{method}}{MAPE_{AEO}}$. We test if this quantity is significantly below 1, which would mean that the alternative method performed better over the test range than the AEO reference case. As before, we resample the absolute percentage error or log error samples for every horizon, and then average to get a MAPE/MALE for every horizon. We then normalize this average and determine the mean over the core horizon range $H = 2$ to $H = 9$. If less than 5% of the values are > 1, we speak of a significant improvement of the method over the AEO reference case for that particular quantity.

5.8 Analysis omitted in the final paper

To evaluate the calibration of the density forecasts, we also produced probability integral transform (PIT) values [46]. The PIT is defined as the value of the predictive CDF that an observation would have. A fundamental property of this variable is that it has a standard uniform distribution, if the historical value is sampled from a distribution that is equal to the density forecast. To assess if the density forecast is well-calibrated over all forecasts and all horizons we can determine if the PIT are sampled from a standard uniform distribution and if they are independent and identically distributed (iid) [46]. We used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to compare the distribution of PIT with the standard uniform distribution, and assessed the autocorrelation of the PIT time series. While this procedure was a good visual tool to understand the calibration of the density prediction,
it was however not an adequate option to compare different methods quantitatively. We therefore
discarded this method in favor of the CRPS.

We have also tried uncertainty estimation methods that weigh the errors depending on their
expected relevance for future errors, considering the non-stationary nature of the error time series.
We considered a nearest neighbor weighting method and a method that identifies intervals between
non-stationarities and assigns weights accordingly. Those methods, however, have only in some cases
improved method $NP_1$ and did not perform as expected. We believe that this approach could be
more promising for forecasting problems with more data.
Table 5.1: Standard deviations of the forecast errors from AEO 1982-2016. SD are given as $\epsilon_{rel}$ except for the price quantities, which are given as $\epsilon_{log}$. These can be used to construct a Gaussian density with quantile $y$ around a forecast $\hat{y}$, which is defined as $y = \frac{\hat{y}}{\epsilon_{rel}+1}$ or $y = \hat{y}e^{-\epsilon_{log}}$ for relative errors and log errors respectively. Values are subject to change as historical values are updated or additional AEOs are released.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>H=0</th>
<th>H=1</th>
<th>H=2</th>
<th>H=3</th>
<th>H=4</th>
<th>H=5</th>
<th>H=6</th>
<th>H=7</th>
<th>H=8</th>
<th>H=9</th>
<th>H=10</th>
<th>H=11</th>
<th>H=12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oil Price</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>0.423</td>
<td>0.530</td>
<td>0.577</td>
<td>0.668</td>
<td>0.754</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>1.003</td>
<td>0.988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil Price (const.)</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>0.352</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>0.505</td>
<td>0.545</td>
<td>0.628</td>
<td>0.703</td>
<td>0.754</td>
<td>0.808</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>0.874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum Cons.</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>0.144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil Production</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>0.167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas Price</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>0.428</td>
<td>0.534</td>
<td>0.608</td>
<td>0.673</td>
<td>0.717</td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>0.761</td>
<td>0.794</td>
<td>0.804</td>
<td>0.770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas Price (const.)</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>0.348</td>
<td>0.418</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td>0.645</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td>0.705</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>0.730</td>
<td>0.701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas Cons.</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>0.129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas Prod.</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal Price</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.187</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>0.303</td>
<td>0.362</td>
<td>0.421</td>
<td>0.481</td>
<td>0.535</td>
<td>0.585</td>
<td>0.624</td>
<td>0.641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal Price (const.)</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>0.317</td>
<td>0.365</td>
<td>0.410</td>
<td>0.451</td>
<td>0.486</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>0.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal Consumption</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal Production</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>0.130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity Price</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.285</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>0.315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity Sales</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Energy Cons.</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Energy Cons.</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Energy Cons.</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.169</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Ranking results and sensitivity analysis for every quantity. The improvement of the best forecasting method with respect to the second best is measured in percentage difference of the normalized average CRPS. The best methods from various sensitivity analyses are listed to the right. We vary one assumption at a time. Deviations from the default ranking results are indicated in blue. The default ranking is performed on AEOs 2003-2014 without AEO 2009, observations 2002-2015, and over horizons $H = 2$ to $H = 9$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>best</th>
<th>second best</th>
<th>$\frac{y_{best} - y_{second}}{y_{best}}$</th>
<th>with AEO 2009</th>
<th>H=1 to 12 test AEO 2004-2014</th>
<th>no obs. 2015</th>
<th>alt. ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oil Price (nominal $)</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>G2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil Price (constant $)</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>G2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum Cons.</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>G2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil Production</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>NP2</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas Price (nom. $)</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas Price (const. $)</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>NP1</td>
<td>G2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas Consumption</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas Production</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>NP1</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal Price</td>
<td>NP2</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>NP2</td>
<td>NP2</td>
<td>NP2</td>
<td>NP2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal Price (const. $)</td>
<td>NP2</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
<td>NP2</td>
<td>NP2</td>
<td>NP2</td>
<td>NP2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal Consumption</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>NP2</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal Production</td>
<td>NP1</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
<td>NP1</td>
<td>NP1</td>
<td>NP1</td>
<td>NP1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity Price</td>
<td>NP2</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>NP2</td>
<td>NP2</td>
<td>NP2</td>
<td>NP2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity Sales</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Energy Cons.</td>
<td>NP2</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>NP2</td>
<td>NP2</td>
<td>NP2</td>
<td>NP2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Energy Cons.</td>
<td>NP1</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
<td>NP1</td>
<td>NP1</td>
<td>NP1</td>
<td>NP1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Energy Cons.</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>NP2</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>NP2</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>G1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.3: The historical values and AEO projections for the example quantities natural gas wellhead prices and total electricity sales, and the outlier case coal prices to electric generating plants. The black solid line indicates the historical yearly averages as listed in the EIA Retrospective Reviews. The annual projections from the AEOs 1982-2016 are shown in blue dashed lines. The unusual coal price projection for 1992 in AEO 1993 is not an error in the data.
Figure 5.4: The relative errors in this data set for all quantities. Each color connected with a line corresponds to a horizon, ranging from $H = 0$ in black to $H = 21$ in purple. The price forecast errors are untransformed.
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**Figure 5.5:** The results of the Shapiro-Wilk Normality Test with the original relative errors (A) and the transformed errors for the price quantities (B). Red indicates that the sample is not normally distributed with a certain confidence, while green corresponds to those samples where the null hypothesis of a normal distribution cannot be rejected. The underlying larger square corresponds to rejection with confidence $\alpha = 0.05$, and the smaller to $\alpha = 0.01$. (C) Two example histograms of untransformed and transformed errors with Gaussian fit, illustrating how the log error is much more normally distributed than the relative error for oil prices. The transformation has instead little effect on the bimodal coal prices.
Figure 5.6: The correlograms indicating the autocorrelation in the time series of error samples. Every line shows how the error for a given horizon $H$ is correlated to the error for the same $H$ from a previous AEO. Results for different horizons are summarized in the same plot for every quantity. The colors range from $H = 0$ in black to $H = 12$ in light turquoise. The $\alpha = 0.05$ confidence bands for autocorrelation are indicated in dashed blue lines, they vary for different samples sizes. The confidence region is larger for larger $H$. 
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Figure 5.7: The standard deviation of relative error samples for distinct quantities and horizons $H = 0...12$ plotted against the autocorrelation coefficient at lag 3 yrs. The top image is at full scale while the bottom image is cropped. The colors correspond to the three variable classes of prices (blue/green), production and consumption (magenta), and energy consumption by sector and total (orange). Every color and shape is assigned to one quantity. The black points indicate a mean forecasting error over all horizons for each quantity. Prices form a distinct group in this graph, with a much larger standard deviation than the other quantities. Coal and electricity price errors have a higher autocorrelation and a lower standard deviation than the other price quantities. The ellipsoid in the lower image highlights that oil production distinct from the other quantities, which is due to its low autocorrelation at lag 3 yrs.
Figure 5.8: The results for the MAPE and MALE for all quantities. This is with the test range AEO 2003-2014, and excluding AEO 2009.
Figure 5.9: Relative improvement of the methods with respect to the highest and lowest scenarios for the test range AEO 2003-2014. Values are plotted as fraction of the CPRS of the scenario ensemble (S). A value lower than 1.0 corresponds to a better density forecast. SP₁ corresponds to a normal distribution with the scenario range as 1 SD, and SP₂ is a normalized CRPS of a uniform PDF between the envelope scenarios.
Figure 5.10: The coverage probability of the scenario range over the test range AEO 2003-2014 without AEO 2009. The coverage probability refers to the percentage of observed values within the range between the envelope scenarios. The average is computed as the average over $H = 2$ to $H = 9$ for every quantity (shown in A) and then averaged over the 18 quantities. The coverage for every horizon averaged over all 18 quantities is shown in (B).
Figure 5.11: Density forecasts with the best method for every quantity based on AEO 2016. The different shades correspond to the percentiles 2, 10, 20, 30, ..., 80, 90, 98. The prediction interval can be very large, since it estimates that only 4% for a future value will fall outside of this interval. The red dashed line indicates the median if different from the reference case. The scenario range (in green) changes greatly from one AEO to another and is somewhat correlated to the number of scenarios published, which is why some AEO scenario ranges might be as wide as the empirical uncertainties. AEO 2016 has a large number of scenarios compared to other AEOs.
Appendix: Decarbonizing intraregional freight systems with a focus on modal shift


6.1 Data collection

6.1.1 Freight activity data

The database of freight activities, which is made available with this article in the supplementary materials, contains the country name, ISO3166-1-Alpha-3 code, freight mode, year, the source code, and the respective freight activity (in thousand tonne-km). The file contains a separate sheet with references for the 35 source codes. In this file, we reproduced official national statistics supplied through governments and also included results from peer-reviewed research studies or those that were funded by governments or international institutions. We have not reproduced the data from the OECD, Eurostat and the World Bank, but we have included those in the analysis presented in this Topical Review. We have added references to these publicly accessible datasets in the file (as source codes "1", "2", "8" and "10"). The full dataset covers values for 157 countries (75 for road, 152 for rail, and 51 for water). We also included a note for countries that do not have a railway system.

For our provided dataset and analysis, we have made the following adjustments and assumptions:

- Some data is presented for fiscal years instead of calendar years and given as a range in the source document (e.g. 2005/2006). This is for example the case for Australia and Myanmar. In these instances, we assigned the latter of the two years (e.g. 2006).

- American ton-miles, where "ton" refers to short ton, are converted as $1\text{ton-mile} = 1.460\text{tkm}$. Myanmar uses the imperial system, where $1\text{mi} = 1.609\text{km}$ and $1\text{ton} = 1016.047$, resulting in the conversion factor $1\text{ton-mi} = 1.635\text{tkm}$.

- The U.S. Census Bureau and the Bureau of Transportation Statistics conduct the Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) every five years [498]. The next update will feature 2017 data but, because it is yet to be released, we report results from the 2012 survey. The Bureau of Transportation Statistics also reports data for 2012-2014, which are estimates from the Freight Analysis Framework by the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration.

- The definitions of whether a shipment is domestic or international differ between the US and Canada. In the US, the domestic leg of an international shipment is included in the total
domestic freight activity\textsuperscript{1}. Canada reports road freight activity for domestic and international shipments separately \cite{242}. "International" freight activity includes everything with an international origin or destination, which is transported on Canadian grounds or by Canadian road carriers. The OECD only includes domestic freight activity of Canada in their database, which is why we adopt a similar definition and conduct all of our analysis with the domestic numbers. However, we show cross-border freight activity from Canadian carriers separately in Fig. 6 in the main text and in the section on North America in Fig. 9 in the main text, as this cross-border activity is quite large. Similarly for rail, Canada also reports international freight activity within Canadian borders with an international origin or destination separately as international\textsuperscript{2}. We have also included rail activities in those figures. Cross-border shipments from North American carriers therefore remain not fully accounted for. For the water modes, we have only considered domestic freight activity.

- We include all water freight activity data that are indicated as domestic waterborne trade or coastal shipping. We do not include statistics on maritime shipping, unless they are labeled as domestic shipping. For countries that report both freight activity on inland waterways and coastal shipping, we have added those together and denoted it as domestic waterborne freight activity.

- Some data for Latin America are taken from the Freight Logistics Statistics Yearbook by the Inter-American Development Bank \cite{499} for those countries, where we could not find national statistics. This dataset lists freight activity in tonne-km where available but only assigns a year to some of the data points. Where no information about the year is given, we have assigned it the year of publication, which is 2014.

### 6.1.2 Carbon intensity data

For Fig. 2.1 in the main text we collected average carbon intensity values from various sources that are listed in the provided data table (supplementary materials). By carbon intensity we refer to

\textsuperscript{1}Personal communication with the U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics.

\textsuperscript{2}Personal communication with Transport Canada.
GHG emissions over freight activity measured in CO\textsubscript{2}/tkm. Most sources provide values in this unit, but some needed to be inferred from fuel consumption or energy consumption values. Some sources report average regional values, while others report average values for a vehicle class. We include also reports for single countries (e.g., Germany) in the regional values (e.g., Europe) in Fig. 2.1 in the main text. For sources that report values for more than one year, we use the most recent value. Below, we provide details on data collection and conversion.

**Road carbon intensity**

- We use the following conversion factors: Emission intensity for diesel is 10180\textit{g}CO\textsubscript{2}/\textit{gal} and gasoline is 8887\textit{g}CO\textsubscript{2}/\textit{gal} [500].

- Several sources [10, 92, 238] give regional values for average payload and fuel consumption, which we converted into carbon intensity by above conversion factors.

- One source [68] provides carbon emissions in \textit{g}C/\textit{gal}, which we converted to \textit{g}CO\textsubscript{2}/\textit{gal}.

- Where no information on the road vehicle class was given, for example because the value is an aggregate over the whole road freight sector, we assign it to the heavy road freight vehicle class.

**Rail carbon intensity**

- We converted diesel rail energy consumption in btu/tkm, which was reported by one source [247], into carbon intensity. For this we used the conversion factor 138700\textit{btu}/\textit{gal} for diesel given in the same reference.

6.1.3 GDP data

The GDP data used for this review is from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) given as "Gross domestic product based on purchasing-power-parity (PPP) valuation of country GDP" in current international dollars [501]. The use of these PPP-adjusted GDP values was for example recommended in a World Bank document by Bennathan et al. [75].
6.2 Defining surface transport regions

To illustrate freight trends in this review, we grouped the countries into eleven freight regions, which are shown in Fig. 6.1 in this appendix. The results in this paper do not depend on this particular categorization. The groups are based on a cluster analysis of intra-continental trade data and a qualitative consideration of political and geographic barriers as well as trade agreements listed by the World Trade Organization.\(^3\) While intra-continental trade in Africa is negligible, we still consider Africa as one region for geographical reasons and for its potential to increase intraregional freight.

6.3 Additional plots

Fig. 6.2 shows the national freight activity divided by the GDP by country.

---

\(^3\)Available at https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/region_e/rtaparticipation_map_e.htm.
Figure 6.2: Road, rail and domestic water freight activity per GDP for all countries that provide information on road freight activity. GDP values are power purchase parity adjusted.
Appendix: Truck traffic monitoring with satellite images
7.1 Data preparation

7.1.1 Satellite images

We use satellite images from DigitalGlobe, Inc., which are taken frequently for many locations and by a number of different satellites. We only work with 3-channel RGB images of the satellite "World View 3" (VW03), as it has the highest resolution of 31 cm. We found that there are difficulties identifying for example black cars in images of the other satellites. The images are not cloud-free but we attempted to select images with nearly no cloud-cover in relevant areas.

For training, we used images of several regions in the Northeastern United States. These include images of the Thruway but also other highways. We also annotated the regions around the highways such as parking lots and logistics centers.

7.1.2 Annotations

We used the Python-based annotation software "LabelImg" [502] to label the more than 2000 truck examples. We marked each truck with a bounding box and a class label "Truck." Below we describe in detail, which types of vehicles we included as trucks. For cloudy images, we also tried to label those trucks that are hardly visible through the cloud or in the shade of the cloud.

For the training data, we labeled large $3000 \times 3000$ pixel images, from which we created $300 \times 300$ pixel chips, where we only retained chips with truck examples. Note that this procedure reduces the number of truck examples somewhat with respect to the large images, as bounding boxes are cut and those examples are lost. We chose truck examples conservatively and prioritized accuracy of labeled examples over labeling as many as possible. This means, when in doubt, we chose not to label truck, unless there are very obvious or interesting truck examples in the immediate vicinity. We have sometimes omitted parking areas and junk yards, where vehicles are very close together such that there is no pavement visible. These examples might be less useful for learning on highways but might aid for situations with dense traffic.

In contrast, for test images it was important to label all likely trucks because the whole image is evaluated with all examples it contains. This includes trucks that are partially obstructed through
trees, bridges etc.

We only labeled semi trucks with a trailer, and medium-duty trucks. This also includes car carrier trailers, flatbed trucks or oversized transports such as windturbine blades. We did not annotate pickup trucks, even if they pulled a trailer, and omitted vans, buses, caravans, and RVs. We also did not label tractors or trailers separately, only the combination. Fig. 7.1a shows an example of easily identifiable trucks of different sizes. The examples in Fig. 7.1b and 7.1c are partially obstructed by clouds or trees but they can still be identified as trucks. Buses and RVs can easily be confused with a truck. The example in Fig. 7.1d shows a bus (or a long RV) and something that is likely an RV that is pulling a car, both of which could be taken for a truck. Fig. 7.1e and 7.1f have more of those examples, including a number of yellow school buses. We also include trucks with special trailers such as flatbeds (Fig. 7.1g), or oversized load (Fig. 7.1h). We also labeled trucks with empty trailers, as sometimes load cannot be distinguished from the empty trailer. Smaller trucks and their similarity with vans are particularly difficult (Fig. 7.1i). We considered everything that has a box that is elevated from the driver’s cabin as a truck, but errors cannot be excluded. Also, there were many examples of small parked trailers that have a white attachment, which could also be a small drivers cabin (Fig. 7.1j). For trucks that are docked to a building, we excluded those where only the trailer is visible but included those, where the tractor is still attached (Fig. 7.1b).

In the images from Brazil, we found what seemed to be yellow and white busses, which appear in multiple locations Fig. 7.1k). After we have confirmed with Google Street View that such busses frequently travel the highway, we have not labeled these as trucks.
Figure 7.1: Image chips that illustrate what is labeled as a "Truck" with a bounding box. Imagery © 2018 DigitalGlobe, Inc.
7.1.3 Vehicle counts

We use count data for four different regions that comprise all counting stations with vehicle class distinction in California, Brazil, and Germany, and toll data from the NY Thruway. We are only interested in highways (or freeways), not smaller roads. Here, we describe each dataset and the respective data preparation, and conclude with a summary. To balance the training data between the regions, we used a sampling method that is explained in Section 7.1.3.

NY Thruway

The toll data for the New York Thruway [366, 365] contain the entrance and exit location for every vehicle and the time it has entered the Thruway as recorded in the toll collect system. We regarded all high vehicles with 3 or more axles as trucks. To determine when a vehicle has passed a location between entrance and exit, we needed to make assumptions about the speed it has traveled and the distance between highway exits. We assumed that every vehicle travels 65 mi/hr. The information about Thruway mileposts are available through the State of New York Thruway Authority [503]. We determined the counts by summing up all the vehicles that have entered a section between two highway exits. For example, if we were interested in analyzing the stretch of road between Exit 30 and 31, we determined the hourly counts by summing up the number of vehicles that pass Exit 30 in one direction and pass Exit 31 in the other direction within that hour. We did not only count the vehicles that pass the particular exit but also the vehicles that enter the Thruway at that exit. The ones that leave at the exit before they enter the section were not counted. See Fig. 7.2 for an illustration.

California

We obtained hourly count data through the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) Performance Measurement System (PeMS), where we used hourly truck counts from the Caltrans Traffic Census Program [?]. We furthermore used location information of the census stations (weight in motion stations) from PeMS and Caltrans. We also obtained AADTT information from Caltrans for a number of road segments in California [?].
Figure 7.2: Schematic illustration of how we computed the traffic flow for the monitoring model from toll data. The orange cones indicate highway exits, and the grey lines are road sections. We did not consider those that are crossed out.

Hourly data preparation The datasets contain many short-term and some nearly continuous counters. We only used those counters that provide information on both directions, and add those directions up as well as the counts for all lanes. We dropped rows that have vehicle classes (0, 2, 3, 4, 15), as those include vehicles that are too small, or indicate malfunctions of the system. We used the data for the year 2016.

AADTT check As a check, we compared the AADTT computed from the hourly data to those aggregate values provided through [?]. Comparing counting locations in California proved difficult, as precise geographical information is not given. For example, we compared the value for census station 62010, which is weight in motion (WIM) location 73 for Caltrans or rte. 5, district 6, leg A, JCT.RTE.43 in the 2016 table in [?]. Here, we computed an AADTT of 8578 with the simple AADTT method, and Caltrans gives 8819. We ensured approximate compatibility also for other count stations.

Brazil
The data for Brazil were made available through the Departamento Nacional de Infraestrutura de Transportes (DNIT) [368]. The Brazilian dataset contains short-term as well as continuous counters on Brazilian national highways. The dataset contains counts for several years. We worked with counts for the year 2017 for training the monitoring model because this is the year that has most
Germany

The German agency Bundesanstalt für Straßenwesen publishes hourly count data for count stations on highways (Autobahnen). The data consist only of time series from continuous counters. We removed those stations that are faulty, indicated by an AADTT of 0. For training the monitoring model, we used the most recent data from 2017.

Count data summary and sampling

To balance between the regions, and ensure sufficiently high AADTT in the training data, we developed our own sampling procedure. We sampled from the stations with the longest count series (most "complete" stations) first, and then sampled from a selection of those with the highest AADTT, to arrive at a dataset of 10 continuous counting stations. As some of the datasets contain short-term counters, we iteratively increased the number of stations sampled until we arrive at a dataset with a number of points equivalent to 10 continuous counting stations.

The two plots in Fig. 7.3 show how complete the count time series are by station and the size of the AADTT, respectively. We see that the number of count stations as well as the length of count series by station differ considerably between the four regions. The figures also show those stations that were randomly selected to be part of the training dataset for the monitoring model. Count stations for test images were excluded.

7.2 Experimental details and further analysis

7.2.1 Detection model

Fig. 7.4 shows the count errors for validation data based on the entire image. We see that the count errors are much larger than for predictions on the road only. This is due to the difficulty of the model to detect trucks that are parked next to each other on parking lots, and more unusual truck types and image environments outside the road.
Figure 7.3: The count data vary between the regions. For example, German data contain many continuous counters, while for California mainly short-term counters are included. Filled points indicate those that where selected for the training dataset by the random procedure that prioritizes longer count series and then higher AADTT. We see that for the NY Thruway and California all count stations were used for training.

One issue of the detection model is that it underpredicts the number of trucks. We were interested in understanding if the count error is systematically biased. Fig. 7.5 shows the count error for each validation image with a negative value meaning underprediction. It also shows the mean over all images. As expected, the mean count error is around zero for optimal values. The model that is most balanced is Faster R-CNN with ResNet 101. The SSD, which we used in our analysis, tends to underpredict for the widest range of probability thresholds. This indicates, that it might be useful to further explore if lower validation errors could be achieved by training Faster R-CNN longer.

7.2.2 Monitoring model

Computing the AADTT  We can use two methods to compute the AADTT [343]. A simple method computes the average hourly count over all hours in the dataset (ideally a year) and multiplies by 24 to obtain the average daily value. A second method, the AASHTO method, computes average values for every weekday in a month, and then averages over these daily values. This method
Figure 7.4: Count errors for all three detection models, based on all annotated trucks in the validation datasets, not only on the road.
Figure 7.5: Count errors as a fraction of the true count of annotated trucks by image (points). Those counts are only for trucks on the road. Negative values indicate a lower predicted number of trucks than the number of annotated trucks. The lines indicate the mean over all images per model.
**Figure 7.6:** This plot of predicted vs. true normalized hourly counts values uses colors to visually investigate if the prediction is biased for certain time frames. A prediction is better if it is closer to the diagonal (white dashed line). We see that there is no indication of bias for weekend vs. weekday counts (left), and the model seems to predict approximately similarly well for nighttime and daytime hours (right).

Improves inter-year comparison, as it ensures that every annual value is computed with equal weights between the weekdays. As we had a lot of incomplete and short-term counts in our datasets, we used the first (simple) method to compute the AADTT.

**Further analysis and discussion** As we are using only factors from daylight time, there was concern that a bias for these particular hours could introduce a bias in the monitoring model. We show the predicted hourly normalized count against the real values in Fig. 7.6. We distinguished daytime and nighttime hourly counts by colors to understand if there could be a bias in the model. From the figure, we see that there is no such concern. Similarly for weekends and weekdays, we do not find such bias.